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Preface
(Updated as of May 1, 2017)

About AICPA Guides
This AICPA Guide has been developed by the AICPA Audit Sampling Guide
Task Force to assist practitioners in performing and reporting on their audit
engagements.
AICPA Guides may include certain content presented as "Supplement," "Appendix," or "Exhibit." A supplement is a reproduction, in whole or in part, of
authoritative guidance originally issued by a standard setting body (including regulatory bodies) and applicable to entities or engagements within the
purview of that standard setter, independent of the authoritative status of the
applicable AICPA Guide. Both appendixes and exhibits are included for informational purposes and have no authoritative status.
An AICPA guide containing auditing guidance related to generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) is recognized as an interpretive publication as defined
in AU-C section 200, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
(AICPA, Professional Standards). Interpretive publications are recommendations on the application of GAAS in specific circumstances, including engagements for entities in specialized industries.
Interpretive publications are issued under the authority of the AICPA Auditing
Standards Board (ASB) after all ASB members have been provided an opportunity to consider and comment on whether the proposed interpretive publication is consistent with GAAS. The members of the ASB have found the auditing
guidance in this guide to be consistent with existing GAAS.
Although interpretive publications are not auditing standards, AU-C section
200 requires the auditor to consider applicable interpretive publications in
planning and performing the audit because interpretive publications are relevant to the proper application of GAAS in specific circumstances. If the auditor
does not apply the auditing guidance in an applicable interpretive publication,
the auditor should document how the requirements of GAAS were complied
with in the circumstances addressed by such auditing guidance.
The ASB is the designated senior committee of the AICPA authorized to speak
for the AICPA on all matters related to auditing. Conforming changes made to
the auditing guidance contained in this guide are approved by the ASB Chair
(or his or her designee) and the Director of the AICPA Audit and Attest Standards Staff. Updates made to the auditing guidance in this guide exceeding that
of conforming changes are issued after all ASB members have been provided an
opportunity to consider and comment on whether the guide is consistent with
the Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs).
Any auditing guidance in a guide appendix or chapter appendix in a guide, or
in an exhibit, while not authoritative, is considered an "other auditing publication." In applying such guidance, the auditor should, exercising professional
judgment, assess the relevance and appropriateness of such guidance to the
circumstances of the audit. Although the auditor determines the relevance of
other auditing guidance, auditing guidance in a guide appendix or exhibit has
been reviewed by the AICPA Audit and Attest Standards staff and the auditor
may presume that it is appropriate.
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Purpose and Applicability
This AICPA Audit Guide presents recommendations on the application of
GAAS to audits involving the use of audit sampling methods. It is an update of
the 2014 AICPA Audit Guide by the same name. The auditing guidance in this
edition of the guide has been conformed to SAS Nos. 122–130, which have been
issued since 2011 as part of the ASB's Clarity Project. The guide also includes
increased guidance on the use of nonstatistical audit sampling. This guidance
is more integrated and explains throughout the guide the common factors that
need to be considered when following either a statistical or nonstatistical approach. Although the purpose of this guide is to provide guidance to help auditors apply audit sampling in accordance with AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling (AICPA, Professional Standards), the concepts and procedures described
herein may be useful when performing attestation engagements that involve
sampling.

Recognition
2017 Guide Edition
Auditing Standards Board
Alan Long
ASB Member
Michael J Santay
Chair
AICPA Staff
Anjali Patel
Technical Manager
The AICPA also thanks Lynford Graham for his invaluable assistance in updating the 2017 edition of the guide.

Guidance Considered in This Edition
This edition of the guide has been modified by the AICPA staff to include certain changes necessary due to the issuance of authoritative guidance since the
guide was originally issued, and other revisions as deemed appropriate. Relevant guidance issued through May 1, 2017 has been considered in the development of this edition of the guide. However, this guide does not include all audit,
accounting, reporting, regulatory, and other requirements applicable to an entity or a particular engagement. This guide is intended to be used in conjunction
with all applicable sources of relevant guidance.
Relevant guidance that is issued and effective on or before May 1, 2017 is incorporated directly in the text of this guide. Relevant guidance issued but not
yet effective as of May 1, 2017 but becoming effective on or before December
31, 2017 is also presented directly in the text of the guide, but shaded gray and
accompanied by a footnote indicating the effective date of the new guidance.
The distinct presentation of this content is intended to aid the reader in differentiating content that may not be effective for the reader's purposes (as part of
the guide's "dual guidance" treatment of applicable new guidance).
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Relevant guidance issued but not yet effective as of the date of the guide and
not becoming effective until after December 31, 2017 referenced in a "guidance
update" box; that is, a box that contains summary information on the guidance
issued but not yet effective.
The changes made to this edition of the guide are identified in the appendix
I, "Schedule of Changes Made to the Text From the Previous Edition." The
changes do not include all those that might be considered necessary if the guide
were subjected to a comprehensive review and revision.

Terms Used to Deﬁne Professional Requirements
in This AICPA Guide
Any requirements described in this guide are normally referenced to the applicable standards or regulations from which they are derived. Generally the
terms used in this guide describing the professional requirements of the referenced standard setter (for example, the ASB) are the same as those used in the
applicable standards or regulations (for example, "must" or "should").
Readers should refer to the applicable standards and regulations for more information on the requirements imposed by the use of the various terms used
to define professional requirements in the context of the standards and regulations in which they appear.
Certain exceptions apply to these general rules, particularly in those circumstances where the guide describes prevailing and/or preferred industry practices for the application of a standard or regulation. In these circumstances,
the applicable senior committee responsible for reviewing the guide's content
believes the guidance contained herein is appropriate for the circumstances.

Applicability of GAAS and PCAOB Standards
Appendix A, "Council Resolution Designating Bodies to Promulgate Technical
Standards," of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct recognizes both the
ASB and the PCAOB as standard setting bodies designated to promulgate auditing, attestation, and quality control standards. Paragraph .01 of the "Compliance With Standards Rule" (AICPA, Professional Standards, ET sec. 1.310.001
and 2.310.001) requires an AICPA member who performs an audit to comply
with the applicable standards.
Audits of the financial statements of those entities subject to the oversight authority of the PCAOB (that is, those audit reports within the PCAOB's jurisdiction as defined by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, as amended) are to be
conducted in accordance with standards established by the PCAOB, a private
sector, nonprofit corporation created by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The
SEC has oversight authority over the PCAOB, including the approval of its
rules, standards, and budget. In citing the auditing standards of the PCAOB,
references generally use section numbers within the reorganized PCAOB auditing standards and not the original standard number, as appropriate.
Audits of the financial statements of those entities not subject to the oversight
authority of the PCAOB (that is, those audit reports not within the PCAOB's
jurisdiction as defined by the Act, as amended)—hereinafter referred to as
nonissuers—are to be conducted in accordance with GAAS as issued by the
ASB. The ASB develops and issues standards in the form of SASs through a due
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process that includes deliberation in meetings open to the public, public exposure of proposed SASs, and a formal vote. The SASs and their related interpretations are codified in the AICPA's Professional Standards. In citing GAAS and
their related interpretations, references generally use section numbers within
the codification of currently effective SASs and not the original statement number, as appropriate.
The auditing content in this guide primarily discusses GAAS issued by the
ASB and is applicable to audits of nonissuers. Users of this guide may find the
tool developed by the PCAOB's Office of the Chief Auditor helpful in identifying comparable PCAOB standards. The tool is available at http://pcaobus.org/
Standards/Auditing/Pages/FindAnalogousStandards.aspx.
Considerations for audits of entities subject to the oversight authority of the
PCAOB may also be discussed within this guide's chapter text. When such discussion is provided, the related paragraphs are designated with the following
title: Considerations for Audits Performed in Accordance With PCAOB Standards. PCAOB guidance included in an AICPA guide has not been reviewed,
approved, disapproved, or otherwise acted upon by the PCAOB and has no official or authoritative status.

Applicability of Quality Control Standards
QC section 10, A Firm's System of Quality Control (AICPA, Professional Standards), addresses a CPA firm's responsibilities for its system of quality control
for its accounting and auditing practice. A system of quality control consists
of policies that a firm establishes and maintains to provide it with reasonable
assurance that the firm and its personnel comply with professional standards,
as well as applicable legal and regulatory requirements. The policies also provide the firm with reasonable assurance that reports issued by the firm are
appropriate in the circumstances.
QC section 10 applies to all CPA firms with respect to engagements in their accounting and auditing practice. In paragraph .06 of QC section 10, an accounting and auditing practice is defined as "a practice that performs engagements
covered by this section, which are audit, attestation, compilation, review, and
any other services for which standards have been promulgated by the AICPA
ASB or the AICPA Accounting and Review Services Committee under the "General Standards Rule" (AICPA, Professional Standards, ET sec. 1.300.001) or
the "Compliance With Standards Rule" (ET sec. 1.310.001) of the AICPA Code
of Professional Conduct. Although standards for other engagements may be
promulgated by other AICPA technical committees, engagements performed in
accordance with those standards are not encompassed in the definition of an
accounting and auditing practice.
In addition to the provisions of QC section 10, readers should be aware of other
sections within AICPA Professional Standards that address quality control considerations, including the following provisions that address engagement level
quality control matters for various types of engagements that an accounting
and auditing practice might perform:

r
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AU-C section 220, Quality Control for an Engagement Conducted in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards)
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AT-C section 105, Concepts Common to All Attestation Engagements (AICPA, Professional Standards)
AR-C section 60, General Principles for Engagements Performed
in Accordance With Statements on Standards for Accounting and
Review Services (AICPA, Professional Standards)

Because of the importance of engagement quality, this guide includes an appendix H, "Overview of Statements on Quality Control Standards." This appendix summarizes key aspects of the quality control standard. This summarization should be read in conjunction with QC section 10, AU-C section 220,
AT-C section 105, AR-C section 60, and the quality control standards issued by
the PCAOB, as applicable.

AICPA.org Website
The AICPA encourages you to visit the website at www.aicpa.org, and the
Financial Reporting Center at www.aicpa.org/FRC. The Financial Reporting
Center supports members in the execution of high-quality financial reporting.
Whether you are a financial statement preparer or a member in public practice, this center provides exclusive member-only resources for the entire financial reporting process, and provides timely and relevant news, guidance and
examples supporting the financial reporting process. Another important focus
of the Financial Reporting Center is keeping those in public practice up to date
on issues pertaining to preparation, compilation, review, audit, attestation, assurance and advisory engagements. Certain content on the AICPA's websites
referenced in this guide may be restricted to AICPA members only.

Select Recent Developments Signiﬁcant to This Guide
AICPA’s Ethics Codiﬁcation Project
The AICPA's Professional Ethics Executive Committee (PEEC) restructured
and codified the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct (code) so that members
and other users of the code can apply the rules and reach appropriate conclusions more easily and intuitively. This is referred to as the AICPA Ethics
Codification Project.
Although PEEC believes it was able to maintain the substance of the existing
AICPA ethics standards through this process and limited substantive changes
to certain specific areas that were in need of revision, the numeric citations
and titles of interpretations have all changed. In addition, the ethics rulings
are no longer in a question and answer format but rather, have been drafted
as interpretations, incorporated into interpretations as examples, or deleted
where deemed appropriate. For example:

r
r

Rule 101, Independence (ET sec. 101.01) is referred to as the "Independence Rule" (ET sec. 1.200.001) in the revised code.
the content from the ethics ruling entitled "Financial Services
Company Client has Custody of a Member's Assets" (ET sec.
191.081–.082) is incorporated into the "Brokerage and Other
Accounts" interpretation (ET sec. 1.255.020) found under the
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subtopic "Depository, Brokerage, and Other Accounts" (ET sec.
1.255) of the "Independence" topic (ET sec. 1.200).
The revised code was effective December 15, 2014 and is available at
http://pub.aicpa.org/codeofconduct. References to the code have been updated
in this guide. To assist users in locating in the revised code content from the
prior code, PEEC created a mapping document. The mapping document is available in Excel format in appendix D in the revised code.

AAG-SAM
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Introduction
The Development of Audit Sampling
I.1 At the beginning of the twentieth century, the rapid increase in the
size of American companies created a need for audits based on selected tests
of items constituting account balances or classes of transactions. Previously,
a number of audits had included an examination of every transaction in the
period covered by the financial statements. At that time, professional literature
paid little attention to the subject of sampling.
I.2 A program of audit procedures printed in 1917 in the Federal Reserve
Bulletin included some early references to sampling, such as selecting "a few
book items" of inventory. The program was prepared by a special committee of
the AICPA's earliest predecessor, the American Association of Public Accountants.
I.3 For the first few decades of the twentieth century, auditors often applied sampling, but the extent of sampling was not related to the effectiveness of
an entity's internal control. Some auditing articles and textbooks in the 1910s
and 1920s referred to reducing the extent of tests of details based on reliance on
the entity's internal check, as internal control was first called; however, there
was little acceptance of this relationship in practice until the 1930s.
I.4 In 1955, the American Institute of Accountants (later to become the
AICPA) published A Case Study of the Extent of Audit Samples, which summarized audit programs prepared by several CPAs to indicate the extent of
audit sampling each considered necessary for a case study audit. The study
was important because it was one of the first professional publications on audit
sampling. It also acknowledged some relationship between the extent of tests of
details and reliance on internal control. The 1955 study concluded, "Although
there was some degree of similarity among the views expressed as to the extent
of sampling necessary for most items in the financial statements, no clear-cut
pattern resulted."
I.5 During the 1950s, some interest developed in applying statistical principles to sampling in auditing. Some auditors succeeded in developing methods
for applying statistical sampling; however, other auditors questioned whether
those techniques should be applied in auditing.
I.6 The first pronouncement on the subject of statistical sampling in auditing was the special report Statistical Sampling and the Independent Auditor
issued by the AICPA's Committee on Statistical Sampling in 1962. The report
concluded that statistical sampling was permitted under generally accepted
auditing standards (GAAS). A second report, Relationship of Statistical Sampling to Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, issued by the committee in
1964, illustrated the relationship between precision and confidence (reliability)
in sampling and GAAS. The 1964 report was later included as appendix A of
Statement on Auditing Procedure (SAP) No. 54, The Auditor's Study and Evaluation of Internal Control. The statement elaborated on the guidance provided
by the earlier report. The Auditing Procedures Committee report Precision and
Reliability for Statistical Sampling in Auditing was issued in 1972 as appendix
B of SAP No. 54.
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I.7 Two other SAPs included references to sampling applications in auditing. SAP No. 33, Auditing Standards and Procedures (a codification), issued
in 1963, indicated that a practitioner might consider using statistical sampling
in appropriate circumstances. SAP No. 36, Revision of "Extensions of Auditing
Procedure" Relating to Inventories, issued in 1966, provided guidance on the
auditor's responsibility when a client uses a sampling procedure, rather than a
complete physical count, to determine inventory balances.
I.8 From 1967 to 1974, the AICPA published a series of volumes on statistical sampling, An Auditor's Approach to Statistical Sampling, for use in continuing professional education. In 1978, the AICPA published Statistical Auditing,
by Donald M. Roberts, explaining the theory underlying statistical sampling in
auditing.
I.9 In 1981, the AICPA's Auditing Standards Board (ASB) issued SAS No.
39, Audit Sampling, which provides general guidance on both nonstatistical
and statistical sampling in auditing and superseded appendixes A and B of
SAS No. 1, Codification of Auditing Standards and Procedures. In 1983, the
AICPA published the first edition of this Audit Guide Audit Sampling. In 2001,
the AICPA published an updated version of the guide.
I.10 In 2006, the ASB issued a suite of eight risk assessment standards
(SAS Nos. 104–111) to be used in the planning and performance of a financial
statement audit. Several of these pronouncements also provide guidance on the
use of audit sampling. SAS No. 107, Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit, established requirements and provided guidance on the auditor's
consideration of audit risk and materiality when planning and performing an
audit of financial statements in accordance with GAAS. Audit risk and materiality are important in determining the nature, timing, and extent of auditing
procedures (including those that involve audit sampling) and evaluating the
results of those procedures. SAS No. 109, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement and SAS No. 110,
Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the
Audit Evidence Obtained, clarify the circumstances under which controls can
be relied on and the importance of IT general controls and tests of controls
as a basis for reliance. The AICPA also issued the Audit Guide Assessing and
Responding to Audit Risk in a Financial Statement Audit to provide guidance
on obtaining an understanding of the entity and its environment, including
its internal control, assessing the risks of material misstatement, designing
further audit procedures that respond to the assessed risks, and evaluating
audit findings and evidence. In discussing the auditor's assessment of control
risk, the preceding guidance describes the manner in which the auditor designs, performs, and evaluates tests of controls, including those that involve
audit sampling. In 2008, a significantly revised Audit Guide Audit Sampling
was published by the AICPA.
I.11 In October 2011, the ASB issued SAS No. 122, Statements on Auditing
Standards: Clarification and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards),
as a result of the Clarity Project. SAS No. 122 recodified the AU section numbers
in AICPA Professional Standards as designated by SAS Nos. 1–121. Clarified
audit sampling requirements, along with other related requirements and guidance appearing in this guide, were carried forward by SAS No. 122 and recodified in AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling, and AU-C section 450, Evaluation
of Misstatements Identified During the Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards),
respectively.

AAG-SAM I.7
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The Signiﬁcance of Audit Sampling
I.12 AU-C section 530 and AU-C section 330, Performing Audit Procedures
in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained
(AICPA, Professional Standards), recognize that auditors are often aware of
items in account balances or classes of transactions that likely contain misstatements. Auditors consider this knowledge in planning procedures, including audit sampling. They usually will have no special knowledge about other
items in account balances or classes of transactions that, in their judgment,
will need to be tested to fulfill the audit objectives. Auditors might apply audit sampling to those account balances or classes of transactions. AU-C section
530 provides guidance for planning, performing, and evaluating audit samples
using two approaches: nonstatistical and statistical.

The Purpose of This Guide
I.13 This guide provides guidance to help auditors apply audit sampling
in accordance with AU-C section 530 and AU-C section 450. It provides practical guidance on the use of nonstatistical and statistical sampling in auditing.
In many cases, auditors may apply procedures not involving audit sampling to
account balances or classes of transactions. Neither this document nor AU-C
section 530 establishes requirements or provides guidance on planning, performing, or evaluating audit procedures not involving audit sampling.1
I.14 This guide discusses several approaches to the application of sampling in auditing. It does not discuss the use of sampling if the objective of the
application is to develop an original estimate of quantities or amounts. To avoid
a complex, highly technical presentation, this guide does not include guidance
on every possible valid method of selecting and evaluating audit samples. It also
does not discuss the mathematical formulas underlying statistical sampling because knowledge of statistical sampling formulas, which was once required to
apply statistical sampling in auditing, is no longer as important because the
formulas are often imbedded in software that assists the auditor in sizing, selecting, and evaluating the sample. However, a reference document is available
from the AICPA that illustrates the formulas underlying the various tables
in this guide. "Technical Notes on the AICPA Audit Guide Audit Sampling"2
contains key statistical formulas used to develop the tables in the guide for the
benefit of statistical specialists, educators, students, and others. This paper may
also help auditors extend the tables to cover parameters meeting firm-specific
policies and guidance, and help individual practitioners tailor their sampling
techniques to specific audit circumstances, and developers write software to
augment or replace tables. This guide assumes that the auditor uses appropriate and reliable computer programs or tables to perform the calculations and
selections necessary for statistical sampling.
I.15 This guide may be used both as a reference source for those who are
knowledgeable about audit sampling and as initial background for those who

1 AU-C section 330, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating
the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards), establishes requirements and provides
guidance on planning, performing, or evaluating audit procedures not involving audit sampling.
2 This document is available for download from the AICPA website at www.aicpa.org/
Publications/AccountingAuditing/KeyTopics/DownloadableDocuments/Sampling_Guide_Technical_
Notes.pdf.
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are new to this area. Auditors unfamiliar with technical sampling considerations might benefit by combining use of this guide with a continuing education
course in audit sampling and by consulting with persons knowledgeable in audit sampling. Training is available from several sources, including the AICPA,
state CPA societies, colleges and universities, private vendors, and some CPA
firms.
I.16 The guide is organized as follows:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Chapter 1, "Characteristics of Audit Sampling," defines audit sampling and illustrates the difference between procedures that involve audit sampling and those that do not involve audit sampling.
Chapter 2, "The Audit Sampling Process," provides overviews of
the audit sampling process and the various approaches to audit
sampling.
Chapter 3, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling in Tests
of Controls," provides guidance on the use of nonstatistical and
statistical audit sampling for tests of controls.
Chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for Substantive Tests of Details," provides general guidance on the use of
nonstatistical and statistical audit sampling for substantive tests.
Chapter 5, "Nonstatistical Sampling Case Study," provides a case
study for nonstatistical sampling applications for substantive
tests.
Chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling," discusses monetary unit
sampling.
Chapter 7, "Classical Variables Sampling," discusses classical
variables sampling techniques using computer programs.
Chapters 6–7 each include a case study illustrating the application of the guidance.
This guide includes several appendixes. Appendix A, "Attributes
Statistical Sampling Tables"; appendix B, "Sequential Sampling
for Tests of Controls"; appendix C, "Monetary Unit Sampling Tables"; and appendix F, "Case Study Using Software to Plan and
Evaluate a Classical Variables Sample," are useful primarily in
applying certain statistical sampling approaches. Appendix D,
"Ratio of Desired Allowance for Sampling Risk of Incorrect Rejection to Tolerable Misstatement," describes an approach to controlling the risk of incorrect rejection when planning an audit
sampling application. Appendix E, "Multilocation Sampling Considerations," contains a discussion relating to designing samples
for multilocation (multi component) sampling. Also included are
appendix G, "Glossary," appendix H, "Overview of Statements on
Quality Control Standards," and appendix I, "Schedule of Changes
Made to the Text From the Previous Edition."

I.17 An auditor using nonstatistical sampling is not required to compute
the sample size for the nonstatistical sampling application using statistical theory; however, paragraph .A14 of AU-C section 530, which clarifies that sample
sizes of statistical and nonstatistical samples ordinarily would be comparable
when the same sampling parameters are used, states the following:

AAG-SAM I.16
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The decision whether to use a statistical or nonstatistical sampling
approach is a matter for the auditor's professional judgment; however,
sample size is not a valid criterion to use in deciding between statistical and nonstatistical approaches. An auditor who applies statistical
sampling may use tables or formulas to compute sample size based on
the factors in paragraph .A13. An auditor who applies nonstatistical
sampling exercises professional judgment to relate the same factors
used in statistical sampling in determining the appropriate sample
size. Ordinarily, this would result in a sample size comparable with
the sample size resulting from an efficient and effectively designed
statistical sample, considering the same sampling parameters. This
guidance does not suggest that the auditor using nonstatistical sampling also compute a corresponding sample size using an appropriate
statistical technique.
I.18 This guide provides several quantitative illustrations of sample sizes
based on statistical theory that may be helpful to an auditor applying professional judgment and experience in considering the effect of various planning
considerations on sample size when using nonstatistical sampling.3
I.19 When using audit sampling, the auditor chooses between a statistical
and a nonstatistical approach to audit sampling. Both methods comply with auditing standards. Statistical methods are drawn from the field of applied statistics and require training and experience in their use. Nonstatistical methods
draw on the auditor's experience and professional judgment in selecting items
for evidence from populations and evaluating the results. In using statistical
sampling, the auditor uses experience and judgment when determining the appropriate selection and evaluation methods provided from the field of applied
statistics. It is important to note that nonstatistical sampling methods may
use tools from statistical sampling such as random selection of sample items
or determining sample size by using statistical sampling tables. A distinguishing element is the evaluation method where statistical methods state a specific
numerical sampling risk in inferring the condition of the population from the
sample. The differences between these two methods include the different levels of formality in structuring the design and execution of the procedures and
the numerical control of and evaluation of sampling risk provided by statistical
methods. Both approaches are best carried out by auditors who have training
in their use and evaluation. Training in nonstatistical sampling generally provides an overview of statistical principles, because those principles are useful
in helping the auditor to understand nonstatistical sampling.
I.20 Although the purpose of this guide is to provide guidance to help auditors apply audit sampling in accordance with AU-C section 530 and AU-C
section 450, the concepts and procedures are useful when performing attestation engagements that involve audit sampling.

Audit Sampling Guidance for Compliance Audits
I.21 This guide is also applicable to the financial statement portion
of audits conducted in accordance with the Single Audit Act and Office of
3 Even though sample sizes between statistical and nonstatistical samples may be similar, other
characteristics of the sampling plan such as sample selection methods may not be similar. Further
adjustments to the nonstatistical sample plan, for example an increase in the sample size or changes
in the selection method, may be needed to provide equivalent assurance from statistical and nonstatistical sampling plans.
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Management and Budget Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local Governments,
and Non-Profit Organizations.
I.22 Chapter 11, "Audit Sampling Considerations of Uniform Guidance
Compliance Audits," in AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards
and Single Audits provides audit sampling guidance specific to compliance audits performed under Uniform Guidance compliance requirements. This additional guidance focuses only on the compliance controls and compliance testing
requirements in a single audit and is not applicable to the audits of financial
statements of entities subject to requirements of the Single Audit Act. However,
in some instances there will be samples that can provide evidence for both compliance and financial statement audit purposes and it is important that the
auditor use professional judgment when determining whether samples meet
the requirements for both purposes. For example, the Uniform Guidance for
compliance sampling defines three specific levels of compliance controls and
compliance test sample sizes for use, depending on certain factors. There is
no such guidance for audits of the financial statements. As another example,
compliance test samples may be limited to 60 items for most compliance tests
under the Uniform Guidance, but no such limit exists for samples performed
to gather evidence supporting the fairness of the financial statements. Portions
of this guide are referenced in AICPA Audit Guide Government Auditing Standards and Single Audits. Other portions of this guide may also be helpful when
performing audit sampling in compliance audits.

AAG-SAM I.22
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Chapter 1

Characteristics of Audit Sampling
1.01 This chapter defines audit sampling and illustrates the difference
between procedures that involve audit sampling and those that do not involve
audit sampling.
1.02 An auditor often does not rely solely on the results of a single procedure to reach a conclusion on an assertion relating to an account balance or
a class of transactions, or the operating effectiveness of controls. Rather, audit conclusions are usually based on evidence obtained from several sources as
a result of applying a number of procedures. The combined evidence obtained
from the various procedures is considered in reaching an opinion about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
1.03 The assertions described in paragraph .A114 of AU-C section 315,
Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards), should be considered when
planning audit sampling (for example, what could go wrong or the correct population for sampling) as well as other audit procedures. In this guide, the guidance relating to balances and classes of transactions implies the consideration
of relevant assertions for the particular account or class of transactions.

Observations and Suggestions
When indicating a best practice or providing guidance on the application of
sampling procedures, this guide may use the terms typically, normally, usually, or best practice. These terms do not imply a requirement, but are suggestions to assist auditors in identifying the usual circumstance or application
of a concept.

Audit Sampling Deﬁned
1.04 According to paragraph .05 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling
(AICPA, Professional Standards), audit sampling is "The selection and evaluation of less than 100 percent of the population of audit relevance such that
the auditor expects the items selected (the sample) to be representative1 of the
population and, thus, likely to provide a reasonable basis for conclusions about
the population." In other words, audit sampling provides the auditor an appropriate basis on which to conclude on a characteristic of a population based on
examining evidence regarding that characteristic from a sample of the population. Procedures not involving audit sampling are not the subject of AU-C
section 530 or this guide.
1.05 In many contexts in sampling, "representative" conveys the sense
that the sample results are believed to correspond, at the stated risk level, to
what would have been obtained had the auditor examined all items in the population in the same way as examined in the sample. Correspond does not mean
1 Appendix G, "Glossary," contains further discussion regarding the term representative in the
context of audit sampling.
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that the projected misstatement from the sample will exactly equal the misstatement in the population (which the auditor does not know). Rather a sample is expected to be representative if it is free from selection bias. Statistical
samples are designed to be representative, with the stated confidence that the
true population misstatement is measured by the confidence interval. Nonstatistical samples generally are selected in a way that the auditor expects them
to be representative. Representative relates to the total sample, not to individual items in the sample. Also, representative does not relate to the sample
size, but to how the sample was selected. The sample generally is expected to
be representative only with respect to the occurrence rate or incidence of misstatements, not their specific nature. A sample misstatement due to an unusual
circumstance may nevertheless be indicative of other unusual misstatements
in the population.

Procedures That May Not Involve Audit Sampling
1.06 Some auditing procedures by their nature may not involve audit sampling (unless the procedures are specifically designed as audit samples). In general, procedures that may not involve audit sampling may be grouped into the
categories as discussed in the following paragraphs.

Inquiry and Observation
1.07 Auditors ask many questions during the course of their audits. Auditors also observe the operations of their clients' businesses and their controls.
Both inquiry and observation provide auditors with audit evidence. Inquiry and
observation commonly are used in the following procedures:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Interviewing management and employees
Obtaining an understanding of the internal controls
Observing the behavior of personnel and the functioning of business operations
Observing cash-handling activities
Observing the operation of controls
Performing walk-through procedures2
Observing the existence of land and buildings
Obtaining written representations from management

In some cases these procedures could be designed as sampling procedures, such
as designing multiple observations of physical security controls.

Analytical Procedures
1.08 According to paragraph .04 of AU-C section 520, Analytical Procedures (AICPA, Professional Standards), analytical procedures are defined as
evaluations of financial information through analysis of plausible relationships among both financial and nonfinancial data. Analytical procedures also encompass such investigation, as is necessary, of identified fluctuations or relationships that are inconsistent with other
2 Walk-throughs may also include an examination of evidence and reperformance, depending on
their design and performance.

AAG-SAM 1.06
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relevant information or that differ from expected values by a significant amount.
In performing analytical procedures, the auditor "compares the recorded
amounts or ratios developed from recorded amounts with expectations" developed by the auditor.
1.09 These procedures are not considered audit sampling because they
do not result in projecting the result of the examination of a portion of the
population to the total population. For similar reasons, scanning accounting
records for unusual items is not audit sampling.

Procedures Applied to Every Item in a Population
1.10 In some circumstances, an auditor might decide to examine every
item constituting an account balance or a class of transactions. Because the
auditor is examining the entire population, rather than only a portion, to reach
a conclusion about the balance or class as a whole, 100 percent examination is
not a procedure that involves audit sampling. In some cases, the use of computer
assisted audit techniques may allow the application of a test to all items in the
population (for example, tests of clerical accuracy and comparison of invoices
and shipments) and, thus, audit sampling does not apply.
1.11 A population for audit sampling purposes does not necessarily need to
be an entire account balance or class of transactions. In some circumstances, an
auditor might examine all the items that constitute an account balance or class
of transactions that exceed a given amount (for example, more than $25,000)
or that have an unusual characteristic (for example, require dual signature
approval for payment). The auditor might either (a) apply other auditing procedures (for example, targeted analytical procedures performed at a detailed
level such as at the line-item or location level) to items that do not exceed that
given amount or possess the unusual characteristic or (b) apply no detailed auditing procedures to them because there is an acceptably low risk of material
misstatement existing in the remaining items. Again, the auditor is not using
audit sampling when applying procedures in this manner. Rather, the auditor
has segregated the account or class of transactions into two groups. One group
is tested 100 percent; the other group is tested by analytical or other auditing procedures or remains untested based on the low level of risk of material
misstatement in the portion not subjected to 100 percent testing.
1.12 For the same reason, cutoff tests often do not involve audit sampling
applications. In performing cutoff tests, auditors often examine all significant
transactions for a sufficient period surrounding the cutoff date and, as a result,
such tests often do not involve the application of audit sampling. However, one
could design cutoff tests by using audit sampling when the volume of transactions during the period of interest is high.

Some Tests of Controls May Not Involve Audit Sampling
1.13 Auditors choose from a variety of methods, including inquiry, observation, inspection of documentary evidence, and reperformance, in evaluating
the implementation of controls. Although many procedures where documentary evidence is examined or where the auditor reperforms a control involve
audit sampling, many of the other methods may not involve sampling. Certain
types of tests of controls, because of the nature of the procedures used, do not
normally involve audit sampling. For example, tests of automated application
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controls are generally tested only once or a few times when effective IT general
controls are present, and thus do not rely on the concepts of risk and tolerable
deviation as applied in other sampling procedures. Sampling generally is not
applicable to analyses of controls for determining the appropriate segregation
of duties or other analyses that do not examine documentary evidence of performance. In addition, sampling may not apply to tests of certain documented
controls or to analyses of the effectiveness of security and access controls. Sampling also may not apply to some tests directed toward obtaining audit evidence
about the operation of the control environment or the accounting system, for example, inquiry or observation of explanation of variances from budgets when
the auditor does not desire to estimate the rate of deviation from the prescribed
control, or when examining the actions of those charged with governance for assessing their effectiveness.
1.14 In addition, when the performance of a control is not documented or
evidenced, such as the performance of an automated control where no record of
the control performance is retained, the concept of sampling such a control in
the conventional sense may not be meaningful. For example, such a test may be
performed contemporaneously with its occurrence or tested with a test deck of
data with known properties that are designed to test the automated controls,
and the extent of testing and the periods included in the test are determined
based on the quality of the related IT general controls. Such tests often do not
involve audit sampling.

Tests of Controls When Extrapolation Is Not Intended
1.15 Observation of a client's physical inventory count activities is a test
usually performed primarily through the auditor's observation of the operation
of controls over inventory movement, counting procedures, and other activities
used by the client to control the count of the inventory. The auditor's test counts
of client counts may not be for extrapolating results, but may be for determining
the adequacy and accuracy of the count procedures. Nevertheless, the auditor
considers the deviations and misstatements found. As such, when discrepancies in the count are identified, an assessment is made of the reasons for the
discrepancy, and a recount may be indicated for some or all of the inventory
items by a count team or in a location until the auditor is satisfied that the
count is accurate. Using this procedure during the count may not involve the
application of audit sampling. Even when extrapolation is not intended, the auditor still considers issues such as the extent of procedures performed and the
possibility of bias in the selection of sample items.

Procedures That Do Not Evaluate Characteristics
1.16 Procedures from which the auditor does not intend to extend the resulting conclusion to the remaining items in the account balance or class of
transactions do not require audit sampling. The auditor does not use audit sampling when he or she applies an auditing procedure to less than 100 percent of
the items in an account balance or class of transactions as something other than
evaluating a trait of the entire balance or class. For example, an auditor might
trace several transactions through an entity's accounting system to obtain an
understanding of the design of the entity's internal control. In such cases, the
auditor's intent is to gain a general understanding of the accounting system or
other relevant parts of the internal control, rather than to evaluate a characteristic of all transactions processed. As a result, the auditor may not be using
audit sampling.
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1.17 Occasionally, auditors perform such procedures as checking arithmetical calculations or tracing journal entries into ledger accounts on less than
a 100 percent (test) basis. When such procedures are applied to less than 100
percent of the arithmetical calculations or ledger postings that affect the financial statements, audit sampling may not be involved if the procedure is not a
test to evaluate a characteristic of an account balance or class of transactions,
but is intended to provide only limited evidence that supplements the auditor's
other audit evidence regarding a financial statement assertion or is designed
to provide evidence only about the items tested.

Untested Balances
1.18 The auditor might decide that he or she need not apply any detailed
audit procedures to an account balance or class of transactions if the auditor
believes that there is an acceptably low risk of material misstatement existing
in the account or class. Audit sampling is not relevant to untested balances.

Tests of Automated IT Controls
1.19 IT systems process transactions and other information consistently
unless the systems or programs (or related tables, parameters, or similar items
that affect how the programs process the data) are changed. Therefore, when
testing the operations of automated controls, the auditor may adopt the strategy of testing one or a few of each type of transaction at a point in time and
test general controls (for example, controls over implementation and changes
to systems and programs, access and security, and computer operations) to provide evidence that the automated controls have been operating effectively over
the audit period. When IT general controls are tested and determined to be effective, a single test of an automated control for each type of control operation
may be sufficient to place reliance on the automated control during the period
of the audit examination.
1.20 Because distinguishing between audit procedures involving audit
sampling and procedures not involving audit sampling might be difficult, the
next section of this chapter discusses the distinction between procedures that
do and do not involve audit sampling.

Sampling and Nonsampling Audit
Procedures Distinguished
1.21 An account balance or class of transactions may be examined by a
combination of several audit procedures. These procedures might involve audit
sampling. An illustration can help clarify the distinction between procedures
that do or do not involve audit sampling. An auditor might be examining fixed
asset additions of $2 million. These might include 5 additions totaling $1.6 million related to a plant expansion program and 400 smaller additions constituting the remaining $400,000 recorded amount. The auditor might decide that
the 5 large additions are individually significant and need to be examined 100
percent and might then consider whether to apply audit sampling to the remaining 400 items. This decision is based on the auditor's determination of
tolerable misstatement for the sample and the assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the $400,000, not on the percentage of the $2 million
individually examined (in this case, 80 percent). Several possible approaches
are discussed in the following 3 situations.
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1.22 Situation 1. The auditor has performed other procedures related to
fixed-asset additions, including the following:

r
r
r
r

Risk assessment procedures
The consideration of related controls, which supported a low level
of assessed control risk
A review of the entries in the fixed asset ledger, which revealed no
unusual items
An analytical procedure, which suggested the $400,000 recorded
amount, does not contain a material misstatement

1.23 In this situation, the auditor might decide that sufficient audit evidence regarding fixed-asset additions has been obtained without applying audit sampling to the remaining individually insignificant items. Therefore, the
concept of audit sampling would not apply unless a sample is selected.
1.24 Situation 2. The auditor has not performed any procedures related
to the accuracy of the remaining 400 items, but, nonetheless, decides that any
misstatement in those items would be immaterial. The physical existence of
the assets was verified by other procedures. The only remaining exposure is
assessed to be the risks of material misstatement in the accuracy of the recorded
amounts, which, based on the simple cash based purchases and controls over
disbursements, the auditor has assessed to be low. Therefore, the concept of
audit sampling would not apply unless a sample is selected.
1.25 Situation 3. The auditor has performed some or all of the same procedures as in situation 1, but concludes that some additional audit evidence
about the 400 individually insignificant additions will be obtained through audit sampling. In this case, the information in AU-C section 530 and this guide
assists the auditor in planning, performing, and evaluating the audit sampling
application.

Terminology Used in This Guide
1.26 The terms used in this guide are consistent with those in AU-C section 530 and other professional standards. Some auditors may be familiar with
other terms, including precision, confidence level, reliability, alpha risk, and
beta risk, which are often used in discussions of statistical sampling. AU-C section 530 does not use those terms because it applies to both statistical and
nonstatistical sampling and, therefore, nontechnical terms are more appropriate. Also, certain statistical terms, such as reliability and precision, have been
used with different meanings. Auditors may use various terms in their practice, as long as they understand the relationship of those terms to the concepts
in AU-C section 530 and this guide. Terms used in this guide or found in various auditing literature are defined in appendix G, "Glossary." Some of those
relationships follow.

Reliability or Conﬁdence Level
1.27 AU-C section 530 and AU-C section 200, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in Accordance With Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards), use the concept
of risk instead of reliability (or confidence level). However, statistical sampling
literature often uses the terms reliability and confidence level. In addition, other
auditing standards use the term assurance, a concept related to confidence or
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reliability. Additionally, some auditors express the sampling guidance in their
audit approaches in terms of assurance, and not risk. Risk is the complement
of reliability or confidence level. For example, if an auditor accepts a 10 percent sampling risk, the reliability or confidence level is specified as 90 percent.
The term risk is more consistent with the auditing framework described in the
SASs. Audit professionals are advised to be familiar with the various terms
that are relevant to audit sampling.

Sampling Risk
1.28 Paragraph .05 of AU-C section 530 defines sampling risk in terms of
two types of erroneous conclusions:
a. In the case of a test of controls, that controls are more effective than
they actually are, or in the case of a test of details, that a material
misstatement does not exist when, in fact, it does. The auditor is
primarily concerned with this type of erroneous conclusion because
it affects audit effectiveness and is more likely to lead to an inappropriate audit opinion.3
b. In the case of a test of controls, that controls are less effective than
they actually are, or in the case of a test of details, that a material
misstatement exists when, in fact, it does not. This type of erroneous conclusion affects audit efficiency because it would usually
lead to additional work to establish that initial conclusions were
incorrect.4
Other sampling literature and paragraph .A13 in the "Application and Other
Explanatory Material" section of AU-C section 530 term the risks in preceding subparagraph a as the risk of overreliance (for controls) and the risk of
incorrect acceptance (for substantive testing). Formal statistical literature often terms this risk as beta risk. The risks described in preceding subparagraph
b are also termed in prior AICPA and other sampling literature as the risk of
underreliance (for controls) and the risk of incorrect rejection (for substantive
tests). Formal statistical literature often terms this risk as alpha risk. Both
alpha risk and beta risk (sometimes referred to as risks of type I and type II
errors) are statistical terms that have not always been consistently applied in
the auditing literature.

Precision
1.29 Precision might be used both as a planning concept and an evaluation concept for audit sampling. Rather than the term precision, AU-C section
530 uses the difference between the expected deviation rate or expected misstatement amount and the tolerable deviation rate or tolerable misstatement
as a measure of precision.5

3 AU section 350, Audit Sampling (AICPA, Professional Standards), from the pre-clarified and
now superseded auditing standards, used the specific terms risk of assessing control risk too low (when
sampling for tests of controls) and risk of incorrect acceptance (for substantive testing).
4 AU section 350, from the pre-clarified and now superseded auditing standards, used the specific
terms risk of assessing control risk too high (controls) and risk of incorrect rejection (substantive).
5 This edition of the guide, as well as prior editions, use the term allowance for sampling risk to
represent precision. Precision is a term used in statistical sampling.
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Chapter 2

The Audit Sampling Process
2.01 Audit sampling may be applied using statistical or nonstatistical approaches. This chapter provides overviews of the audit sampling process and
the various approaches to audit sampling.

Purpose and Nature of Audit Sampling
2.02 According to paragraph .05 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling
(AICPA, Professional Standards), audit sampling is "the selection and evaluation of less than 100 percent of the population of audit relevance such that
the auditor expects the items selected (the sample) to be representative of the
population and, thus, likely to provide a reasonable basis for conclusions about
the population." It is often used to evaluate some characteristic of a balance
or class of transactions and to obtain audit evidence. Auditors may use either
nonstatistical or statistical sampling. The items selected for examination from
the account balance or class of transactions is referred to as the sample. The
entire set of data from which a sample is selected and about which the auditor
wishes to draw conclusions is called the population.

How Audit Sampling Differs From Sampling
in Other Professions
2.03 Auditing is not the only profession that uses sampling. For example, sampling is used in opinion surveys, market analyses, and scientific and
medical research in which someone desires to reach a conclusion about a large
body of data by examining only a portion of that data. There are major differences, though, between audit sampling as discussed in this guide and these
other sampling applications.
2.04 Accounting populations differ from most other populations, because
before the auditor's testing begins, the data have been accumulated, compiled,
and summarized. Normally, the auditor's objective is to corroborate the accuracy of certain client data, such as data about account balances or classes of
transactions, or to evaluate the effectiveness of controls in the processing of
the data. The audit process is generally an evaluation of whether an amount is
materially misstated rather than a determination of original amounts.
2.05 The distribution of amounts in some accounting populations may differ from other populations. In some nonaccounting populations, the amounts
tend to cluster around the average amount of the items in the population.
In contrast, many accounting populations tend to include a few very large
amounts, a number of moderately large amounts, and a large number of small
amounts. The auditor may need to consider the distribution of accounting
amounts when planning audit samples for substantive procedures. For example, such information may be useful when stratifying the population or considering whether the audit sampling technique being used is likely to be effective
in that population.
2.06 In addition, the evidence obtained from each audit test is just a portion of the total evidence that the auditor obtains. The auditor usually does not
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rely on a single audit test, as might a market researcher or another sampler,
but reaches an overall conclusion based on the results of numerous interrelated tests that are performed. Therefore, an auditor plans and evaluates an
audit sample with the knowledge that the overall conclusion about the population characteristic of interest is based on more than the results of that audit
sample.

Evaluation of Audit Samples
2.07 AU-C section 530 and AU-C section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements
Identified During the Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards), establish standards for audit sampling that apply to both statistical and nonstatistical sampling. These standards include the following:

r
r
r

r

Where the item selected or the supporting documentation is not
available to the auditor, the auditor usually treats the item as a
deviation or misstatement. This presumption may be overcome by
appropriate evidence.
The auditor should project the results of the sample to the population from which the sample was selected, and not conclude solely
on the specific sample deviations or factual misstatements (even
if corrected by the client).
The auditor should compare the projected deviation rate or misstatement to the tolerable rate or tolerable misstatement for the
test of the account balance or class of transactions, and should
appropriately consider sampling risk. For nonstatistical samples,
the projected results are usually compared to the expected deviation rate or expected misstatement that was used in planning the
sample.
The auditor should consider the qualitative aspects of the deviations or misstatements in assessing whether the evidence may
suggest other issues that might alter the implied severity of the
assessment or need to be addressed in the audit. For example, a
deviation might provide evidence of a fraud or a serious control
issue.

Types of Audit Tests
2.08 AICPA Professional Standards describes several types of audit tests
including tests of controls, substantive tests, and dual-purpose tests.1 The type
of test to be performed is important to an understanding of audit sampling.

Tests of Controls
2.09 Tests of controls provide evidence about the operating effectiveness
of a control in preventing or detecting material misstatements in a financial
statement assertion. In tests of controls, the auditor is usually concerned about
the rates of any deviation from a prescribed control procedure. Tests of controls are necessary when the audit strategy is to rely on the effectiveness of
1 Dual-purpose tests are discussed in paragraph .A24 in the "Application and Explanatory Material" section of AU-C section 330, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and
Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards). Applications of this concept often involve sampling applications.
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the control. As discussed in the section "Some Tests of Controls May Not Involve Audit Sampling" in chapter 1, "Characteristics of Audit Sampling," some
controls cannot be tested using audit sampling.
2.10 Controls typically are expected to be applied in the same way to all
transactions subject to that policy or procedure, regardless of the magnitude of
the transaction. Therefore, if the auditor is using audit sampling, it is usually
not appropriate to select only high dollar amounts in tests of controls, unless
the control is applied only to high dollar transactions. Sample items should be
selected in such a way that the sample can be expected to be representative of
the population, so that the auditor will be able to draw appropriate conclusions
about the population.

Substantive Procedures
2.11 Substantive procedures are audit procedures designed to obtain evidence about the validity and propriety of the accounting treatment of transactions and balances or to detect misstatements.2 Substantive procedures differ
from tests of controls in that the auditor is interested primarily in a conclusion
about dollars. Substantive procedures include (a) tests of details of transactions
and balances and (b) analytical procedures.

Dual-Purpose Tests
2.12 In some circumstances, an auditor might design a test that has a dual
purpose: testing the effectiveness of a control and testing whether a recorded
balance or class of transactions is materially misstated. In using dual-purpose
testing, an auditor may have begun substantive procedures before determining
whether the test of controls supports the auditor's assessed level of control risk.
Therefore, an auditor planning to use a dual-purpose sample will have made
a preliminary judgment that there is an acceptably low risk that the rate of
deviations from the prescribed control in the population exceeds the tolerable
rate of deviations the auditor is willing to accept without altering the planned
assessed level of control risk. For example, an auditor designing a test of the
controls for entries in the voucher register might plan a related substantive
procedures at a risk level that anticipates a particular assessed level of control
risk. The assessed level of control risk would be dependent on the results of the
test of the controls.
2.13 Assuming the same population and sample selection method is appropriate for both purposes, the size of a sample designed for a dual-purpose
test will usually be the larger of the samples that would otherwise have been designed for the two separate purposes. In most cases, separate procedures (for example, tests of controls and substantive procedures) are applied to the common
sample of transactions to draw both the control and substantive conclusions.
The fact that a transaction was correctly processed substantively does not provide evidence that controls designed to achieve those objectives were in place
and operating effectively. However, in some circumstances the performance of
a single test may provide both substantive and controls evidence such as when
reperforming a manual control that is designed to ensure clerical accuracy.
The auditor ordinarily evaluates deviations from pertinent controls and monetary misstatements separately, using the risk level applicable for the respective purposes when evaluating dual-purpose samples. The guidance provided in
2

Substantive procedures may also reveal deficiencies in controls.
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chapters 3–7 for evaluating the results of tests of controls and substantive procedures is also applicable to the evaluation of dual-purpose samples.
2.14 When control and substantive sample sizes are very different due to
the sampling parameters chosen, the auditor may consider whether the sample
sizes can be made more similar by changing the audit strategy and balancing
the reliance on controls versus the reliance on substantive procedures used
in this situation. When the auditor believes that the use of the parameters
resulting in very different sample sizes results in the best audit strategy, a dualpurpose test (common items identified for the two samples) can be accomplished
by either testing both purposes with the larger sample or by first selecting the
larger sample and then selecting an unbiased, representative selection of items
from the larger sample to use for the smaller sample. For example, the smaller
sample could be selected by taking a random, haphazard, or systematic (every
nth item) sample from the larger sample. The subsample is usually not selected
in such a way that the resultant sample can be expected to only represent a
part of a year or be comprised of only very large items. This could happen, for
example, if only the first items in a systematically selected larger sample or
only the largest items are selected for the smaller subsample.

Risk
2.15 The justification for reasonable assurance (in other words, a high,
but not absolute level of assurance) rather than certainty regarding the reliability of financial information is found in paragraph .05 of AU-C section 200,
Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in
Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional
Standards), which states that
as the basis for the auditor's opinion, GAAS require the auditor to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error. Reasonable assurance is a high, but not absolute, level of assurance.
2.16 The justification for accepting some uncertainty arises from the relationship between the cost and time required to examine all the data and the
adverse consequences of possible erroneous decisions based on the conclusions
resulting from examining only a sample of such data. The uncertainty inherent
in performing auditing procedures is audit risk. At the account balance, class
of transactions, relevant assertion, or disclosure level, audit risk consists of (a)
the risks of material misstatement (consisting of inherent risk and control risk)
and (b) detection risk.
2.17 According to paragraph .03 of AU-C section 315, Understanding the
Entity and its Environment and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
(AICPA, Professional Standards),
the objective of the auditor is to identify and assess the risks of material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, at the financial statement and relevant assertion levels through understanding the entity
and its environment, including the entity's internal control, thereby
providing a basis for designing and implementing responses to the assessed risks of material misstatement.
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2.18 It is not acceptable to simply deem risk to be "at the maximum." This
assessment may be in qualitative terms such as high, medium, and low, or in
quantitative terms such as percentages. Audit risk includes uncertainties due
to both sampling and other factors. These are sampling risk and nonsampling
risk, respectively.

Sampling Risk
2.19 Sampling risk is the risk that the auditor's conclusion based on a sample might be different from the conclusion he or she would reach if the test were
applied in the same way to the entire population. Sampling risk arises from the
possibility that a particular sample might contain proportionately more or less
monetary misstatement or deviation from prescribed controls than exist in the
account balance or class of transactions as a whole. Sampling risk includes the
risk of concluding that controls are more effective than they actually are and
the risk of concluding that controls are less effective than they actually are
(see discussions in chapter 1 and chapter 3, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling in Tests of Controls") as well as the risk of incorrect acceptance
and the risk of incorrect rejection for substantive procedures (see discussions
in chapter 1 and chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for
Substantive Tests of Details").

Nonsampling Risk
2.20 Paragraph .05 of AU-C section 530 defines nonsampling risk as the
risk that the auditor reaches an erroneous conclusion for any reason not related to sampling risk." Nonsampling risk includes all the aspects of audit
risk that are not due to sampling. An auditor might apply a procedure to all
transactions or balances and still fail to detect a material misstatement or
the ineffectiveness of a control. Nonsampling risk includes the possibility of
using audit procedures that are not appropriate to achieve the specific objective. For example, the auditor cannot rely on confirmation of recorded receivables to reveal whether there are unrecorded receivables. Nonsampling risk
also arises because the auditor might fail to recognize deviations or misstatements included in documents that he or she examines. In that situation, the
audit procedure would be ineffective even if all items in the population were
examined.
2.21 There is no common method that allows the auditor to measure nonsampling risk. This risk can, however, be reduced to an acceptable level by adequate planning and supervision of audit work (see AU-C section 300, Planning
an Audit [AICPA, Professional Standards]) and by implementing an effective
quality control system (see AU-C section 220, Quality Control for an Engagement Conducted in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
[AICPA, Professional Standards]). Also, the auditor ordinarily considers nonsampling risk when designing his or her audit procedures. If there is a choice
of audit procedures, both of which provide the same level of assurance at approximately the same cost, the auditor ordinarily uses the procedure with the
lower nonsampling risk. The subject of controlling nonsampling risk is beyond
the scope of this guide; however, the "General Implementation Considerations"
section of this chapter might be helpful to the auditor in controlling some aspects of nonsampling risk.
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Nonstatistical and Statistical Sampling
2.22 All audit sampling involves judgment in planning and performing
the sampling procedure and evaluating the results of the sample. The audit
procedures performed in examining the selected items in a sample typically do
not depend on the sampling approach used.
2.23 Once a decision has been made to use audit sampling, the auditor may
choose to use either statistical or nonstatistical sampling. This choice is often a
cost-benefit consideration. Statistical sampling helps the auditor (a) design an
efficient sample, (b) measure the sufficiency of the audit evidence obtained, and
(c) quantitatively evaluate the sample results. If audit sampling is used, some
sampling risk is always present. Statistical sampling uses the laws of probability to measure sampling risk. Any sampling procedure that does not permit
the numerical measurement of the sampling risk is a nonstatistical sampling
procedure. Even though the auditor rigorously selects a random sample, the
sampling procedure is a nonstatistical application if the auditor does not make
a statistical evaluation of the sample results.
2.24 A properly designed nonstatistical sampling application that considers the same factors that would be considered in a properly designed statistical sample can provide results that are as effective as those from a properly
designed statistical sampling application; however, there is one important difference: statistical sampling explicitly measures the sampling risk associated
with the sampling procedure by providing an explicit level of sampling risk
(also sometimes expressed as its complement—confidence or reliability) and
allowance for sampling risk (that is, precision) about the sample result.
2.25 Statistical sampling might involve different training because it requires more specialized expertise. The use of audit sampling software can reduce the costs of applying statistical sampling. Such software is commonly used
to select random, systematic, or stratified samples whether or not the sample
is statistically evaluated.
2.26 However, it may not be efficient to use sampling software when the
population is not already in electronic format. For example, if the individual
balances constituting an account balance to be tested are manual records and
not maintained in an organized pattern, it might not be efficient for an auditor to select items in a way that would satisfy the requirements of a properly
designed statistical sample. In such a circumstance, that auditor will still need
to obtain evidence that the population is complete and that determination may
provide a suggested approach for sample selection.
2.27 Another example of when it may be difficult to apply statistical sampling is when the auditor plans to use audit sampling to test a physical inventory count and the client does not maintain perpetual inventory records.
Although the auditor can select a sample so that the sample can be expected to
be representative of the population (selected without bias), it might be difficult
to satisfy certain requirements for a statistical sample if priced inventory listings or detailed prenumbered quantity listings cannot be used in the selection
process. (See the section "Determining the Method of Selecting the Sample"
in chapter 3.) Because either nonstatistical or statistical sampling can provide
sufficient audit evidence, the auditor chooses between them after considering
their relative efficiency and effectiveness in the circumstances.
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2.28 Statistical sampling provides the auditor with a tool that assists in
applying experience and professional judgment to explicitly control sampling
risk. Because this risk is present in both nonstatistical and statistical sampling
plans, there is no conceptual reason to expect a nonstatistical sample to provide different assurance from a well-designed statistical sample of comparable
size for the same sampling procedure.3 AU-C section 530 states that the sample
size of a nonstatistical sample would ordinarily be comparable to the sample
size resulting from an efficient and effectively designed statistical sample, (considering the same sampling parameters); however, neither AU-C section 530
nor this guide requires the auditor using nonstatistical sampling to compute a
sample size using statistical theory when determining the sample size for the
nonstatistical sampling application.
2.29 With nonstatistical sampling the auditor normally relies on professional judgment, in combination with nonstatistical sampling guidance and
knowledge underlying statistical concepts, to design and evaluate audit samples. A risk associated with nonstatistical sampling is that the auditor's judgment may diverge significantly from sampling concepts resulting in testing
that is not as effective as statistical sampling.4 Some auditors address this risk
by providing audit staff with nonstatistical sampling guidance and procedures
that are easy to use, encourage consistency in sampling applications across engagement teams, and are grounded in sampling theory.

Planning the Audit Sampling Procedures
2.30 When an auditor plans any audit sampling application, the first consideration is the specific account balance or class of transactions and the circumstances in which the procedure is to be applied. The auditor normally identifies items or groups of items that are of individual significance to an audit objective or assertion. For example, an auditor planning to use audit sampling as
part of a substantive procedure for an inventory balance, including observing
the physical inventory, would normally identify items that have significantly
large balances or that might have other special characteristics (such as higher
susceptibility to obsolescence or damage). In testing accounts receivable, an
auditor might identify accounts with large balances, unusual balances, higher
risks, or unusual patterns of activity as individually significant items.
2.31 A best practice is for the auditor to consider all special knowledge
about the items constituting the balance or class before designing audit sampling procedures. For example, the auditor might identify 20 products included
in the inventory that make up 25 percent of the account balance. In addition,
he or she might have identified several items, constituting an additional 10 percent of the balance that are especially susceptible to damage. The auditor might
decide that those items, comprising 35 percent of the balance should be examined 100 percent and therefore need not be included in the inventory subject to
audit sampling.
2.32 After the auditor has applied any special knowledge about the account balance or class of transactions in designing an appropriate procedure,

3 Chapters 3–7 provide several quantitative illustrations of sample sizes based on statistical theory. They may be helpful to an auditor applying professional judgment and experience in considering
the effect of various planning considerations on sample size.
4 There is also a potential risk that auditors may misapply statistical concepts.
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often a group of items remains that needs to be evaluated to achieve the audit objective. Thus in the preceding example, the auditor might apply audit
sampling, either nonstatistical or statistical, to the remaining 65 percent of the
account balance. The considerations just described would not be influenced by
the auditor's intentions to use either nonstatistical or statistical sampling on
the remaining items.
2.33 The following questions apply to planning any audit sampling procedure, whether it is nonstatistical or statistical:

r
r
r
r
r
r

What is the test objective and relevant assertion? (What does the
auditor want to learn or be able to infer about the population?
What assertions are being tested?)
What is the auditor looking for in the sample? (How is a misstatement or deviation defined?)
What is to be sampled and is the population complete? (How is the
population defined?). Is the population from which the sample is
selected the same population the sample results will be projected
to?5
How is the population to be sampled? (What is the sampling plan,
what is the sampling unit, and what is the method of selection?)
How much is to be sampled? (What is the sample size?)
What do the results mean? (How are the sample results evaluated
and interpreted?)

2.34 As discussed in chapter 1, audit sampling may not always be efficient
or appropriate. For example, the auditor might decide that it is more efficient
to test an account balance or class of transactions by applying only analytical
procedures (assuming the assertions in the account have not been identified
as a significant risk, analytical procedures should be supplemented with other
procedures, such as substantive tests of details, control tests, or both). In some
cases, legal or regulatory requirements might necessitate 100 percent examination. In other situations, the auditor might decide that some items should be
examined 100 percent because he or she does not believe acceptance of sampling risk is justified, or he or she believes a 100 percent examination is more
efficient in the circumstances. The auditor uses professional judgment to determine whether audit sampling is appropriate.

Types of Statistical Sampling Plans
Attributes Sampling
2.35 Attributes sampling is used to reach a conclusion about a population in terms of a rate of occurrence. Its most common use in auditing is to
test the rate of deviation from a prescribed control to support the auditor's assessed level of control risk. In attributes sampling,6 each occurrence of, or deviation from a prescribed control, is given equal weight in the sample evaluation,
5 It is observed in practice that it may be important that care be taken that the population from
which the sample is selected is the same population used for the projection from the sample result.
6 As used in this guide, attributes sampling refers to unstratified attributes sampling. Stratified
attributes sampling is not discussed in this guide.
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regardless of the dollar amount of the transactions. For testing the operating
effectiveness of controls that are expected to operate with the same level of consistency, regardless of the size of transactions, attributes sampling is typically
the most effective method for applying audit sampling to these tests.
2.36 Some examples of tests of controls in which attributes sampling is
typically used include test of controls over the following:

r
r
r

Voucher processing
Billing systems
Payroll and related personnel-policy systems

In most cases, manual control activities are generally susceptible to attributes
sampling.
2.37 In addition to tests of controls, attributes sampling may be used as
substantive procedures, such as tests for under-recorded shipments or understated demand deposit accounts, when the objective is to determine whether
proper revenue recognition or cut-off occurred, and no misstatements or deviations are anticipated; however, if the audit objective is to obtain evidence directly about a monetary amount being examined, such that the sample result
may be projected in monetary terms, the auditor usually designs a variables
sampling application.

Variables Sampling
2.38 Variables sampling is used if the auditor desires to reach a conclusion
about a population in terms of a dollar amount. Variables sampling is typically
used to answer either of these questions:
a. How much? (sometimes described as dollar-value estimation)
b. Is the account materially misstated? (sometimes described as hypothesis testing).
Both monetary unit sampling (MUS), discussed in chapter 6, "Monetary Unit
Sampling," and classical variables sampling, discussed in chapter 7, "Classical
Variables Sampling," are examples of variables sampling.
2.39 The principal use of variables sampling in auditing is to substantively
test details to determine the reasonableness of recorded amounts; however, it
might also be used if the auditor chooses to estimate the dollar amount of transactions containing deviations from a control (see footnote 2 of chapter 6), such
as when assessing the severity of a deficiency in controls.
2.40 Some examples of tests for which variables sampling is typically used
include tests of the following:

r
r
r
r

The existence of valid receivables
The accuracy of inventory quantities and amounts
The occurrence of recorded payroll expense
The existence of fixed-asset additions

2.41 Attributes sampling is frequently used to reach a conclusion about
a population in terms of a rate of occurrence; variables sampling is frequently
used to reach conclusions about a population in terms of a dollar amount. MUS
is based on attributes sampling theory, but is applied as a variables sample and
is able to express conclusions in monetary terms.
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Relating Balance Sheet and Income Statement Sampling
2.42 Accounts in the balance sheet and income statement are often related. Auditors, in obtaining direct assurance with respect to certain balance
sheet accounts (for example, through confirmations of accounts receivables and
performance of cash reconciliations), often also obtain some assurance through
such testing on some assertions in the related income statement accounts.7 For
example, auditors who obtain direct assurance from tests regarding the existence of accounts receivable and completeness and occurrence of cash collections, often also obtain some assurance from these balance sheet tests regarding
the occurrence assertion in the revenue accounts. The nature and extent of the
tests performed on related balance sheet accounts (for example, receivables),
in addition to any other evidence obtained regarding the relevant assertions in
related income statement accounts, such as the revenues account, may be considered when determining whether additional audit evidence regarding one or
more assertions needs to be obtained from direct tests of income statement accounts such as revenues.
2.43 In some cases, the audit procedures performed on balance sheet accounts may not sufficiently address the relevant assertions and risks in related income statement accounts. For example, suppose an identified revenue
risk was that the custom contractual terms in machine and maintenance sales
agreements could require a different generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) treatment (for example, a portion of the revenue should be deferred)
that might not be reflected properly in the accounting records. If the procedures
performed on the receivables and cash receipts did not adequately address this
risk, then additional tests involving a sample of revenue transactions may be
needed to reduce the risk of a material misstatement in revenues related to
realization to low. In other situations, all revenue transactions may have similar contractual terms that result in a clear and consistent GAAP treatment,
and such risk might not be present. When determining the nature, timing, and
extent of procedures performed on the income statement accounts, the auditor would normally consider the risks and evidence obtained or planned to be
obtained from other audit procedures related to the assertions relevant to the
income statement account.

General Implementation Considerations
2.44 Consideration of the following factors might be helpful in implementing audit sampling procedures.

Continuing Professional Education
2.45 Audit sampling and the concepts of statistical sampling are topics
that have appeared in the CPA examination for decades. Many college auditing
courses and auditing textbooks cover the principles of sampling as applied in
auditing. Many business degree programs also require a course on the application of probability and statistics to business data.

7 Similarly, direct tests of the income statement accounts often provide some evidence regarding
the related balance sheet accounts. Readers may also find further discussion of the use of assertions in
auditing both balance and transaction data in paragraphs 2.28–.34 and table 2-3 of the AICPA Audit
Guide Assessing and Responding to Audit Risk in a Financial Statement Audit.
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2.46 The auditor may better understand the application of the concepts
of audit sampling by combining live instruction with this guide or a textbook.
Some auditors attend continuing professional educational (CPE) programs developed by their firms, whereas others attend such programs developed by the
AICPA, a state society of CPAs, a college or university, a software vendor or
another CPA firm.
2.47 Relevant CPE programs are normally directed to appropriate professional personnel. For example, a firm might decide to train all audit personnel to select samples, determine sample sizes, and evaluate sample results for
attributes sampling procedures. More experienced audit personnel might be
trained to design and evaluate variables sampling applications.
2.48 Because of the computational aspects of statistical sampling and the
availability of computer programs to design and perform a sample, courses in
applying statistical sampling often include training in the use of software and
practice aids and focus on using software or tables for determining sample size,
selecting the sample, and drawing a statistical conclusion from the sample results.

Sampling Guidelines
2.49 Some auditors achieve greater consistency in sampling applications
throughout their practices by establishing sampling guidelines, such as guidelines about acceptable risk levels, minimum sample sizes, and appropriate levels of tolerable misstatement.

Use of Specialists
2.50 Because statistical sampling concepts are well established as a subject area of desired competence for certification as a CPA, auditors ordinarily will have the ability to apply basic statistical concepts and procedures to
audit situations when the occasion arises. Some auditors designate selected
individuals within their firm as audit sampling specialists.8 These specialists
may consult with other audit personnel on the design and execution of planned
sampling procedures. In addition, some specialists teach CPE courses on audit sampling. Some firms train all audit personnel in the essential concepts of
designing and executing sampling procedures, thus minimizing the need for
specialist assistance on most engagements.
2.51 Furthermore, some auditors also engage an outside consultant for
certain statistical applications. The consultant might (a) assist in solving difficult statistical problems arising in practice, (b) review sampling guidelines and
methodologies, (c) assist in designing CPE programs, and (d) teach courses for
specialists.

Supervision and Review
2.52 Paragraph .11 of AU-C section 300 states that assistants should be
properly supervised. When establishing the overall strategy for the audit, the
auditor determines a materiality level for the financial statements as a whole
and may quantify measurements of risk. Use of quantifiable concepts, even
8 An audit sampling specialist who is a member of the audit staff is considered part of the engagement team. AU-C section 620, Using the Work of an Auditor's Specialist (AICPA, Professional
Standards), establishes requirements and provides guidance when the auditor uses the work of a
specialist.
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though subjective, can be useful in communicating audit objectives to the auditor's assistants.
2.53 Review of documentation of audit sampling procedures designed by
assistants in the planning stage helps to determine that the application has
been well planned and can be implemented successfully. Review of the work
and evaluation provides comfort that the work has been done properly and the
conclusions are appropriate.
2.54 In reviewing audit sampling applications, the auditor might consider
the following questions:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Was the test objective appropriate?
Were the population and sampling unit (and relevant assertion)
defined appropriately for the test objective?
Were misstatements or deviations defined appropriately?
Were tests performed to provide reasonable assurance that the
sample was selected from the appropriate population?
Did the design of the sampling application provide for an appropriate risk level? For example, did the design reflect the auditor's assessed level of the risks of material misstatement and the desired
evidence to be obtained from related substantive procedures?
If additional substantive procedures (for example, analytical procedures) were planned in designing the sampling procedure, did
these tests support the assertions about the account being tested?
Were planned procedures applied to all sample items? If not, were
unexamined items considered in the evaluation?
Were all deviations or misstatements discovered properly evaluated? For example were missing items properly evaluated, were
the misstatements projected and evaluated properly along with
the associated sampling risk, and was the nature of the misstatements properly considered?
If the test was a test of controls, did it support the planned assessed level of control risk? If not, were related substantive procedures appropriately modified?
If the test was a substantive procedure, did it support the relevant
assertion(s) for the account balance or class of transactions? If not,
were appropriate steps taken?
Was the audit objective of the test met?

2.55 The general concepts discussed in this chapter are applied to tests of
controls and substantive procedures in chapters 3–4, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling
in Tests of Controls
3.01 This chapter introduces the general concepts of audit sampling applicable to statistical and nonstatistical sampling for tests of controls. It also
discusses guidelines for determining the sample size and performing the sampling plan and evaluating the results of applying audit procedures.

Determining the Test Objectives
3.02 As mentioned in chapter 2, "The Audit Sampling Process," the objective of tests of controls is to provide evidence about the operating effectiveness
of controls. The auditor performs tests of controls to support his or her assessed
level of control risk. Tests of controls, therefore, are concerned primarily with
these questions:
a. Were the necessary controls performed?
b. How were they performed?
c. By whom were they performed?
3.03 AU-C section 315, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment
and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement; AU-C section 330, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards); and the AICPA Audit
Guide Assessing and Responding to Audit Risk in a Financial Statement Audit
provide guidance on identifying relevant controls and designing and evaluating
the results of tests of controls.
3.04 Audit sampling for tests of controls is generally appropriate when
application of the control leaves documentary evidence of performance. Audit
sampling for tests of controls that do not leave such evidence (such as some
automated controls) might be appropriate, however, when the auditor is able to
plan the audit sampling procedures early in the engagement. For example, the
auditor might wish to observe the performance of prescribed control activities
for bridge toll collections. In that case, a sample of days and locations for observation of actual activities would be selected. The auditor needs to plan the
sampling procedure to allow for observation of the performance of such activities on days selected from the period under audit.
3.05 When the auditor seeks an understanding of internal controls, evidence that the control has been implemented (placed in operation) is generally
obtained by observing, performing walk-throughs, or examining one or a few instances of the control's operation. The auditor documents the evidence obtained
supporting his or her conclusions that the controls are in place. Applying audit
sampling may not be necessary when selecting just one or a few items for inspection if the purpose is to obtain evidence about those items rather than to
reach a conclusion about the population.
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Deﬁning the Deviation Conditions
3.06 Based on the auditor's understanding of internal control, he or she
will generally identify the characteristics that would indicate performance of
the control to be tested. The auditor then defines the possible deviation conditions. For tests of controls, a deviation is a departure from the expected performance of the prescribed control. Performance of a control consists of all the
steps the auditor believes are necessary to support his or her assessed level of
control risk. For example, a prescribed control may require that disbursements
are supported by an invoice, a voucher, a receiving report, and a purchase order,
all stamped Paid. In this case, a deviation may be defined as "a disbursement
not thus supported." Once the auditor has established that the Paid stamp does
in fact indicate that the control has been performed (for example, testing a few
instances that the presence of the stamp properly indicates the operation of
the control), the operating effectiveness of the control may be further tested by
sampling disbursements and noting the presence or absence of the Paid stamp.

Deﬁning the Population
3.07 The population consists of the items constituting the account balance
or class of transactions of interest. The auditor should determine that the population from which the sample is selected is appropriate for the specific audit
objective, because sample results can be projected only to the population from
which the sample was selected. For example, if the auditor wishes to test the
operating effectiveness of a prescribed control designed to ensure that all shipments are billed, it would be ineffective to sample items that have already been
billed. Rather, the auditor generally would sample the population of shipped
items to determine whether selected shipments were billed.
3.08 An auditor is generally alert to the possibility that an entity might
change a specific control during the period under audit. If one control is superseded by another that is designed to achieve the same control objective, the
auditor needs to decide whether to test the operating effectiveness of both controls, or only the more recent one. This depends on the auditor's objective. For
example, if the auditor requires evidence about the operating effectiveness of
both the new and the old control to support an assessed level of control risk
and the old and new procedures are both expected to be effective, a sample of
all sales transactions may be appropriate. Auditors might also design two separate samples to accomplish the audit objective, especially where the controls
are significantly different. However, if the auditor's assessment of control risk
is primarily dependent on effective application of controls in the latter part of
the period or as of a specific point in time, he or she might obtain evidence
about the operating effectiveness of the new control mainly or exclusively, and
obtain little or no evidence about the superseded control. In designing an appropriate sample, the auditor considers what is effective and efficient in the
circumstances. For example, if the auditor wishes to test both old and new controls, it may be more efficient, yet still effective, to design one sample of all such
transactions executed throughout the period than to design separate tests of
the transactions subject to the two different controls.
3.09 For example, if the auditor desires to conclude on the effectiveness of
controls during a reporting period in order to rely on those controls for the financial statement audit and a new computer system over revenue was installed
mid-year, it would be necessary to test controls from both systems in order to
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obtain evidence about the controls' effectiveness over the entire period; however, if a new system is installed to replace one demonstrated or known to be
ineffective, reliance on the ineffective system during its period of operation is
not warranted.
3.10 If an attest engagement or an engagement including an opinion on
the effectiveness of internal control (for example, in accordance with AU-C section 940, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated With an Audit of Financial Statements [AICPA, Professional Standards])
is performed to report on the effectiveness of controls "as of" a specific date,
tests of controls are designed to principally relate to controls in effect as of the
reporting date.

Deﬁning the Period Covered by the Test
3.11 When an auditor performs tests of controls during interim work, he
or she should consider what additional evidence needs to be obtained for the
remaining period. Paragraph .12 of AU-C section 330 establishes requirements
for the auditor when the operating effectiveness of controls has been tested during an interim period. Where this is obtained by extending the test to transactions occurring in the remaining period, the population consists of all transactions executed throughout the period under audit. If the test is not extended,
the population consists only of transactions for the interim period and the results of the test can only be projected to that period. In this case, the auditor
obtains other evidence to conclude on the operating effectiveness of those controls during the period not covered by the tests of controls. In determining the
nature and extent of these additional tests, the auditor considers the following
factors, which are enumerated in paragraph .A36 of AU-C section 330, in determining what, if any, additional evidence needs to be obtained for the remaining
period:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

The significance of the assessed risks of material misstatement at
the relevant assertion level
The specific controls that were tested during the interim period
and the results of those tests
Significant changes to the controls since they were tested, including changes in the information system, processes, and personnel
The degree to which audit evidence about the operating effectiveness of those controls was obtained
The length of the remaining period
The extent to which the auditor intends to reduce further substantive procedures based on the reliance of controls
The effectiveness of the control environment

3.12 The auditor obtains evidence about the nature and extent of any significant changes in internal control, including personnel performing the control,
which occur during the remaining period. If significant changes do occur, the auditor considers the effects on the audit strategy and audit plan, and may revise
his or her understanding of internal control and consider testing the changed
controls. Alternatively, the auditor may consider performing substantive analytical procedures or tests of details covering the remaining period.
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3.13 When the auditor requires assurance regarding the effectiveness of
controls as of a specific date (for example, an engagement to report on the effectiveness of internal control, described in AU-C section 940), the transactions
on or close to that date constitute the population from which a sample is selected. When it is impractical to perform tests on controls in that period, it
may be appropriate to test controls in operation at an earlier period provided
that (a) effective IT general controls exist and are tested to support reliance
on the proper operation of the control throughout the period, (b) there is evidence that the control procedure has not changed, and (c) the auditor updates
the understanding and testing results to the "as of" date. Procedures to update
controls assessments through the year include inquiry, combined with corroborating evidence provided by observation, walk-throughs, or additional control
tests performed close to the "as of" date.

Initial Testing
3.14 The auditor might define the population to include transactions from
the entire period under audit, but perform initial testing during an interim
period. In such circumstances, the auditor would often estimate the number of
transactions that will be executed during the remaining period and design the
sample based on that estimate. For example, if in the first 10 months of the
year, the entity issued invoices numbered from 1 to 10,000, the auditor might
estimate that another 2,500 invoices will be issued in the last 2 months and use
1 to 12,500 as the numerical sequence for selecting the desired sample. Invoices
with numbers 1 to 10,000 would be subjected to possible selection during the
interim work, and the remaining 2,500 invoices would be subject to sampling
during the completion of the audit.

Estimating Population Characteristics
3.15 In estimating the size of the population, the auditor might consider
such factors as the actual usage in the similar period of the prior year, the
trend of usage, and the nature of the business. As a practical consideration,
the auditor might overestimate the remaining volume. If at year-end some
of the selected document numbers do not represent executed transactions (because fewer transactions were executed than estimated), they may be replaced
by other transactions. To provide for this possibility, the auditor might select
a slightly larger number of items than indicated by the minimum sample size;
the additional items would be examined only if they are needed as replacement
items.
3.16 If, on the other hand, the remaining usage is underestimated, some
transactions will not have a chance of being selected and the sample would
not have been selected from the population defined by the auditor. In this case,
the auditor may redefine the population to formally exclude those items not included in the population for sampling. In the latter case, the auditor may then
perform alternative procedures to reach a conclusion about the items not included in the redefined population. Such tests might include testing the items
as part of a separate sample, examining 100 percent of the items, or making
inquiries and observations as well as obtaining some additional evidence concerning the remaining period. The auditor determines an appropriate approach
based on his or her judgment about which procedure would be effective and efficient in the circumstances.
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3.17 In some cases, the auditor might not need to wait until the end of
the period under audit to form a conclusion about whether the operating effectiveness of a control supports his or her planned assessed level of control
risk. During the interim testing of selected transactions, the auditor might discover deviations sufficient to reach the conclusion that, even if no deviations are
found in transactions to be executed after the interim period, the control would
not support the planned assessed level of control risk. In that case, the auditor might decide not to extend the sample to transactions to be executed after
the interim period and would modify the nature, timing and extent of planned
substantive procedures accordingly. Significant deficiencies and material weaknesses must be reported to management and those charged with governance in
writing, as described in paragraph .11 of AU-C section 265, Communicating
Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional
Standards).

Considering the Completeness of the Population
3.18 The auditor selects sampling units1 from a physical representation
of the population. For example, if the auditor defines the population as all customer receivable balances as of a specific date, the physical representation
might be the printout of the customer accounts-receivable trial balance as of
that date or an electronic file purportedly containing the customer balances.
Alternatively, the population may be defined as all unpaid invoices as of a specific date.
3.19 The auditor should consider whether the physical representation includes the entire population. Because the auditor actually selects a sample from
the physical representation, any conclusions based on the sample relate only
to that physical representation. If the physical representation and the desired
population differ, the auditor might make erroneous conclusions about the population. For example, if the auditor wishes to perform a test of controls for the
vouchers issued in 20XX, such vouchers are the population. If the auditor physically selects the vouchers from a filing cabinet, the vouchers in the filing cabinet are the physical representation. If the vouchers in the cabinet represent all
the vouchers issued in 20XX, the physical representation and the population
are the same. If they are not the same because vouchers have been removed or
vouchers issued in other years have been added, the conclusion applies only to
the vouchers in the cabinet.
3.20 Making selections from a controlled source minimizes differences between the physical representation and the population. For example, an auditor
sampling vouchers might make selections from a voucher register or a cash
disbursements journal that has been reconciled with issued checks by a comparison with open vouchers or through a bank reconciliation. The auditor might
test the footing to obtain reasonable assurance that the source of selection contains the same transactions as the population.
3.21 If the auditor determines that items are missing from the physical
representation, then the auditor would select a new physical representation or
perform alternative procedures on the missing items. As a best practice, the
auditor also would usually inquire about the reason that items are missing.

1

A sampling unit is any of the individual items (elements) constituting the population.
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Deﬁning the Sampling Unit
3.22 A sampling unit for tests of controls may be, for example, a document,
an entry, or a line item where examination of the sampling unit provides evidence of the operation of the control. Each sampling unit constitutes one item in
the population. The auditor may define the sampling unit in light of the control
being tested. For example, if the test objective is to determine whether disbursements have been authorized and the prescribed control requires an authorized
signature on the voucher before processing, the sampling unit might be defined
as the voucher. On the other hand, if one voucher pays several invoices and the
prescribed control requires each invoice to be authorized individually, the line
item on the voucher representing the invoice might be defined as the sampling
unit. Note that each sampling unit may provide evidence of the application of
more than one control. For example, support for recording a receivable may
indicate that the billed service was rendered or product shipped, the amounts
were checked for accuracy, and the customer is listed on the approved customer
list.
3.23 An overly broad definition of the sampling unit might not be efficient.
For example, if the auditor is testing a control over the pricing of invoices and
each invoice contains up to ten items, the auditor could define the sampling
unit as an individual invoice or as a line item on the invoice. If the auditor
defines the invoice as the sampling unit, the auditor would test all the line
items on the invoice. If the auditor defines the line items as the sampling unit,
only the selected line items need be tested. If either sampling unit definition
is appropriate to achieve the test objective, it is commonly more efficient to
define the sampling unit as the more detailed alternative, in this case, a line
item.
3.24 An important efficiency consideration in selecting a sampling unit is
the manner in which the documents are filed and cross-referenced. For example,
if a test of purchases starts from the purchase order, it might not be possible to
locate the voucher and canceled check in some accounting systems because the
systems have been designed to provide an audit trail from voucher to purchase
order, but not necessarily vice versa.

The Role of Walk-throughs
3.25 A walk-through of a transaction process does not involve audit sampling, as discussed in chapter 1, "Characteristics of Audit Sampling." A walkthrough is generally designed to provide evidence regarding the design and
implementation of controls.2 However, a walk-through may be designed to include procedures that are also tests of the operating effectiveness of relevant
controls (for instance, inquiry combined with observation, inspection of documents, or reperformance). If such procedures are performed in the context
of a walk-through, the auditor usually considers whether the procedures are
performed at an adequate level to obtain some evidence regarding the operating effectiveness of the control. Such a determination would depend on the
nature of the control (for example, automated versus manual), and on the nature of the auditor's procedures to test the control (for example, inquiry about
2

In prior AICPA literature the term implementation was stated as "placed in operation."
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the entire year and observation versus examination of documents or reperformance). For example, when a walk-through includes inquiry and observation
of the people involved in executing a control and where the auditor is satisfied that a strong control environment and adequate monitoring are in place,
the auditor may conclude that the process provides some evidence about operating effectiveness. The auditor uses professional judgment to evaluate the
extent of evidence obtained. In some cases, the procedures performed during
the walk-through may provide sufficient evidence of operating effectiveness
(for example, for a fully automated control procedure in a system with effective IT general controls). In other cases, the auditor may conclude that the
procedures performed during the walk-through provide evidence to reduce but
not eliminate other control testing; in those situations, the auditor might consider using a higher risk of overreliance (a lower confidence level) in designing
these other control tests. The auditor needs to consider the evidence obtained
from the design assessment and walk-through and may use that information
when determining the additional testing or procedures necessary to conclude
on the sufficiency of audit evidence relative to the operating effectiveness of the
controls.
3.26 When the auditor has performed only an assessment of design and
implementation and assessed the design as effective and has obtained evidence
that the controls have been implemented, the auditor might use a slightly lower
confidence level for detailed substantive procedures (for example, 92 percent or
93 percent rather than a 95 percent confidence level if that was the level that
the auditor would have otherwise planned for tests of details had the design or
implementation of controls been assessed as ineffective).
3.27 If the auditor performs procedures that are a test of operating effectiveness of a control as part of a walk-through, the auditor usually considers
the extent of additional instances of the operation of the control that need to be
examined to allow a conclusion regarding the control's operating effectiveness
at the level of desired reliance. For automated controls, the walk-through may
sometimes be sufficient evidence when the IT general controls are effective.
3.28 If an audit sample of repeated occurrences of a control is deemed
necessary (for example, examining documentation relating to a manual control), the test of controls performed in the context of the walk-through is generally considered to yield the assurance regarding operating effectiveness that
comes from a sample size of one for each item walk-ed through the system. In
such circumstances, the auditor may select an audit sample to gather evidence
relating to additional instances of the operation of the control in order to obtain a significant level of assurance relating to operating effectiveness. When
repeated instances of a control's execution are required to draw a conclusion
regarding operating effectiveness, the evidence obtained in the context of the
walk-through is generally insufficient to conclude that the control is operating
effectively.

Determining the Method of Selecting the Sample
3.29 Sample items should be selected so the sample can be expected to
be representative of the population and thus the results can be projected to
the population. Therefore, all items in the population should have an opportunity to be selected. These principles apply whether one applies nonstatistical or
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statistical sampling. For statistical sampling, it is necessary to use an appropriate random sampling method such as simple random sampling or systematic
random sampling. In nonstatistical sampling, the auditor uses a sample selection approach that approximates a random sampling approach (for example,
haphazard selection). Computer assisted audit technique (CAAT) software, as
well as more general purpose spreadsheet software may be used to efficiently
select statistical samples. An overview of selection methods follows.

Simple Random Sampling
3.30 With this method, every combination of sampling units has the same
probability of being selected as every other combination of the same number
of sampling units. To perform this selection, the auditor may select a random
sample by matching random numbers generated by a computer or selected from
a random-number table with, for example, document numbers. This approach
is appropriate for both nonstatistical and statistical sampling applications.

Systematic Sampling
3.31 For this method, the auditor determines a uniform interval by dividing the number of physical units in the population by the sample size. A
starting point is randomly selected in the first interval and one item is selected
throughout the population at each of the uniform intervals from the starting
point. For example, if the auditor wishes to select 100 items from a population
of 20,000 items, the uniform interval is every 200th item. The auditor selects
the first item from within the first interval and then selects every 200th item
from the starting point. When the first item is selected randomly from the interval, the technique is called systematic random sampling. Paragraph .A16 of
AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling (AICPA, Professional Standards), provides
guidance on random selection techniques.
3.32 When a random starting point is used, the systematic method provides a sample that allows every sampling unit in the population an equal
chance of being selected. If the population is arranged randomly with respect to
its deviation pattern, systematic selection is equivalent to simple random selection. In the absence of a known pattern in the population, it is a practical and
efficient alternative to simple random selection, particularly when items are
being selected manually from a population. A potential problem with systematic sampling is that the selection interval may coincide with a pattern in the
population, thus biasing the selection. For example, a population of employees
on a payroll for a construction company might be organized by teams; each team
consists of a crew leader and nine other workers. A selection of every tenth employee on a sequential list of payroll payments will either list every crew leader
or no crew leaders, depending on the random start point. No combination would
include both crew leaders and other employees. In these circumstances, the auditor may consider using a different sample selection method, such as simple
random number selection, or making a systematic selection using two or more
random starting points or using an interval that does not coincide with a known
pattern in the population.3

3 When selecting samples on a probability proportional to size basis, such as for monetary unit
sampling (MUS), a selection technique known as cell sampling reduces or eliminates this problem
and can be performed by some computer assisted audit techniques (CAATs). This technique can also
be adapted for use in attributes sampling.
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Haphazard Sampling
3.33 A haphazard sample is a nonstatistical sample selection method that
attempts to approximate a random selection by selecting sampling units without any conscious bias, that is, without any special reason for including or omitting items from the sample. It does not imply the sampling units are selected
in a careless manner; rather, they are selected in a manner that the auditor expects to be representative of the population and, thus likely to provide a reasonable basis for conclusions about the population. For example, when the physical
representation of the population is a file cabinet drawer of vouchers, a haphazard sample of all vouchers processed for the year 20XX might include any of the
vouchers that the auditor pulls from the drawer, regardless of each voucher's
size, shape, location, or other physical features.
3.34 As a best practice, the auditor using haphazard selection is usually
careful to avoid distorting the sample by selecting, for example, only large, only
unusual, only convenient, or only physically small items or by omitting such
items as the first or last in the physical representation of the population. The
goal is to select a sample without bias. Although haphazard sampling is useful
for nonstatistical sampling, it is not appropriate for statistical sampling because it does not allow the auditor to measure the probability of selecting a
combination of sampling units.

Block Sampling
3.35 A block sample consists of contiguous population items.4 For example,
a block sample from a population of all vouchers processed for the year 20XX
might be all vouchers processed on February 3, May 17, and July 19, 20XX.
This sample includes only 3 sampling units out of 250 business days because
the sampling unit, in this case, is a period of time rather than an individual
transaction. A sample with so few blocks is generally not adequate to reach a
reasonable audit conclusion. Although a block sample might be designed with
enough blocks to minimize this limitation, using such samples might be inefficient. If an auditor decides to use a block sampling technique, he or she exercises special care to select sufficient blocks to effectively control sampling risk
in designing that sample.5
3.36 Sometimes auditors will select a number of days from a period and
then select a sample of vouchers from those days as a basis for the test. Such a
sampling plan actually involves two sampling risks: one related to sampling the
days and one related to sampling the items within a day. Sampling expertise
may be needed to design a sample that can be expected to be representative
to meet the desired overall assurance for the test because these two risks are
considered in assessing the sufficiency of the audit evidence.

Determining the Sample Size
3.37 This section discusses the factors that auditors consider when using
judgment to determine appropriate sample sizes. Auditors using nonstatistical
4 A variation of block sampling that can be designed to yield an adequate statistical sampling
approach is called cluster sampling. The considerations for designing a cluster sample are beyond the
scope of this guide. Such guidance can be found in technical references on statistical sampling.
5 Block samples can be designed as statistical or nonstatistical samples. Sampling specialist
assistance may be necessary to design a valid statistical block sample, because there are complexities
in computing sampling risk when some blocks are not examined.
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sampling do not need to quantify these factors; rather, they might consider using estimates in qualitative terms, such as none, few, or many.6 Appendix A,
"Attributes Statistical Sampling Tables," includes additional guidance, along
with several tables that can help auditors apply the following discussion to
statistical sampling applications.

Considering Sampling Risk in Assessing Controls Effectiveness
3.38 The auditor is concerned with two aspects of sampling risk in performing tests of controls: the risk of erroneously concluding "the controls are
more effective than they actually are" (that is, risk of overreliance) and the risk
of erroneously concluding "controls are less effective than they actually are"
(that is, risk of underreliance).7 The risk of erroneously concluding controls to
be more effective than they actually are is the risk of overreliance on the control
caused when the control deviation rate observed in the sample is less than the
true deviation rate in the population. Conversely, the risk of erroneously concluding controls to be less effective than they are is the risk of underreliance
on the control caused when the control deviation rate in the sample is greater
than the true deviation rate in the population.
3.39 The risk of erroneously concluding "controls are less effective than
they actually are" (that is, risk of underreliance) relates to the efficiency of the
audit. The auditor's assessed level of control risk based on a sample may lead
him or her to increase the scope of substantive tests unnecessarily to compensate for the perceived higher level of control risk. Although the audit might be
less efficient in this circumstance, it is nevertheless effective. The second aspect of sampling risk in performing tests of controls—the risk of erroneously
concluding controls to be more effective than they actually are—relates to the
effectiveness of the audit. If the auditor concludes that controls are more effective than they actually are, he or she inappropriately reduces the evidence obtained from substantive procedures. Because the consequences of overreliance
are potentially more serious, the following paragraphs relate primarily to that
risk.
3.40 When a test of controls is the primary source of evidence about
whether they are operating effectively, the auditor planning to rely on controls
generally sets a low risk that the controls will be assessed as more effective
than they actually are (that is, a low risk of overreliance).
3.41 There is an inverse relationship between the acceptable risk of overreliance and sample size: the lower the acceptable risk, the larger the sample
that is needed. Table 3-1, "Effect on Sample Size of Different Levels of Risk
of Overreliance and Tolerable Rate of Deviation," illustrates this relationship.
It can be seen that the sample necessary to limit risk to 5 percent is larger
than that necessary to limit it to 10 percent. The underlying computations use
statistical attributes theory and assume a large population and an expected
deviation rate of zero. Instead of quantifying acceptable risk, the auditor may
instead characterize it in terms such as low, moderate, or high, but the impact
on sample size would be directionally the same.

6

Or, depending on the factor, high, moderate, or low.
The term sampling risk is defined in paragraph .05 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling
(AICPA, Professional Standards).
7
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Table 3-1
Effect on Sample Size of Different Levels of Risk of Overreliance and
Tolerable Rate of Deviation8
(Expected population deviation rate = 0; large population)
Tolerable Rate
of Deviation (%)

Sample Size—10% Risk
of Overreliance

Sample Size—5% Risk
of Overreliance

10

22

29

5

45

59

1

230

299

3.42 Some auditors find it practical to vary the risk of concluding that controls are more effective than they actually are (that is, risk of overreliance) in
response to factors such as the desired level of assurance (or confidence) provided by the test and the availability of other evidence (such as the effective
operation of a monitoring complementary or redundant control) to support the
test conclusion. An auditor following such a strategy may set a fixed tolerable rate of deviation when designing control test samples, and vary the desired
level of assurance or confidence of the test to reflect the other information. For
example, absent other information, when the audit strategy calls for (high) reliance on controls, a 90 percent or 95 percent confidence level (for example, 10
percent or 5 percent risk of overreliance) may be used in designing a test. When
less assurance is desired, a lower confidence level (for example, 80 percent, 70
percent, 60 percent, or 50 percent) is generally used in designing the test. When
additional corroborating evidence of the operation of the control exists, such as
when internal auditors9 perform tests addressing the same control objectives,
and their work is evidenced to be objective and competent, this could also reduce the level of assurance needed from the individual test, depending on the
nature and extent of the audit evidence available about the control being considered. For example, a highly effective, documented, and tested internal audit testing or monitoring function may indicate the reasonableness of reducing
high assurance confidence levels to lesser auditor confidence levels on the related controls tests. In such cases, a lesser level of auditor assurance is needed
from the related test of controls to still achieve a low risk, high assurance result
considering the collective testing.
3.43 When planning for tests of controls, some auditors set the tolerable
rate of deviation at a fixed rate, and vary the level of assurance or confidence (for
instance, the complement of the risk of overreliance) of the test to more easily
relate the desired assurance from the test to the audit risk model in paragraphs
4.39–.42 and table 4-2, "Table Relating RMM, Analytical Procedures Risk, and
Test of Details (TD) Risk," of this guide, where risk percentages are used to
illustrate the risk relationships between the risks of material misstatement,
including controls and substantive procedures.

8 Attribute test sample sizes at confidence levels less than the 95 percent or 90 percent levels
shown in the tables in appendix A, "Attributes Statistical Sampling Tables," of this guide can be
obtained from computer programs such as IDEA or ACL or the use of sample size formulae that
consider the use of lesser confidence levels.
9 See AU-C section 610, Using the Work of Internal Auditors (AICPA, Professional Standards).
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3.44 In practice, auditors seeking high controls assurance (that is, low
control risk) from a test of a control often set a risk of concluding controls are
more effective than they actually are (that is, overreliance) of 10 percent or less.
For lesser planned levels of reliance, less assurance is needed. For high risk areas and transactions, such as populations of unusual transactions, nonroutine
journal entries, or complex revenue recognition transactions, some auditors increase the desired level of assurance or confidence of controls tests (for example,
from 90 percent to 95 percent) in response to these risks.
3.45 Other auditors find it practical to select one level of assurance for all
tests of controls (for example, 95 percent) and to assess, for each separate test,
a tolerable rate of deviation based on the planned assessed level of control risk.
This approach is discussed next. Either approach is acceptable and can lead to
adequate sample sizes when properly applied.

Considering Other Evidence in Determining Risk of Concluding
Controls Are More Effective Than They Actually Are
(Overreliance) and Tolerable Rate of Deviation
3.46 In some cases, the auditor may wish to test controls about which evidence from other sources has been obtained. Other sources of evidence include
walk-throughs, corroborating inquiries, tests by internal auditors,10 or other
evidence about the operation of the control, evidence about the effectiveness of
other related controls, competence of personnel, or systems knowledge. In such
cases, the auditor may reduce the extent of testing of the control, usually by reducing the level of assurance (increasing the risk of overreliance) or increasing
the tolerable rate of deviation used in computing sample size.

Considering the Risk of Concluding Controls Are More Effective
Than They Actually Are (Overreliance) for Multiple Controls
Addressing the Same Control Objective
3.47 The auditor may encounter situations where several redundant or
compensating controls address the same control objective or risk. A best practice is for the auditor to first consider the relationship of the controls to the
control objective. Depending on that relationship, the auditor may

r
r
r
r

10

test one control at a low level of risk of overreliance, because if that
control is operating effectively, the control objective is achieved;
define the deviation as the failure of both controls to operate on the
selected transactions and test at a low level of risk of overreliance;
test one of the related controls at a low level of risk of overreliance and perform additional testing on other related controls at
a higher level of risk of overreliance; or
test each control at a higher level of risk of overreliance; for example, if each control has a 20 percent risk, the combined risk of the
two controls failing is 4 percent if the controls are independent of
each other.11

AU-C section 610 directly addresses audit requirements when using the work of internal au-

ditors.
11 The risk of the two independent controls both failing is the combination of the two risks (20
percent multiplied by 20 percent is 4 percent).
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Determining the Tolerable Rate of Deviation
3.48 The tolerable rate of deviation for control tests is the maximum rate
of deviation from a prescribed control that auditors are willing to accept without altering the planned, assessed level of control risk. Paragraph .05 of AU-C
section 530 defines the tolerable rate of deviation as
a rate of deviation set by the auditor in respect of which the auditor
seeks to obtain an appropriate level of assurance that the rate of deviation set by the auditor is not exceeded by the actual rate of deviation
in the population.
3.49 In determining the tolerable rate of deviation, the auditor usually
considers (a) the planned assessed level of control risk, and (b) the degree of
assurance desired by the audit evidence in the sample. Sometimes the auditor
specifies a high tolerable rate of deviation because he or she does not require a
high level of audit evidence and plans to assess control risk at a higher level.
A very high tolerable rate of deviation often implies that the control's operating effectiveness does not significantly reduce the extent of related substantive
procedures. In that case, the particular test of controls might be ineffective, and
little or no reliance can be placed on the effectiveness of the control.
3.50 In assessing the tolerable rate of deviation, the auditor normally considers that although deviations from pertinent controls increase the risks of
material misstatements in the accounting records, such deviations do not necessarily always result in misstatements. A recorded disbursement that does
not show evidence of an expected approval might, nevertheless, be a transaction that is properly authorized and recorded. Therefore, a tolerable rate of
deviation of 5 percent indicates that the test is designed to demonstrate that a
control fails no more than 5 percent of the time, and does not necessarily mean
that 5 percent of the dollars are misstated. Because not all deviations result in
misstatements, auditors usually assess a tolerable rate of deviation for tests of
controls that is greater than the comparable tolerable rate of deviation of dollar
misstatement.
3.51 When determining a tolerable rate of deviation for a specific control,
the auditor normally considers the degree of reliance to be placed on the control
and the significance of the control to the audit. The higher the degree of reliance
on the control and the greater the significance of the control to the audit, the
lower the tolerable rate of deviation.
3.52 There is an inverse relationship between the tolerable rate of deviation and sample size as illustrated in table 3-2, "Effect of Tolerable Rate of
Deviation on Sample Size." The table assumes a 10 percent risk of overreliance
(90 percent confidence), a large population size, and an expected population
deviation rate of zero.
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Table 3-2
Effect of Tolerable Rate of Deviation on Sample Size1
(Assumes a 10 percent risk of overreliance [concluding controls
are more effective than they actually are; that is, 90 percent
confidence], a large population size, and an expected population
deviation rate of 0 percent)

1

Tolerable Rate of
Deviation (%)

Sample Size

3

76

5

45

10

22

Computed using the binomial distribution with sample sizes rounded to the
next highest whole number.

3.53 When performing tests of controls, the auditor usually is concerned
only that the actual rate of deviation in the population does not exceed the
tolerable rate of deviation, taking into consideration an allowance for sampling
risk. For example, when evaluating nonstatistical sample results, and the auditor finds the sample deviation rate to be less than the tolerable rate of deviation
for the population and equal to or less than the expected deviation rate used to
plan the sample, the sample planning objectives are often assumed to be met.
When a statistical sample is evaluated, the computed upper limit on the sample result is compared to the tolerable rate used in designing the sample, and
if equal to or less than the tolerable rate, the sample is assumed to meet its
desired objectives. The sample-size illustrations in this chapter assume that
the sample is designed to measure only the risk that the actual (unknown)
population deviation rate exceeds the tolerable deviation threshold, and not to
estimate the upper and lower limits on the deviation rate from the sample. This
is sometimes referred to as an upper-limit approach.12
3.54 If the auditor finds that the rate of deviation from the prescribed
control in the sample plus an allowance for sampling risk (that is, precision)
exceeds the tolerable rate of deviation, or that the deviation rate exceeds the
expected deviation rate used to design the sample, the auditor typically would
conclude that there is an unacceptably high sampling risk. In that case, he or
she may increase the assessed level of control risk or consider further whether
to rely at all on the control. If statistical sampling has been used, audit software
or tables generally are used to calculate the precision of the test (allowance for
sampling risk) or the upper limit on the deviation rate.

Considering the Expected Population Deviation Rate
3.55 The auditor estimates the expected population deviation rate by considering such factors as results of the prior year's tests, the design of internal
controls, and the control environment. The prior year's results are considered
in light of changes in the entity's internal control and changes in personnel.

12 An alternate approach is an interval estimate approach where both an upper and lower limit
on the deviation rate is calculated. For a discussion of interval estimates, see Donald Roberts, Statistical Auditing (New York: AICPA, 1978): 53.
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3.56 There is a direct relationship between the expected population deviation rate and the sample size to be used by the auditor. As the expected population deviation rate approaches the tolerable rate of deviation, the need arises
for more precise information from the sample. Therefore, for a given tolerable
rate of deviation, the auditor uses a larger sample size as the expected population deviation rate, sometimes referred to as the expected rate of occurrence,
increases. Table 3-3, "Relative Effect of the Expected Population Deviation Rate
on Sample Size," illustrates the relative effect of the expected population deviation rate on sample size. The table is based on the assumptions of a 5 percent
tolerable rate of deviation, a large population size, and a 5 percent risk (95
percent confidence) of overreliance.13

Table 3-3
Relative Effect of the Expected Population Deviation Rate
on Sample Size1
(5 percent tolerable rate of deviation, a large population size, and a 5
percent risk [95 percent confidence] of overreliance)
Expected Population
Deviation Rate (%)
∗

1

∗

Sample Size

0.0

59

1.0

93

1.5

124

2.0

181

2.5

234

Computed using the binomial distribution with sample sizes rounded to the
next highest whole number.
Some auditors use a sampling approach referred to as discovery sampling.
Discovery sampling is essentially the same as the approach described in
this chapter when the auditor assumes an expected population deviation
rate of zero. When used with low risk (high confidence) levels (for example,
1 percent to 2 percent) and low tolerable rates of deviation, discovery sampling has been used in forensic auditing to test for the incidence of rare,
unexpected events (such as fraud) in a population.

3.57 The expected population deviation rate would rarely equal or exceed
the tolerable rate of deviation. If the auditor believes that the actual deviation
rate may be higher than the tolerable rate of deviation, he or she generally
omits testing of that control and correspondingly increases the assessed level
of control risk.
3.58 The auditor controls the risk of concluding controls are more effective
than they actually are by adjusting the sample size for the assessment of the
deviation rate he or she expects to find in the population.

13 Large sample sizes, such as 234, are included for illustrative purposes, not to suggest that it
would often be efficient to perform tests of controls using such large sample sizes.
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Considering the Effect of Population Size
3.59 The size of the population often has little or no effect on the determination of sample size, except in relatively small populations. For example,
it is generally appropriate to treat any population of more than 2,000 sampling units as if it were large (for instance, infinite).14 If the population size is
between, for example, 200 and 2,000 sampling units, the population size may
have a small effect on the calculation of sample size, depending on the sample
parameters. In populations of fewer than 200 items, sample size is reduced by
the effect of population size.15
3.60 Table 3-4, "Limited Effect of Population Size on Sample Size," illustrates the limited effect of population size on sample size. Computations use
statistical theory and assume a 10 percent risk of overreliance (90 percent confidence), a 1 percent expected population deviation rate, and a 10 percent tolerable rate of deviation.

Table 3-4
Limited Effect of Population Size on Sample Size1
(Assumes a 10 percent risk of assessing controls as more effective
than they actually are—overreliance [90 percent confidence],
a 1 percent expected population deviation rate,
and a 10 percent tolerable rate of deviation)

1

Population Size

Sample Size

100

33

200

35

500

37

1,000

37

2,000

38

2,200 or over

38

Computed using the hypergeometric distribution with sample sizes rounded
to the next highest whole number.

3.61 Because population size for frequently operating controls has little
or no effect on sample size, all other illustrations of sample sizes for tests of
controls (except in the next section) assume a large population size.

Small Populations and Infrequently Operating Controls
3.62 Some important controls do not operate frequently, but the auditor
may need to test these controls. For example, some controls may be performed
only once a year, such as controls over the year-end closing process, and can only
be tested once. Other controls are cumulative (for example, a bank reconciliation), so that the auditor may be able to obtain sufficient evidence by testing
the control at year end (perhaps after doing a walk-through earlier to understand the control). Still other controls may operate bi-weekly or weekly, such
14 Auditors using software that computes sample size and sample results using the hypergeometric distribution will get results that explicitly consider the population size.
15 Samples not correcting for the smaller population may be inefficient, but still effective.
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as controls over processing the payroll that may operate 24 or 52 times a year.
Such controls may be important, because a significant number of transactions
and dollars are controlled by them. Table 3-4 provides guidance in the testing
of small populations associated with less frequently operating controls.16 Some
auditors applying experience and judgment in the collection of sufficient and
appropriate audit evidence have determined that the extent of testing in the
following table are reasonable minimums when testing the operating effectiveness of less frequently operating controls. The minimum items to test in this
table reflect the assumption that the test may not be a sole source of evidence
relating to the control objective in an audit of the financial statements and
therefore a higher risk of overreliance is acceptable. Because of the very small
sample sizes and implications if deviations are found, there is an expectation
of zero deviations in table 3-5. In less frequently operating controls, the effect
of other sources of evidence is often greater than for more frequently operating
controls.17

Table 3-5
Testing Operating Effectiveness of Small Populations
Control Frequency and
Population Size

Items to Test

Quarterly (4)

2

Monthly (12)

2–4

Semimonthly (24)

3–8

Weekly (52)

5–9

3.63 The number of items to test in table 3-5, "Testing Operating Effectiveness of Small Populations," near the low end of the range may be appropriate
for controls reliance in the normal financial statement audit situation. Testing
levels in table 3-5 near or even above the upper end of the range presented
here may be appropriate in situations when other sources of evidence are less
persuasive such as new engagements where there are concerns about the operation of these controls, where controls have changed or where deficiencies had
been experienced in the past. When the controls test is the sole source of evidence regarding the effectiveness of these controls, and a specific high level
of audit evidence is desired, sampling parameters (for example, risk, tolerable
rate of deviation) may be used to determine an appropriate sample size.

Considering a Sequential or a Fixed Sample Size Approach
3.64 Audit samples may be designed using either a fixed sampling plan or
a sequential sampling plan. Under a fixed sampling plan, the auditor examines
a single sample of a specified size. In sequential sampling (sometimes referred
16 The auditor may need to consider the size of the population by reference to the defined sampling unit. For example, in some cases, the auditor may need to consider the populations from several
locations. For example, if there were weekly controls over the occurrence of sales at each of 40 stores,
the population of weekly sales test controls would be 2,080 (52 times multiplied by 40), and this would
not be a small population.
17 Some examples of other implicit sources of evidence in an audit of the financial statements
include inherent risk assessments, assessments of design and implementation, past experience, walkthroughs, corroborating inquiries, other control testing, knowledge about other balances, competence
of personnel, systems knowledge, and so on.
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to as stop-or-go sampling), the sample is taken in several steps, with each step
conditional on the results of the previous step. Guidance on sequential sampling
plans is included in appendix B, "Sequential Sampling for Tests of Controls,"
in this guide.

Developing Sample Size Guidelines
3.65 An auditor may establish guidelines for sample sizes for tests of controls based on attributes sampling tables. For example, the sample sizes from
the tables in appendix A could form the basis for such guidelines. Some auditors, as a practical and conservative approach, when designing controls tests
assume zero deviations initially, and double the sample size if one deviation is
found. This approach may not be appropriate for certain controls, such as infrequently occurring controls. Tables and software can be used to more precisely
compute sample sizes for specific sampling criteria.

Performing the Sampling Plan
3.66 After the sampling plan has been designed, the auditor selects the
sample and examines the selected items to determine whether they contain
deviations from the prescribed control.18 When selecting the sampling units,
it is often practical to select several in addition, as extras. If the size of the remaining sample is inadequate for the auditor's objectives, he or she may use the
extra sampling units. If the auditor has selected a simple random sample, any
additional items used as replacements are generally used in the same order in
which the random numbers were generated. The auditor who uses a systematic
sampling selection may need to examine all extra selected items.

Voided Documents
3.67 An auditor might select a voided item when selecting a sample. For
example, an auditor performing a test of controls related to the entity's vouchers
might match random numbers with voucher numbers for the period included
in the population; however, a random number might match with a voucher that
has been voided. If the auditor obtains evidence that the voucher has been properly voided and does not represent a deviation from the prescribed control, he or
she should replace the voided voucher and, if simple random sampling is used,
should match a replacement random number with the appropriate voucher.

Unused or Inapplicable Documents
3.68 The auditor's consideration of unused or inapplicable documents is
similar to the consideration of voided documents. For example, a sequence of
potential voucher numbers might include unused numbers or an intentional
omission of certain numbers. If the auditor selects an unused number, he or she
would typically obtain evidence that the voucher number actually represents
an unused voucher and does not represent a deviation from the control. The
auditor then replaces the unused voucher number with an additional voucher
number. Sometimes a selected item is inapplicable for a given definition of a
deviation. For example, a telephone expense selected as part of a sample for
which a deviation has been defined as a transaction not supported by receiving
18 Some auditors find it practical to select a single sample for more than one sample objective.
This approach is appropriate if the sample size is adequate and selection procedures are appropriate
for each of the related sampling objectives.
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report may not be expected to be supported by a receiving report. If the auditor has obtained evidence that the transaction is not applicable and does not
represent a deviation from the prescribed control, he or she would replace the
item with another transaction for testing the control of interest.

Mistakes in Estimating Population Sequences
3.69 If the auditor is using random number sampling to select sampling
units, the population size and numbering sequence might be estimated before
the transactions have occurred. The most common example of this situation occurs when the auditor has defined the population to include the entire period
under audit but plans to perform a portion of the sampling procedure before the
end of the period. If the auditor overestimates the population size and numbering sequence, any numbers that are selected as part of the sample and that
exceed the actual numbering sequence used are treated as unused documents.
Such numbers would be replaced by matching extra random numbers with appropriate documents. If the auditor underestimates the population size and
numbering sequence, the auditor will have tested an incomplete physical representation of the population. If this happens, the auditor will generally design
additional audit procedures to apply to the items not included in the population.
3.70 In planning and performing an audit sampling procedure, the auditor
might encounter the two following special situations.

Stopping the Test Before Completion
3.71 Occasionally the auditor might find a number of deviations in auditing the first part of a sample. As a result, he or she might believe that even
if no additional deviations were to be discovered in the remainder of the sample, the results of the sample would not support the planned assessed level of
control risk or any reliance on the control being tested. Under these circumstances, the auditor reassesses the level of control risk and considers whether
it is appropriate to continue the test.

Inability to Examine Selected Items
3.72 The auditor should perform auditing procedures that are appropriate
to achieve the objective of the test of controls on each sampling unit. In some
circumstances, performance of the prescribed control being tested is shown only
on the selected sample document. If that document cannot be located or if for
any other reason the auditor is unable to examine the selected item, he or she
considers whether there are alternatives for performing this test on this sample item. In many cases the auditor will probably be unable to use alternative
procedures to test whether that control was applied as prescribed. If the auditor is unable to apply the planned audit procedures or appropriate alternative
procedures to selected items, he or she should consider selected items to be deviations from the controls for the purpose of evaluating the sample as noted
in paragraph .11 of AU-C section 530. In addition, the auditor would typically
consider the reasons for this limitation and the effect that such a limitation
might have on his or her understanding of internal control and assessment of
control risk and audit risk. For example, critical missing documents can be an
indicator of fraud, and the auditor may need to consider an appropriate audit
response, or, alternatively, whether the missing documentation prevents him
or her from concluding on the financial statements as a whole.
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Evaluating the Sample Results
3.73 After completing the examination of the sampling units and summarizing the deviations from prescribed controls, the auditor should evaluate
the results. Whether the sample is statistical or nonstatistical, the auditor uses
judgment in evaluating the results and reaching an overall conclusion.

Calculating the Deviation Rate
3.74 Calculating the deviation rate in the sample involves dividing the
number of observed deviations by the sample size. The deviation rate in the
sample is the auditor's best estimate19 of the deviation rate in the population
from which it was selected. As a practical matter, deviations may not be present
in most samples of controls. Because the purpose of testing is generally to rely
on the control, that implies an expectation of effective control operation. Thus,
deviations observed in the sample are often important to the auditor's strategy,
depending on the deviation rate and reasons for the deviation.

Considering Sampling Risk
3.75 As discussed in chapter 2, sampling risk arises from the possibility
that when testing is restricted to a sample, the auditor's conclusions might differ from those he or she would have reached if the test were applied in the same
way to all items in the account balance or class of transactions.
3.76 When evaluating a sample for a test of controls, the auditor should
evaluate sampling risk. If the estimate of the population deviation rate (the
sample deviation rate) is less than the tolerable rate of deviation for the population, the auditor considers the risk that such a result might be obtained even
if the true deviation rate for the population exceeds the tolerable rate of deviation for the population. The following is an example of how an auditor might
consider sampling risk for tests of controls:
If the tolerable rate of deviation for a population is 5 percent and no
deviations are found in a sample of 60 items, the auditor may conclude
that there is an acceptably low risk that the true deviation rate in the
population exceeds the tolerable rate of deviation of 5 percent. On the
other hand, if the sample includes, for example, two or more deviations
(for example, two deficiencies in a sample of 60 items = 3.3 percent),
the auditor may conclude that there is an unacceptably higher than
planned risk that the rate of deviations in the population may exceed
the tolerable rate of deviation of 5 percent.
3.77 If an auditor is performing a statistical sampling application, he or
she often uses a table or computer program to assist in measuring the precision
of the test or the upper limit on control deviations. For example, most computer
programs used to evaluate attributes sampling applications calculate an estimate of the upper limit of the possible deviation rate based on the sample
size and the sample results at the auditor's specified risk of concluding controls
are more effective than they actually are. Table A-3, "Statistical Sampling Results Evaluation Table for Tests of Controls—Upper Limits at 5 Percent Risk
of Overreliance," and table A-4, "Statistical Sampling Results Evaluation Table for Tests of Controls—Upper Limits at 10 Percent Risk of Overreliance," in
appendix A include statistical sampling tables that can help the auditor use
19

Also termed the point estimate or direct projection.
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professional judgment to evaluate the results of statistical samples for tests of
controls at high levels of assurance. The tables may also be useful to auditors
using nonstatistical sampling.
3.78 If the auditor is performing a nonstatistical sampling application,
sampling risk or precision cannot be measured directly; however, it is generally
appropriate for the auditor to conclude that the sample results do not support
the planned assessed level of control risk if the rate of deviation identified in
the sample exceeds the expected population deviation rate used in designing
the sample. When more deviations are encountered than were planned for, the
auditor has not met the test objective and there is likely to be an unacceptably
high risk that the true deviation rate in the population exceeds the tolerable
rate of deviation.20 In such a circumstance, after considering the reasons for the
control deviations and the number of deviations identified, the auditor might
conclude it is appropriate to expand the test or perform other tests to include
sufficient additional items to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.21 For example, if a sample of 22 items was sufficient to meet the auditor's objectives,
assuming no deviations are expected and one is identified in the sample, to be
able to conclude with the same assurance (confidence) as originally planned,
the sample needs to be expanded to include many more items. Additional guidance on expanding the sample is provided in this chapter under the heading
"Extending the Sample When Control Deviations Are Found."
3.79 Rather than testing additional items, however, it is often efficient in
a financial statement audit to increase the auditor's assessed level of control
risk to the level supported by the results of the original sample and increase
the extent of substantive work to reflect the change in the controls assurance.
Alternatively, the auditor may decide to place no reliance on the control because
the deviation rate found does not support any reliance on the control. For example, if the auditor plans a sample to achieve high assurance expecting one
deviation, and two deviations are found in the sample (and no systematic or
significant issue is identified when investigating the reason for the deviations),
the auditor might be able to conclude with a lower assurance (for example, moderate assurance or limited assurance) that the control is operating as planned.
If a systematic cause is identified, the auditor will typically analyze its effect
on controls and potential financial statement misstatement and may conclude
that controls reliance at any level is not warranted.

Considering the Qualitative Aspects of the Deviations
3.80 Paragraph .12 of AU-C section 530 states that
the auditor should investigate the nature and cause of any deviations
or misstatements identified and evaluate their possible effect on the
purpose of the audit procedure and on other areas of the audit
and paragraphs .A22–.A23 of AU-C section 530, respectively, state that

20 In accordance with the appendix "Examples of Circumstances That May Be Deficiencies, Significant Deficiencies, or Material Weaknesses" of AU-C section 265, Communicating Internal Control
Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards), an observed deviation rate
that exceeds the number of deviations expected by the auditor in a test of operating effectiveness of
a control may indicate a deficiency, significant deficiency, or a material weakness with respect to the
operation of the control.
21 Extending tests introduces additional risks (beyond that measured by the stated risk level)
that the auditor might accept a population that should not be accepted.
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in analyzing the deviations and misstatements identified, the auditor
may observe that many have a common feature (for example, type of
transaction, location, product line, or period of time). In such circumstances, the auditor may decide to identify all the items in the population that possess a common feature and extend audit procedures
to these items. In addition, such deviations or misstatements may be
intentional and may indicate the possibility of fraud.
In addition to the evaluation of the frequency and amounts of monetary misstatements, [paragraph .11 of AU-C] section 450 requires
the auditor to consider the qualitative aspects of the misstatements.
These include (a) the nature and cause of misstatements, such as
whether they are differences in principle or application, are errors, or
are caused by fraud or are due to misunderstanding of instructions or
carelessness, and (b) the possible relationship of the misstatements to
other phases of the audit. The discovery of fraud requires a broader
consideration of possible implications than does the discovery of an
error.
3.81 The discovery of fraud will typically elevate the severity of the related
control deficiency and the importance of the misstatements to designing other
audit procedures.

Extending the Sample When Control Deviations Are Found
3.82 The auditor may encounter an unexpected deviation rate in a sample from a population that was expected to be deviation free or to have a low
incidence of deviation. Paragraph .12 of AU-C section 530 states that "[t]he
auditor should investigate the nature and cause of any deviations or misstatements identified and evaluate their possible effect on the purpose of the audit
procedure and on other areas of the audit." In such cases, it is important for
the auditor to recognize that the sample is expected to be representative only
with respect to the occurrence rate or incidence of deviations, not their nature
or cause. An unexpected deviation may be indicative of other deviations in the
population. Where the auditor, expecting a negligible or zero deviation rate, selected a small sample, and found a deviation rate slightly higher than expected,
then it may be appropriate to extend the sample from that population, but the
appropriate extension would not be small. The auditor should first evaluate
the nature and cause for the deviation; then, the auditor typically would assess
whether, if the sample was extended, the rate of deviations for the combined
samples would likely be sufficiently low to support the planned reliance on the
control. Extending the sample when the initial sample result was indicative
of the true error rate in the population will likely result in further deviations
being identified. If there is evidence that the deviation was intentional or could
be an indicator of a fraud or there is evidence that conditions could give rise to
a systematic or periodic control failure, then extending the test to mitigate the
sample findings generally would not be appropriate.
3.83 A properly designed statistical sequential sampling plan (see example in appendix B) or a single stage (fixed) sampling plan designed with an
expected deviation rate can be designed in order to draw valid statistical conclusions when deviations are considered to be likely at the outset of the test.
Specialist statistical advice may be needed to properly design a custom statistically valid sequential sampling plan.
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3.84 When the deviation rate is assessed to be potentially inconclusive or
unexpected and extending the test is appropriate, a simple, conservative, rule
of thumb for expanding single stage samples is to increase the sample size by
at least the number of items in the original sample. For example, if a sample
of 45 items was sufficient to meet the auditor's control objectives when no deviations were expected, in response to finding one deviation in the first sample
of items, the auditor might expand his or her sample by 45 additional items.
If no deviations are identified in the additional sample, the combined evidence
from the two samples may be sufficient for the auditor to conclude at or near
the original level of desired assurance (or risk of concluding controls are more
effective than they actually are).22 Simply adding a few additional items to an
initial sample does not have much of an effect on the evaluation of sample results and is generally an inefficient and ineffective procedure. Had the auditor
observed two or more deviations when none were expected or planned for, the
sample would generally need to be expanded significantly more than the original sample size; often, the auditor will often find it effective and more efficient
to not rely on the control than to significantly expand his or her testing of the
control. When the auditor uses statistical sampling, a more precise calculation
of the needed sample expansion can be made.23

Assessing the Potential Magnitude of a Control Deﬁciency
3.85 If the auditor finds deviations, he or she determines whether they
are control deficiencies and, if so, whether those deficiencies are material weaknesses, significant deficiencies, or just deficiencies. One part of this decision is
to assess the potential magnitude of each control deficiency.24 The following
discussion focuses on an approach to quantifying the potential magnitude of
monetary exposure to misstatement based on control test results. The discussion is limited to the sampling aspects of this approach. AU-C section 265 and
AU-C section 940 include a more robust discussion of quantitative and qualitative factors to consider when assessing the severity of a deficiency in controls.
3.86 Consistent with the guidance in the appendix "Examples of Circumstances That May Be Deficiencies, Significant Deficiencies, or Material Weaknesses" of AU-C section 265, when the auditor identifies control deviations and
the deviation rate in the sample exceeds the expected deviation rate used in
planning, deficiencies in the design or operating effectiveness of the control are
implied. The auditor first understands the nature and cause of the deviations.
Then, he or she may apply the following approaches:

r
r

Consider whether other controls, such as redundant or compensating controls, exist that fully or partially mitigate the deficiency
found in the tested control; if so, understand and test those controls to determine whether the control objective is achieved.
Assess the likelihood and magnitude of the deficiency, as discussed
in the following paragraph.

22 This rule of thumb approximates the results of more precise computations that can be made
when statistical sampling is applied.
23 In a statistical calculation, the probability that no deviations will be found in a second sample
taken from a population with an unacceptable deviation rate needs to be considered. Such calculations
are not considered when using the tables in appendix A which assume a single sample will be drawn
and evaluated. The tables in appendix B, "Sequential Sampling for Tests of Controls," are designed
for sequential sampling plans.
24 The issue of assessing likelihood is not fully addressed in this guide.
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To apply both approaches at the same time to evaluate a deficiency is usually
not appropriate as it would likely understate the severity of the deficiency.25
However, the auditor could apply the first approach and if not successful in
limiting the severity of the deficiency, could apply the upper limit approach
(the second approach) as described in the following paragraph.
3.87 When a control does not prevent or detect a misstatement, the auditor would typically conclude, when evaluating the severity of that deficiency,
that the related control is likely to fail to prevent or detect misstatements of
no less than the magnitude actually observed, and the auditor would then assess the potential magnitude of the control deficiency. The likelihood is generally assessed as high enough to suggest deficiencies when the deviations in the
sample exceed the number or proportion of deviations planned for in the sample. If, in a sample of 25 control operations, 1 or more deviations are found, but
the sample was expected to have no deviations, then the likelihood criterion is
met (assuming the auditor decides not to extend the test). Alternatively, in a
sample of 100 control operations where an allowance for 1 deviation was part
of the sample design, 1 deviation found in the sample would often indicate that
the likelihood criterion has not been met;26 however, the source and reason for
the deviations would be assessed on whether the deviation is a result of any of
the factors generally considered to be significant deficiencies or material weaknesses per AU-C section 265; the auditor should consider this when evaluating
the severity of the deficiency.
3.88 Control deviations often cannot be equated directly to the potential
magnitude of financial misstatement, but in assessing the severity of a deficiency in controls operation, calculating the upper limit on the deviation rate
is one way to assist in classifying the deficiency as simply a deficiency, a significant deficiency, or a material weakness. When the auditor is engaged to report
on the effectiveness of internal controls pursuant to the requirements of AU-C
section 940, such assessments are integral to the purpose of the engagement.
For a precise assessment of the dollar impact of control deficiencies, a valid
substantive sample would be designed and evaluated. The approach discussed
in the following paragraph is a practical adaption to assist auditors in their
evaluation of deficiencies
3.89 A cap on the magnitude of a deficiency may be developed based on an
assumption that the upper limit on the deviation rate can be used to roughly
estimate the proportion of dollars exposed to the control deviation. This estimate, termed adjusted gross exposure, may, along with consideration of other
quantitative and qualitative factors, assist the auditor in assessing the severity
of a deficiency.
3.90 When assessing the significance of a deficiency, qualitative factors
are considered in assessing its severity. The qualitative assessment can significantly assist the auditor in determining the response to the findings. In addition, if the control deficiency failed to prevent or detect an actual misstatement
greater than the resulting estimate, the deficiency would generally be assessed
at no less an amount than the actual misstatement.
25 When the compensating controls are not independent from the control examined, applying
both approaches might take "double credit" for mitigating the deficiency, as these approaches are
both means to estimate the extent of possible deviation from the observed sample result.
26 For example, where the sample was designed to allow for one deviation and one deviation was
found.
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Example
3.91 In a sample of 25 manual control operations from a population of
3,000 control operations, 1 deviation was identified. The sample was designed
with an expectation that 0 deviations would be found.
3.92 The sample revealed one deviation (a rate of 4 percent). A statistically based27 upper limit on the deviation rate can be estimated using software,
tables (as illustrated in the following section), or formulas.

Next Steps
3.93 The following illustrates the use of table A-4 in appendix A to this
guide:
a. Locate the sample size (25) along the left column.
b. Locate the number of deviations (1) along the top row.
c. Identify the intersection in the body of the table—this is the upper
limit (14.7 percent).

Applying the Upper Limit to Measure the Magnitude of Exposure
3.94 The following illustrates how to apply the upper limit to measure the
magnitude of exposure:
a. The sample did not meet its design criteria, so there is probably a
higher than desired risk that the control would fail to prevent or
detect misstatement. Next, the magnitude of the exposure needs to
be assessed.
b. Gross exposure of the account or process is $5,000,000. This is based
on the volume of dollars being processed through the control.
c. The upper limit on the control deviations, based on the sample result, is 14.7 percent.
d. The adjusted exposure is $735,000 (14.7 percent × $5,000,000).
e. The $735,000 adjusted exposure compared to the materiality for
the engagement may assist the auditor in evaluating the severity
of the control deficiency.

Reaching an Overall Conclusion
3.95 The auditor uses professional judgment to reach an overall conclusion about the effect that the evaluation of the sample results will have on
his or her assessed level of control risk, the risks of material misstatement,
and thus on the nature, timing, and extent of planned substantive procedures.
If the sample results, along with other relevant audit evidence, support the
planned level of controls reliance, the auditor may not need to modify planned
substantive procedures. If the planned assessed level of control reliance is not
supported, the auditor would ordinarily either perform further tests of other
controls that could result in supporting the planned level of control reliance or
increase the assessed level of control risk and alter the nature, timing, or extent
of the planned substantive procedures accordingly.

27 If the auditor did not select the sample in a random or other statistically valid manner, the
result of this evaluation is not statistical, but such a computation can still assist auditors in the
evaluation of a nonstatistical sample that was expected to be representative of the population.
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Documenting the Sampling Procedure
3.96 AU-C section 230, Audit Documentation (AICPA, Professional Standards), establishes requirements and provides guidance regarding the auditor's
responsibility to document audit procedures. Although AU-C section 530 and
this guide do not contain a list of specific documentation requirements for audit sampling applications, examples of items that the auditor may document
for tests of controls that involve audit sampling include the following:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

A description of the control being tested
The control objectives related to the sampling application, including the relevant assertions
The definition of the population and the sampling unit, including
how the auditor considered the completeness of the population
The definition of the deviation condition
The acceptable risk that controls are more effective than they actually are28 (or desired confidence or assurance level), the tolerable rate of deviation, and the expected population deviation rate
used in the application29
The method of sample size determination
The method of sample selection
The selected sample items
A description of how the sampling procedure was performed
The evaluation of the sample and the overall conclusion

Paragraph .A14 of AU-C section 230 provides several examples of how an auditor can identify selected sample items in audit documentation. Documenting
the basis for the sample size selected (for example, the parameters considered)
can clarify how the sample size relates to the overall audit strategy.
3.97 The evaluation of the sample and the overall conclusion will generally include the number of deviations found in the sample, the projected deviation rate, an explanation of how the auditor considered sampling risk (for
example, the upper limit of the deviation rate for statistical samples), and a determination of whether the sample results support the planned assessed level
of control risk. For sequential samples, each step of the sampling plan, including the preliminary evaluation made at the completion of each step, is generally
documented. Audit documentation generally will also include the nature of the
deviations (if identifiable), the auditor's consideration of the qualitative aspects
of the deviations, and the effect of the evaluation on other audit procedures.
3.98 If deficiencies in design or operating effectiveness are found during
the tests of controls, the auditor may have reporting responsibilities to management and those charged with governance as noted in AU-C section 265.

28

In other words, the risk of overreliance on controls.
In some instances, sample size inputs such as acceptable risk of overreliance, tolerable rate of
deviation, and expected deviation rate are built into firm wide sample size tables. In these instances,
reference to firm sample size guidance is sufficient (that is, each team does not need to document
inputs that are implicit in the firm's sample size tables).
29
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Chapter 4

Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling
for Substantive Tests of Details
4.01 This chapter introduces the general concepts of audit sampling applicable to both nonstatistical and statistical sampling for substantive tests. Also
discussed are guidelines for determining sample size, performing the sampling
plan, and evaluating the sample results.
4.02 A purpose of substantive tests of details of transactions and balances
is to detect material misstatements in the account balance, transaction class,
and disclosure components of the financial statements. An auditor assesses the
risks of material misstatement and uses a combination of further audit procedures to provide a basis for the opinion about whether the financial statements
are materially misstated. When testing the details of an account balance or
class of transactions, the auditor might use audit sampling to obtain evidence
about the reasonableness of monetary amounts.
4.03 Both statistical and nonstatistical sampling can result in appropriate
audit evidence. The auditor may exercise professional judgment in relating the
same factors when planning, performing, and evaluating the results of either
type of test. Specifically, certain relevant factors (see paragraphs .07–.08, .13,
.A13–.A14, and .A27–.A28 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling [AICPA, Professional Standards]) that are equally applicable to both approaches include
the following:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Assessed risks of material misstatement
Characteristics of the population
Tolerable misstatement
Expected misstatement
Audit risk and sampling risk (that is, that actual misstatement
exceeds tolerable misstatement)
Audit evidence obtained from other substantive procedures related to the same assertion
Selection of a sample that can be expected to be representative
Projection of the sample results to the population
Consideration of an allowance for sampling risk (precision)

Determining the Test Objectives
4.04 A sampling plan for substantive tests of details might be designed to
(a) test the reasonableness of one or more assertions about a financial statement amount (for example, the existence of accounts receivable) or (b) make
an independent estimate of some amount (for example, the last in, first out
[LIFO] index for a LIFO inventory). The first approach, often referred to as hypothesis testing, is typically used by an auditor performing a substantive test
of details as part of an audit of financial statements. In that case, the auditor
accepts an assertion about an amount if it is reasonably correct. The second approach, sometimes referred to as dollar-value estimation, is used less frequently
by auditors, but might be appropriate when a CPA has been engaged to assist
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a company in developing independent estimates of quantities or amounts or
when the auditor is estimating quantities or amounts as a substantive procedure. For example, a CPA might assist management in estimating the value of
LIFO inventory that was previously recorded on a first in, first out basis. Alternatively, a CPA might assist in reconstructing records that were damaged or
destroyed. This guide does not provide guidance on the use of sampling if the
objective of the application is to develop an independent estimate of quantities
or amounts. Furthermore, issues related to independence may be relevant if
the auditor develops estimates based on projections from sampling procedures
that become the principal basis for the valuation of key accounts in a company's
financial statements, and then the auditor opines on the financial statements
containing those estimates. Such issues are beyond the scope of this guide.
4.05 It is important that the auditor carefully identifies the characteristic
of interest (for example, the misstatement) for the sampling application that
is consistent with the audit objective. For example, a characteristic of interest
might be defined as differences between the recorded amount and the amount
the auditor considers most appropriate, in which case differences related to
the characteristic of interest might be called misstatements. Some differences
might not involve the characteristic of interest, but may still be important to
consider. For example, differences in posting to the correct detail account might
not result in misstatement of the aggregate account balance, but may have
other audit implications. Also, when the entity has independently identified
misstatements and corrected them before the auditor performed procedures
on the selected sample items, these items would usually not be considered as
misstatements in the sample.1

Deﬁning the Population
4.06 The population consists of the items constituting the account balance
or class of transactions of interest subject to audit sampling. It is best practice
for the auditor to determine at the beginning of the sampling application that
the population from which he or she selects the sample is appropriate for the
specific audit objective, because sample results can be projected only to the population from which the sample was selected.2 For example, an auditor cannot
detect understatements of an account that result from omitted items (that is,
perform a test of completeness) by sampling only the recorded items. An appropriate plan for detecting such understatements would involve selecting from
a source in which the omitted items are included. To illustrate, the auditor
might sample (a) subsequent cash disbursements for a period of time to test
recorded accounts payable for completeness (for instance, understatement) resulting from omitted purchases or (b) shipping documents for completeness (for
instance, understatement) of sales as evidenced by shipments that were made
but not recorded as sales.
4.07 Because the nature of the transactions resulting in debit balances,
credit balances, and zero balances typically differ, the audit considerations

1 However, such information may affect the auditor's assessment of risk of material misstatement
(RMM) and consequently lead to changes in the nature, timing, or extent of procedures performed.
2 Paragraphs .06 and .13 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling (AICPA, Professional Standards),
establish requirements and provide guidance regarding sample design, size, and selection of items for
testing and projecting the results of audit sampling, respectively. The definition of audit sampling is
provided in paragraph .05 of AU-C section 530.
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might also differ because the risks and relevant assertions may differ. Therefore, the auditor usually considers whether the population to be sampled should
include all those items together. For example, a retailer's accounts-receivable
balance may include both debit and credit balances. The debit balances may
result from customer sales on credit, whereas the credit balances might result
from advance payments or credit memos and therefore represent liabilities.
The audit objectives and assertions for testing those debit and credit balances
might be different (for example, the auditor might be more concerned about
completeness of credit balances versus existence for the debit balances). If the
amount of credit balances is significant, the auditor might find it more effective
and efficient to perform separate tests of the debit balances and the credit balances. In that case, the debit and credit balances might be defined as separate
populations for the purpose of audit sampling.

Considering the Completeness of the Population
4.08 The auditor typically selects sampling units from a physical representation of the population. If the auditor defines the population as all customer
receivable balances as of a specific date, the physical representation might be
a trial balance of the customer accounts-receivable subsidiary ledger as of that
date.
4.09 The auditor typically considers whether the physical representation
includes the entire population. Because the physical representation may be
what the auditor actually selects a sample from, any conclusions based on the
sample relate only to that physical representation. If the physical representation and the population differ, the auditor might draw erroneous audit conclusions if the auditor projected (extrapolated) the sample results to the entire
population.
4.10 After footing the physical representation and reconciling it to the
population (typically the recorded account balance), the auditor may determine
that the physical representation has omitted items in the population that he
or she wishes to include in his or her overall evaluation, the auditor would typically select a new physical representation or perform alternative procedures
on the items excluded from the physical representation.

Identifying Individually Signiﬁcant Items
4.11 When planning a sample for a substantive test of details, the auditor
uses judgment to determine what items, if any, in an account balance or class of
transactions, individually represent relatively high risk of misstatement. These
items would often be individually tested and separated from the remainder,
which may be sampled. The former category may include items that the auditor judges to be high risk by virtue of size (for example, larger than performance
materiality or tolerable misstatement) or risk of misstatement due to error or
fraud. In addition, some sampling methods automatically result in items over a
certain amount being selected. For example, fixed interval monetary unit sampling results (when material items are not excluded prior to selection) in all
items being selected that are greater than or equal to the selection interval.
4.12 Items that the auditor has decided to test 100 percent are not part
of the population subject to audit sampling. For example, the auditor might
be planning procedures to examine an accounts receivable balance in which
5 large customer balances constitute 75 percent of the account balance. If the
auditor examines those balances 100 percent and decides that he or she needs
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no additional audit evidence for the remaining 25 percent of the account balance because the amounts remaining unexamined are not material and do not
represent material risks, or are material and other procedures such as analytical procedures can be effective and will be applied to the amounts, the auditor
does not need to use audit sampling, and the examination of that balance would
not be covered by AU-C section 530 or this guide; however, if in the auditor's
judgment, the remaining items are material in the aggregate and need to be
tested using substantive tests of details to fulfill the audit objectives, the auditor might test those remaining items using audit sampling.

Deﬁning the Sampling Unit
4.13 A sampling unit is any of the individual elements that constitute
the population. The auditor identifies a sampling unit for a particular audit
sampling application. A sampling unit might be a customer account balance, an
individual transaction, or an individual entry within a transaction (for example,
an individual line item included on a sales invoice).
4.14 The sampling unit depends on the audit objective and the nature of
the audit procedures to be applied. For example, if the objective of the sampling
application is to test the existence of recorded accounts receivable, the auditor
might choose customer balances, customer invoices, or individual items constituting an invoice as the sampling unit. In choosing a sampling unit, the auditor
usually considers effectiveness and efficiency in relation to the objective of the
test. For example, if the procedure is confirmation of accounts receivable, the
auditor may choose a sampling unit that is most likely to elicit a response from
the entity's customers. The ease of applying alternative procedures may also be
a consideration. For example, if the customer balance is defined as the sampling
unit, then the auditor may need to test each individual transaction composing
the balance if a customer does not respond.3 Therefore, it might be more efficient to define the sampling unit as an individual transaction (for example,
invoice) composing a customer's accounts-receivable balance.

Choosing an Audit Sampling Technique
4.15 Once the auditor has decided to use audit sampling, either nonstatistical or statistical sampling is appropriate for substantive tests of details.
Chapter 2, "The Audit Sampling Process," discusses the general considerations
in choosing between a nonstatistical and a statistical sampling approach.
4.16 The most common statistical approaches for substantive testing are
classical variables sampling and monetary unit sampling (MUS). Classical
variables techniques use normal distribution theory to evaluate the sample
results. The MUS approach described in this guide is based on attributes sampling theory.
3 Paragraph .12 of AU-C section 505, External Confirmations (AICPA, Professional Standards),
says that "in the case of each nonresponse, the auditor should perform alternative audit procedures to
obtain relevant and reliable audit evidence." However, according to paragraph .A26 of AU-C section
505, the omission of alternative procedures may be acceptable (a) when the auditor has not identified
unusual qualitative factors or systematic characteristics related to the nonresponses, such as that all
nonresponses pertain to year-end transactions, and (b) when testing for overstatement of amounts,
the nonresponses in the aggregate, when projected as 100 percent misstatements to the population
and added to the sum of all other unadjusted differences, would not affect the auditor's decision about
whether the financial statements are materially misstated.
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Selecting the Sample
4.17 In accordance with paragraph .08 of AU-C section 530, the auditor
should select the sample in such a way that it can be expected to be representative of the population or the stratum (for instance, without bias) from
which it is selected. Auditors using statistical sampling methods follow sample selection approaches appropriate for the statistical technique being used
(probability proportional to size [PPS] selection, stratification for classical variables sampling, and so on) that may involve the use of random numbers or the
weighting of the probability of an item's selection in proportion to the recorded
amount of the item. A nonstatistical sample may be selected using a statistically valid selection technique, or it may be selected using another approach
that approximates the selection process for a statistical sample. For example a
haphazard4 selection may be designed to approximate a random selection or a
PPS selection process. An overview of basic selection methods is presented in
chapter 3, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling in Tests of Controls."
In addition, PPS selection is discussed in chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling."
4.18 Before selecting the sample, the auditor generally removes high risk
items, for instance, those items for which acceptance of some sampling risk is
not justified for 100 percent examination. These might include items for which
potential misstatements could individually equal or exceed the tolerable misstatement. The auditor may then select the sample directly from the remaining
items, use a PPS methodology to select the items, or he or she may stratify the
remaining items into groups (strata) and allocate the sample size accordingly.
4.19 As an example of stratification, suppose the accounts-receivable balance includes some large dollar invoices and many small dollar invoices (after
excluding the individually significant balances that are examined 100 percent).
In that case, the auditor might design the sample to be drawn from two groups:
one sample from the group of large dollar invoices and one from the small dollar
invoices. table 4-1, "Example of Stratification," shows such groups.

Table 4-1
Example of Stratification
Groups
Items
Recorded amount from $100 to $1,000
Recorded amount up to $100

Recorded Amount

150

$ 86,000

1,500

$ 34,000
$120,000

4.20 The auditor often allocates a portion of the sample to each group.
In other words, the sample allocation can more closely approximate a formal
stratification plan and be more effective and efficient if the allocation results
in a proportionately larger sample size for the large dollar group. For example, after considering the amounts in the population and the risks, the auditor might determine the appropriate sample size to be 60 invoices. If the large
dollar group and the small dollar group include recorded amounts of $86,000
and $34,000, respectively, the auditor might select 40 sampling units (in other
words, approximately two-thirds, based on a ratio of 86 ÷ 120) from the large

4

In this context the term haphazard connotes a lack of conscious bias and not carelessness.
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dollar group and the remaining 20 sampling units from the small dollar group.
The auditor would select the sampling units from each group by any method
(for example, haphazard, random, and so on) that can be expected to result in
a representative sample of that group.
4.21 Another approach to stratifying the sample or weighting the selection probability proportional to the recorded value of the items5 is to divide the
population into two groups or strata (after excluding those items not subjected
to sampling, such as items to be examined 100 percent) with the first group
being comprised of items representing approximately half of the sampling population's total monetary value and the second group or stratum representing
the other half; then, select half of the sample items from the upper value group
and half from the lower value group.
4.22 When the auditor uses stratification approaches such as those just
described to select the sample, the sample results are normally separately projected back to each respective stratum and an overall projection is obtained by
summing the stratum projections.

Determining the Sample Size
4.23 The sample size necessary to provide sufficient audit evidence depends on both the objectives and the efficiency of the sampling methodology.
For a given objective, the efficiency of a sample relates to the methodology and
its design; one sample is more efficient than another if it can achieve the same
objectives with a smaller sample size. In general, careful design can produce
more efficient samples.
4.24 If the auditor selects too small a sample, the sample results will not
meet the planned objectives. In this case, the auditor ordinarily would perform
additional procedures to gather sufficient audit evidence to achieve the planned
objectives. If the auditor selects too large a sample, more items than necessary
are examined to achieve the planned objectives. In both cases, the audit procedures would often be effective, even though the auditor did not use sampling
efficiently. Although audit samples are designed to provide sufficient evidence
that an account or population is fairly stated, if misstatements are found, the
audit sample may not provide a sufficiently precise estimate for proposing a
correcting journal entry (in other words, the uncertainty or precision or statistical bounds around the projected misstatement from the audit sample is too
large). Thus, audit samples designed for testing the balance may not be well
suited for precise estimation purposes.
4.25 When an audit sample provides evidence that a correcting entry is
necessary, the client may decide to perform procedures to determine how much
to correct the account, or the client may conduct its own sampling procedures
designed to provide a sufficiently precise estimate of the misstatement to support an adjusting journal entry. If the client performs a statistical sample to
support an adjusting journal entry, the auditor often performs tests to support
the sufficiency and validity of the client's estimation procedure, and may need
to obtain the help of a statistical specialist.
5 Sample selection methods that weight the probability of an item's selection to be proportional
to its relative size are often appropriate when the primary audit objective is to detect overstatement.
See chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling," for additional guidance on when probability proportional
to size (PPS) selection may not best meet the auditor's objective.
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4.26 In determining an appropriate sample size for a substantive test of
details, the auditor using nonstatistical sampling considers the sampling parameters (for example, risk of misstatement in excess of tolerable misstatement [incorrect acceptance], expected misstatement, and tolerable misstatement) discussed in this chapter, even though he or she might not quantify all of
those parameters explicitly. This chapter also includes a table and a risk model
that illustrate the relative effects of changes in planning considerations on the
determination of sample size.

Considering Variation Within the Population
4.27 Some characteristics, such as the amounts of the individual items in
a population, often vary significantly. Accounting populations tend to include
a few very large amounts, a number of moderately large amounts, and a large
number of small amounts. Auditors frequently consider the variation in a characteristic (for example, recorded amounts, anticipated differences, error distribution within the population, and so on) when they determine an appropriate
sample size for a substantive test of details. Auditors often consider the variation of the items' recorded amounts as a means of estimating the variation of
the audited amounts of the items in the population.6 A measure of this variation, or scatter, is called the standard deviation. Auditors using nonstatistical
sampling do not need to quantify the expected population standard deviation;
rather, they might consider estimating the variation (for example, considering
the size of the deviation and its relation to the population) in such qualitative
terms as small or large.
4.28 Sample sizes usually decrease as the variation of the sampling characteristic of interest becomes smaller. To reduce the overall variation, a population can be separated, or stratified, into relatively homogeneous groups to
reduce the sample size by minimizing the effect of the variation within each
group. Sample sizes for unstratified populations with high variation in the sampling characteristic of interest are usually large. To be efficient, stratification
is typically based on some characteristic of the items in the population that is
expected to reduce variation. When the basis for projecting the sample result
is based on misstatements in the sample, the characteristic most relevant to
an efficient design of the sample is the variability between the misstatements
in the sample, but this statistic is difficult to estimate. Therefore a surrogate,
such as recorded amounts, is often used. Other common bases for stratification
for substantive procedures include the nature of the controls related to processing the items, or special considerations associated with certain items, such
as portions of the population that might be more likely to contain misstatements. Each group into which the population has been subdivided is called a
stratum. The auditor typically selects separate samples from each stratum and
combines the results for all groups in reaching an overall conclusion about the
population.7

6 Monetary unit sampling (MUS) selection methods do not use this approach (see chapter 6), but
the sample is selected with the probability of an item's selection proportional to its size, which some
statisticians liken to a form of stratification.
7 Although the projected misstatement results from each stratum are added, the precisions (that
is, allowances for sampling risk) related to each stratum are not added, but combined by formula
when statistical sampling is used. The formula can be obtained in statistical sampling textbooks. See
also Donald Roberts, Statistical Auditing (New York: AICPA, 1978): 101. In statistical practice, this
approach of separate projection and combination by stratum should be followed.
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4.29 In addition to affecting sample size, the variation in the population
may also affect the approach to selecting the sample by affecting the need for
stratification. Auditors using a nonstatistical sampling approach subjectively
consider variation within the population. Auditors using a classical variables
sampling approach explicitly consider this variability in designing a sampling
application. Auditors using MUS do not directly consider this factor because a
MUS sample indirectly considers it in the method of sample selection by weighting the probability of an item's selection to be proportional to its size.
4.30 Auditors using a classical variables statistical sampling approach
often use a computer program in estimating the variation of a population's audited amounts by measuring the variation of the recorded amounts. Another
method of measuring the variation of the items' amounts is to select a pilot
sample, which is an initial sample of items in the population. If the auditor
is stratifying the population, the pilot sample is usually selected by stratum.
The auditor typically performs planned audit procedures on sampling units of
the pilot sample and evaluates the pilot sample to gain a better understanding of the variation of both recorded amounts, audited amounts, and misstatements in the population. Although the appropriate size of a pilot sample differs according to the circumstances, it may consist of at least 30–50 sampling
units for a large and diverse population.8 The pilot sample can be designed in
a way that allows the auditor to incorporate these items as part of the main
sample.
4.31 Alternatively, the variability of recorded amounts or other applicable characteristics within the population for the prior period may be used to
estimate the relevant variability in the current population, provided the underlying processes or expected misstatement conditions have not changed from
the prior period. The results of prior years' tests and an adequate understanding of the entity's business and accounting system might provide the auditor
with sufficient understanding of the likely variation of amounts in this period
without incurring the additional cost of using a pilot sample.
4.32 When adjusting an unstratified variables sample for the lack of stratification, a common range of guidelines call for the sample size to be increased
by 10 percent to 50 percent of the computed sample size. In a population with
items of about the same amount (after removing items that are insignificant in
aggregate and items to be examined 100 percent), such an adjustment may not
be necessary. In a population where extreme variability is anticipated in the
characteristic of interest (for example, audit differences), the auditor may increase the sample size by 100 percent or more. Typically, stratification of most
populations is encouraged to enhance the representativeness of sample selection and the accuracy of the projected sample results. When there is other than
a low level of variability in the characteristic of interest (for instance, there
are multiple audit differences that vary significantly in size), the auditor may
identify this when performing his or her audit procedures if a large sample was
taken. In such cases, if the variability used in planning the sample was significantly underestimated, the auditor may need to reconsider the adequacy of the
sample to meet the audit objectives.

8 If the pilot sample is stratified, consideration is also given to selecting a sufficient number of
items per stratum.
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Determining the Acceptable Level of Risk
4.33 The auditor is concerned with two aspects of sampling risk in performing substantive tests of details: the risk that the sample will lead the auditor to conclude that material misstatement does not exist in the population,
when it does (that is, risk of incorrect acceptance) and the risk that the sample
will lead the auditor to conclude that material misstatement exists in the population, when it does not (that is, risk of incorrect rejection). The risk of incorrect
acceptance and the risk of incorrect rejection are related to the statistical concepts of beta and alpha risk, respectively, as explained in many textbooks on
statistical sampling.

The Risk That the Sample Will Lead the Auditor to Conclude That
Material Misstatement Does Not Exist in the Population, When it Does
(Incorrect Acceptance)
4.34 The risk of incorrect acceptance is the risk that the sample supports
the conclusion that the recorded account balance is not materially misstated
when it is materially misstated. In assessing an acceptable level of the risk of
incorrect acceptance, the auditor typically considers (a) the level of audit risk
that he or she is willing to accept, (b) the assessed risks of material misstatement (considering both inherent and control risks), and (c) the detection risk
for further audit procedures directed toward the same specific audit objectives
or financial statement assertions, including further tests of controls, analytical
procedures, and substantive tests of details not involving audit sampling.
4.35 For a particular population, audit risk is the risk that there is monetary misstatement greater than tolerable misstatement and that the auditor
fails to detect it. Auditors use professional judgment in determining the acceptable audit risk for a particular account balance or class of transactions and
related assertions, after considering such factors as the risks of material misstatement in the financial statements, the cost to reduce the risk, and the effect
of the potential misstatement on the use and understanding of the financial
statements.
4.36 The extent of substantive procedures to obtain sufficient audit evidence varies with the auditor's assessed risks of material misstatement. Also,
the extent of the audit evidence required from a particular substantive procedure varies with the risk that other substantive procedures will fail to detect a
material misstatement of the assertion being audited. Paragraphs .A46–.A48 of
AU-C section 200, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
(AICPA, Professional Standards), provides guidance on detection risk and its
effect on the auditor's substantive procedures.
4.37 The combination of the auditor's risk of material misstatement and
consideration of the results of further audit procedures provide the basis for the
auditor's opinion. The lower the risk of material misstatement or the greater
the reliance on other tests directed toward the same specific audit objective
(or assertion), the greater the allowable risk of incorrect acceptance (and the
lower the desired level of confidence) for the substantive test of details being
planned, and, thus, the smaller the required sample size for the substantive test
of details. For example, if the auditor assesses the risk of material misstatement
to be high and performs no other substantive test of details to achieve the same
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objectives, he or she should plan to achieve a low risk of incorrect acceptance
(a high level of desired confidence) for the substantive test of details. Thus,
the auditor would select a larger sample for the test of details when the risk
of material misstatement is high than when the risk of material misstatement
was low.
4.38 A planning model expressing the general relationship of audit risk
to the assessed risks of material misstatement and detection risk is described
in paragraph .A46 of AU-C section 200.

The Audit Risk Model
4.39 The following risk model9 illustrates a quantitative method of enhancing the auditor's understanding of the relative effect of the risks of material misstatement (RMM) and analytical procedures risk on the size of samples
for substantive tests of details.10 Further discussion of the risk model elements
(for example, inherent risk, control risk, RMM, and detection risk) is found in
AU-C section 200.
4.40 There is no requirement that the auditor express audit judgments
in terms of risk percentages or make computations of audit risk. The model is
provided to illustrate the relative effect of different planning considerations on
sample size; it is intended as an aid and not a substitute for professional judgment. When using this model, the auditor still applies professional judgment
in assessing all the factors to be used in designing the test of details, and, in
addition, assesses

r
r

the risks of material misstatement (or inherent and control risk or
RMM); and
the risk that other substantive procedures (for example, analytical
procedures [AP]) will fail to detect a material misstatement.

9 This risk model was previously published as the appendix "Relating the Risk of Incorrect Acceptance for a Substantive Test of Details to Other Sources of Audit Assurance" in AU section 350,
Audit Sampling. A form of this risk model was originally introduced in 1981 in table 2 of Statement
on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 39, Audit Sampling, and revised in 2005 by SAS No. 111, Audit
Sampling.
10 The table assumes the items to be examined 100 percent have already been removed from the
population.
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Table 4-2
Table Relating RMM, Analytical Procedures Risk, and
Test of Details (TD) Risk
Allowable Risk of Incorrect Acceptance (TD) for Various Assessments
of RMM and AP (for Audit Risk [AR] = .05)

Auditor’s subjective assessment
of risk of material misstatement.

Auditor’s subjective assessment of
risk that substantive analytical
procedures and other relevant
substantive procedures might fail
to detect aggregate misstatements
equal to tolerable misstatement.

RMM

AP
10%

30%

50%

100%

TD
10%

*

*

*

50%

30%

*

55%

33%

16%

50%

*

33%

20%

10%

100%

50%

16%

10%

5%

* The allowable level of AR of 5 percent exceeds the product of RMM and AP, and,
thus, the planned test of details may not be necessary unless specified by regulation or other standards (for example, confirmation or inventory observation
procedures).
Note: The table entries for TD are computed from the illustrated model: TD equals
AR ÷ (RMM × AP). For example, for RMM = .50, AP = .30, TD = .05 ÷ (.50 × .30)
or .33 (equals 33%).

4.41 For example, suppose the auditor using the table 4-2, "Table Relating
RMM, Analytical Procedures Risk, and Test of Details (TD) Risk," relationships
assesses the risks of material misstatement (for example, 50 percent) and the
risk that analytical procedures might not detect material misstatement (for
example, 50 percent). Table 4-2 indicates that a 20 percent risk (in other words,
80 percent confidence level) for a related test of details is appropriate.11 Some
auditors express these risks using terms like high, moderate, and low rather
than using estimates of risk percentages.
4.42 When the auditor has performed only an assessment of design and
implementation of internal controls and assessed the design as effective and
has obtained evidence that the controls have been implemented, the auditor
might accept a slightly higher risk of incorrect acceptance (lower confidence
level) for substantive tests of details than had the design or implementation of
controls been assessed as ineffective.12

11 The auditor can calculate the acceptable test of details risk for any combination of risks by
using the formula: Audit Risk (AR) = RMM × Analytical Procedures (AP) Risk × Test of Details Risk
(TD) and solving for the test of details risk. Audit risk is illustrated as being set at 5 percent.
12 To place significant reliance on controls, paragraph .08 of AU-C section 330, Performing Audit
Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards), indicates that the auditor should assess design and implementation and test
the operating effectiveness of the control.
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The Risk That the Sample Will Lead the Auditor to Conclude That
Material Misstatement Exists in the Population, When it Does Not
(Incorrect Rejection)
4.43 The risk of incorrect rejection is related to the efficiency of the audit. For example, if the auditor's evaluation of a sample leads him or her to an
initially erroneous conclusion that a balance is materially misstated when it
is not, the consideration of other audit evidence and performance of additional
audit procedures would ordinarily lead the auditor to the correct conclusion.
When auditors decide to limit the risk of incorrect rejection, they typically increase the sample size for the (substantive) test of details; they also decrease
the risk that they might incur costs for performing additional procedures to resolve differences between a correct recorded amount and an erroneous estimate
resulting from an inadequately controlled risk of incorrect rejection. Although
the audit might be less efficient in this circumstance, it is effective. Some auditors have determined that the larger sample sizes required to limit the risk
of incorrect rejection across all sampling applications is too costly, so these auditors do not usually design samples to limit the risk of incorrect rejection.
Rather, these auditors have decided it is better to incur the costs of performing
additional procedures in those situations when they find a higher amount of
misstatement than expected. In other cases, the auditor decides whether and
how to address the risk of incorrect rejection on a sample by sample basis.
4.44 Some auditors provide some protection against the risk of incorrect
rejection by conservatively estimating the amount of expected misstatement
when planning the sample, thereby increasing the sample size. Other auditors
may add an additional percentage of items (for example, 10 percent) to the
computed sample size; however, these methods do not specifically control how
much protection is obtained.
4.45 Other auditors decide whether and how to address the risk of incorrect rejection on a sample by sample basis. These auditors may limit the risk
of incorrect rejection when the extension of the original sample, after sample
evaluation, will be extremely costly in terms of additional sampling cost or the
timing of the findings (for example, it is not physically practical to revisit a site
to extend the work [such as when visiting remote locations], or the time required to perform additional tests may significantly delay financial reporting).
4.46 In very low expected misstatement populations, when the assurance
desired from the sample is low, and when the client will adjust for some projected, as well as factual, misstatement, the risk of incorrect rejection is less
important when planning the sample because the inefficiencies of this risk are
less in such situations.
4.47 The auditor is usually more concerned with the risk of incorrect rejection when planning a sampling application for substantive testing than with
the risk of underreliance when planning a sampling application for a test of
controls, although both risks have efficiency considerations. If the sample results for a test of controls do not support the auditor's planned assessed level
of control risk, the auditor generally performs additional tests of controls to
support the planned assessed level of control risk, or increases the planned assessed level of substantive testing in response to the test results. Because an
alternative audit approach is readily available, the inconvenience to the auditor and the entity resulting from the risk of underreliance is usually relatively
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small; however, if the sample results for a (substantive) test of details support
the conclusion that the recorded account balance or class of transactions is materially misstated when it might not be, the alternative approaches available
to the auditor might be more costly, and become known only at a critical point
in the summarization of the audit findings. In most cases, the auditor would
have further discussions with the entity's personnel and may perform additional audit procedures. The cost of this additional work might be substantial
and the timing may also be very impractical. Further consideration of the risk
of incorrect rejection is discussed in chapters 6–7.

Considering Tolerable Misstatement
4.48 Tolerable misstatement, as defined in paragraph .05 of AU-C section
530, is
a monetary amount set by the auditor in respect of which the auditor
seeks to obtain an appropriate level of assurance that the monetary
amount set by the auditor is not exceeded by the actual misstatement
in the population.
4.49 When planning a sample for a substantive test of details, the auditor
typically considers how much monetary misstatement in the tested assertion
may exist, when combined with misstatements that may be found in other tests
in this and other accounts without causing the financial statements to be materially misstated. The auditor usually then designs the test to provide sufficient
assurance that the population does not contain misstatements greater than
this amount.

Performance Materiality and Tolerable Misstatement
4.50 Tolerable misstatement is related to the auditor's required assessment of performance materiality, which is used for purposes of assessing the
risks of material misstatement and determining the nature timing and extent
of further audit procedures.13 Tolerable misstatement for an account, balance,
or class of transactions is normally set at, or less than performance materiality. Tolerable misstatement allows for a meaningful comparison of the results
of procedures in an account, balance, or class of transactions with the related
performance materiality, and for the aggregation of the results of tests of the accounts to compare to materiality.14 Both performance materiality and tolerable
misstatement can be used to make a provision for possible misstatements that
might exist in the financial statements, but were not detected by the audit procedures. For a given risk of incorrect acceptance, sample sizes tend to increase
directly as performance materiality, tolerable misstatement, or both, decrease.
The concept of performance materiality is explained in paragraph .A14 of AU-C

13 When AU-C section 600, Special Considerations—Audits of Group Financial Statements (Including the Work of Component Auditors) (AICPA, Professional Standards), applies, the sampling
concepts in this guide are expanded to include terms such as group materiality, group performance
materiality, component materiality, component performance materiality, and tolerable misstatement to
reflect planning decisions that allocate audit effort to components. See AU-C section 600 for information regarding the relationship of these terms.
14 Paragraph .11 of AU-C section 320, Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit (AICPA,
Professional Standards), states that the auditor should determine performance materiality for purposes of assessing the risks of material misstatement and determining the nature, timing, and extent
of further audit procedures.
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section 320, Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards), which states that
planning the audit solely to detect individual material misstatements
overlooks the fact that the aggregate of individually immaterial misstatements may cause the financial statements to be materially misstated and leaves no margin for possible undetected misstatements.
Performance materiality (which, as defined, is one or more amounts)
is set to reduce to an appropriately low level the probability that the
aggregate of uncorrected and undetected misstatements in the financial statements exceeds materiality for the financial statements as
a whole. Similarly, performance materiality relating to a materiality
level determined for a particular class of transactions, account balance,
or disclosure is set to reduce to an appropriately low level the probability that the aggregate of uncorrected and undetected misstatements in
that particular class of transactions, account balance, or disclosure exceeds the materiality level for that particular class of transactions, account balance, or disclosure. The determination of performance materiality is not a simple mechanical calculation and involves the exercise
of professional judgment. It is affected by the auditor's understanding
of the entity, updated during the performance of the risk assessment
procedures, and the nature and extent of misstatements identified in
previous audits and, thereby, the auditor's expectations regarding misstatements in the current period.
4.51 Paragraph .A6 of AU-C section 530 states that "Tolerable misstatement is the application of performance materiality to a particular sampling procedure. Tolerable misstatement may be the same amount or an amount smaller
than performance materiality (for example, when the population from which
the sample is selected is smaller than the account balance)."
4.52 Tolerable misstatement may be thought of as an extension of the concept of performance materiality applied at the test level to accounts, balances,
or classes of transactions. As performance materiality is less than materiality
to provide for the combination of various audit areas, similarly tolerable misstatement may be less than performance materiality when there is a need to
incorporate some additional factors that may not have been fully considered
when setting performance materiality such as differing population characteristics (for example, expected misstatement) in certain sample tests or the combination of test results from various samples or estimating procedures in an
audit area before comparison to performance materiality. How tolerable misstatement is set relative to performance materiality depends on what specific
factors were considered when determining performance materiality and what
additional factors, if any, need to be considered when determining tolerable misstatement. For example, if several samples and estimation procedures are being
used in auditing the inventory account, and the expectation of misstatement in
these tests was different from sample to sample and from the expectations of
misstatement in tests from other audit accounts or areas, and these considerations were not factored into setting the performance materiality for the various
accounts (see table 4-3, "Factors to Consider in Setting Performance Materiality (PM) at the Engagement Level and Tolerable Misstatement (TM) at the Test
Level"), then tolerable misstatement might be set below performance materiality for some tests to reflect these differing characteristics. Had all the factors that influence performance materiality and tolerable misstatement been
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considered in determining the performance materiality amount, then tolerable misstatement might be set at performance materiality. Also, as stated in
AU-C section 530, tolerable misstatement may be set lower than performance
materiality when the sample is performed on only a portion of the account.
4.53 Auditors may consider specific factors when determining performance materiality or whether to set tolerable misstatement at the same
amount or less than performance materiality. These factors can apply to setting either or both performance materiality and tolerable misstatement. Application of these factors can result in a wide range of possible relationships
between performance materiality, tolerable misstatement and materiality, but
the determination of the relationship is a judgment based on the circumstances
of the application. Some auditors may consider some or all of these factors
when setting performance materiality. For efficiency reasons, others may consider some of the factors when setting performance materiality and consider
other factors when determining tolerable misstatement for specific accounts,
balances, or transactions. This latter approach adjusts the extent of sampling
to respond to the differences in certain factors between tests and accounts
(for example, expected misstatement, resistance to correction, and the aggregation of various tests before comparison to performance materiality).15 Appendix L, "Matters to Consider in Determining Performance Materiality," of
the AICPA Audit Guide Assessing and Responding to Audit Risk in a Financial
Statement Audit enumerates the factors normally considered in setting performance materiality. The following table 4-3 expands that appendix to include
factors that may additionally be considered at the tolerable misstatement (test)
level.

Table 4-3
Factors to Consider in Setting Performance Materiality (PM) at the
Engagement Level and Tolerable Misstatement (TM) at the Test Level

Factors to
Consider in
Setting PM and
TM Misstatement
Expected total
amount of factual
and projected
misstatements
(based on past
significant
misstatements and
other factors)

Conditions
Leading to a PM
and TM Much
Lower Than
Materiality
A greater number
of misstatements

Conditions
Leading to a PM
and TM Closer
to Materiality

Comments

A lesser number of The allowance for
misstatements
undetected
misstatements is
typically greater
when more
misstatements are
expected.

(continued)

15 When all the factors are considered in the determination of performance materiality, then any
differing characteristics between the populations tested in different samples may be "averaged" and
the individual tests may not be responsive to any differences in population characteristics, possibly
affecting sampling efficiency.
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Factors to Consider in Setting Performance Materiality (PM) at the
Engagement Level and Tolerable Misstatement (TM) at the Test
Level—continued

Factors to
Consider in
Setting PM and
TM Misstatement

Conditions
Leading to a PM
and TM Much
Lower Than
Materiality

Management's
attitude toward
proposed
adjustments

Management is
generally
resistant to
adjustments

Management is
open to
considering
adjustments and
usually corrects
all factual
misstatements
and many
projected
misstatements

More adjustments
of factual and
projected
misstatements will
lessen the amount
needed to allow for
undetected
misstatements.

Number of
accounts or tests in
an audit area
where amounts
will be subject to
estimation and will
not be able to be
determined with
precision

A significant
number of
accounts (PM) or
tests or estimates
in an account or
area (TM)

One or a few
accounts (PM) or
one or a few tests
or estimates in an
audit area (TM)

A greater
allowance for
undetected
misstatements is
needed when there
are more accounts
(or tests) that are
subject to
estimation
procedures.

Locations,
subsidiaries, or
samples within an
account where
separate
procedures are
applied for each
location but that
will be aggregated
in reaching audit
conclusions

A significant
number of
locations,
subsidiaries, or
samples within an
account (TM, PM,
or both)

One or a few
locations,
subsidiaries, or
samples within an
account (TM, PM,
or both)

A greater
allowance for
undetected
misstatements is
needed due to the
imprecision of
many samples
(TM).

Portion of an
account or area
included in a test

A smaller portion
of the account is
being tested (TM)

A large portion or
the whole account
is being tested
(TM)

At the individual
test level, the
tolerable
misstatement is
generally reduced
when only a
portion of the
account is tested.

Conditions
Leading to a PM
and TM Closer
to Materiality

Comments

4.54 As practical guidance, across many engagements, setting the relationship of tolerable misstatement ranges of 50 percent to 75 percent of materiality has often been shown to be adequate to allow for the factors influencing the performance materiality and tolerable misstatement amount (for
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example, the factors noted in table 4-3). The guideline in paragraph 2.26 of
the AICPA Audit Guide Assessing and Responding to Audit Risk in a Financial Statement Audit relates the factors in appendix L of that same guide to
setting performance materiality. When some factors are considered in setting
performance materiality and additional factors are considered when setting
the tolerable misstatement level, then these same guidelines (for example, 50
percent to 75 percent) can be applied when relating tolerable misstatement to
materiality.
4.55 According to paragraph .09 of AU-C section 320, performance materiality is the amount or amounts set by the auditor at less than materiality for
the financial statements as a whole to reduce to an appropriately low level the
probability that the aggregate of uncorrected misstatements exceeds materiality for the financial statements as a whole. Accordingly, setting performance
materiality involves the use of professional judgment. Performance materiality
can be the same or different for different accounts, and some of the factors in
table 4-3 may have already been considered in making this judgment (for example, number of locations, number of accounts). Other factors, such as the number
of sampling and estimating procedures performed in an account or the portion
of an account included in the test, may be considered when determining the
tolerable misstatement amount. Additionally, the reluctance of management
to make adjustments and the amount of misstatement expected to be found
in a specific audit sample may not have been considered in determining performance materiality because these factors might differ greatly from account
to account and sample to sample. To vary the level of testing in accounts, to
be responsive to some of these population differences, these factors might be
considered when setting tolerable misstatement. Consequently, the judgment
regarding the level of tolerable misstatement for samples within a balance or
account may depend on the approach to setting performance materiality and
the factors that were incorporated into that judgment. As a result, it is impractical to set general16 guidelines for how to set these parameters separately in
relation to each other. In general, the relationship of tolerable misstatement to
materiality is the product of the two assessments.17 Although some auditors
set a single overall performance materiality (or tolerable misstatement) relationship for all accounts (or tests), others may vary the relationship somewhat
to reflect risk and efficiency characteristics. Whether the relationship between
performance materiality, tolerable misstatement and materiality is or is not
varied between accounts, the overall audit risk and adequacy of the allowance
for sampling risk is still to be determined for the aggregate of samples.18
4.56 Note, however, that such planning calculations can imply a degree
of testing precision that is not actually attainable in the audit, because many

16 It may be possible in a completely statistical sampling setting to determine sample sizes and
the required tolerable misstatement and performance materiality levels to meet specific confidence
and precision parameters.
17 When both performance materiality for an audit area is set lower than materiality and tolerable misstatement for tests in that area is set lower than performance materiality, the combined
impact on the relationship between tolerable misstatement and materiality is the product of the two
assessments (for example, 80 percent PM × 90 percent TM = TM is 72 percent of materiality).
18 For a theoretical development of this concept see Saurav Dutta and Lynford Graham, "Considering Multiple Materialities for Account Combinations in Audit Planning and Evaluation," Journal of
Accounting, Auditing and Finance (Spring 1998): 151–171. Theoretically, the most efficient strategy
for setting and balancing the tolerable misstatement for individual accounts considers both the risks
and costs of performing procedures in the accounts.
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of the parameters of the population (for example, standard deviations and expected misstatements) often are estimated and are not known with certainty.
Additionally, audit samples are typically not the sole source of substantive evidence regarding assertions, accounts, and balances. Ordinarily, substantive analytical procedures such as using expectations based on turnover, ratio, trend
analyses, and agings, or other audit tests, will also provide evidence regarding the reported balances. When other substantive and control procedures are
applied, they too contribute to reducing the risk in the various accounts, but direct measurements of these contributions are difficult, as statistical measures
of their risk and precision characteristics may not be determinable; however,
when the contributions of these other procedures can be measured, it would
tend to decrease the need to reduce the performance materiality and tolerable
misstatement measures relative to materiality.19

Observations and Suggestions
The benchmark of relating tolerable misstatement to materiality is based on
prior sampling guidance and experience. Because of the different ways auditors might plan for performance materiality and the many similar factors
influencing performance materiality and tolerable misstatement, the rule of
thumb relating tolerable misstatement to materiality is suggested when all of
the factors are not fully incorporated into determining performance materiality. Performance materiality is a new concept, and is positioned between materiality at the engagement level and tolerable misstatement at the sample level.
Different approaches to setting performance materiality will have an effect on
the required tolerable misstatement to enable the auditor to aggregate various
procedures at the end of the audit and opine based on obtaining a level of audit
assurance that the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
Although a rule of thumb can be helpful in relating tolerable misstatement
to performance materiality and then materiality, the setting of tolerable misstatement relative to performance materiality considers those factors in table
4-3 that were not incorporated into setting the performance materiality. As
an example, suppose two accounts have the same recorded amount and the
same quantitative relationship of the recorded balance to performance materiality (for example, recorded amount/performance materiality is 70 percent).
In one account, a number of samples and estimation procedures are planned
(for example, a sample for existence, a sample for pricing, an obsolescence estimate) and some misstatement that may not be corrected is expected. In the
second account, the auditor plans to reperform the depreciation calculations
for scheduled assets and may only need to perform one sample to test the calculations for new additions to the account, and no misstatement is expected.
Had all the relevant factors been incorporated into the determination of performance materiality, then tolerable misstatement may be set at or near performance materiality. However, if these differing account-level characteristics
were not factored into determining the performance materiality assessments
for each account at the outset, then the first account would usually set tolerable misstatement at less than performance materiality, to allow for the expected

19 This paragraph relates to the third factor in table 4-3, "Factors to Consider in Setting Performance Materiality (PM) at the Engagement Level and Tolerable Misstatement (TM) at the Test
Level."
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misstatement and provide for an allowance for sampling risk for the combination of various sampling and estimation procedures within the account or
audit area. In the second account, tolerable misstatement for the planned procedure (a single sample) might be set at the performance materiality amount.

Special Topics Related to Determining Populations
and Tolerable Misstatement
4.57 Tolerable misstatement for reclassifications. Most audit samples are
designed to simultaneously gather evidence about assertions in both the income statement and the balance sheet. In most cases, it is not appropriate to set
tolerable misstatement greater than performance materiality or materiality.20
However, in limited situations, (a) the audit evidence obtained from other audit procedures may be sufficient to conclude that a potential misstatement of
an income statement or balance sheet account could result only in a reclassification that would not affect net income and its classifications or significant
balance sheet classifications; and (b) any potential misstatements identified by
a planned procedure would not affect other significant measures of financial
performance (for example, current ratio; gross margin; operating income; earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization; covenant thresholds;
and so on). When these conditions are present, then the auditor may use a tolerable misstatement based on a larger threshold for reclassifications.
4.58 The use of gross margin in sample planning. Auditors typically define
a population as the recorded amount of all items composing the account balance
or class of transactions being tested. Revenue and cost of sales are most often
regarded as two separate classes of transactions and therefore two populations
for sampling purposes. Accordingly, it is usually inappropriate to seek reduced
sample sizes by planning an audit sample to test revenue or cost of sales using
a single net population defined as the gross margin. This approach may incorrectly assume that misstatements of revenue are always offset by misstatements in cost of sales or vice versa. For example, as a result of fraud, fictitious
revenues may be recorded without any matching cost. As a further example,
cut-off errors might represent misstatements of either revenue or cost of sales
but not necessarily both. Samples designed assuming only a gross margin population is at risk may be too small to provide the desired level of assurance that
these and similar sources of misstatement would be detected.
4.59 Designing samples to address assertions. Normally, the amount at
risk in a population is the amount that is exposed to misstatement relative to
the assertion of interest. In relation to the existence assertion, this is usually
the total amount of the sample item's value. Although it is usually inappropriate to regard anything less than the gross amount to be at risk across all
assertions, in some limited and unusual situations, the auditor may have obtained sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding fraud risk, existence and
occurrence, and completeness of the recorded balance, but not have sufficient
appropriate evidence regarding another assertion (for example, accuracy). In
such circumstances, the auditor may devise appropriate procedures to obtain

20 Normally, the auditor would relate materiality, performance materiality, and tolerable misstatement to the items affecting net income when these measures are relevant, because income measures of materiality are often smaller than measures based on balance sheet amounts such as for
reclassifications.
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the desired level of assurance on a specific assertion such as accuracy. For example, if the auditor of a financial institution has obtained substantial assurance
regarding existence of loans through regulatory or internal audit confirmation
procedures and is designing the sample to address primarily the interest impact of the terms of the loan that were not confirmed in the prior tests, then
such an approach may be appropriate.

Considering the Expected Amount of Misstatement
4.60 In determining the sample size, the auditor typically considers the
total amount of misstatement he or she expects to find in the population. In
general, as the expected amount of misstatement approaches the tolerable misstatement, there is a need for more precise information from the sample. Therefore, the auditor would usually expect this to result in a larger sample size as
the expected amount of misstatement increases.
4.61 The auditor may assess the expected amount of misstatement on the
basis of his or her professional judgment after considering such factors as the
entity's business and risks, the results of prior years' tests of the account balance or class of transactions, the results of any pilot sample, the results of any
related substantive procedures, and the results of any tests of the related controls or changes to the controls during the year.

Considering the Effect of Population Size
4.62 The number of items (for example, invoices) in a large population
often has little effect on the determination of an appropriate sample size for
substantive tests of details; however, when the population consists of a small
number of very significant, but not individually material items, the concepts of
audit sampling can be difficult to apply, and the auditor may need to consult
with a sampling specialist when designing procedures in such circumstances.
If an auditor wants to apply audit sampling to a small population, the sample
sizes produced by some sampling methods that do not consider population size
may be too large for the purpose, although still effective. Some auditors have
applied statistical factors or formulas to resize such samples. When applying
classical variables sampling using either mean per unit or difference estimation, the auditor needs an estimate of population size to accurately estimate
projected misstatement and the allowance for sampling risk in dollars. When
using some methods of MUS, the auditor needs to know the total recorded dollar amount of the population, for example, to select the sample and project the
sample result.

Relating the Factors to Determine the Sample Size
4.63 An understanding of the relative effects of various planning considerations on sample size is useful in designing an efficient sampling application. The auditor uses professional judgment and experience in considering
those factors to determine a sample size. Table 4-4, "Factors Influencing Sample Sizes for a Substantive Test of Details in Sample Planning," summarizes
the effects of various factors on sample sizes for substantive tests of details.
The table is provided only to illustrate the relative effect of different planning
considerations on sample size; it is not intended as a substitute for professional
judgment.
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Table 4-4
Factors Influencing Sample Sizes for a Substantive Test of Details in
Sample Planning
Conditions Leading to:

Factor

Smaller
Sample Size

Larger Sample
Size

Related Factor
for Substantive
Sample
Planning

a. Assessment of
inherent risk

Low assessed
level of
inherent risk

High assessed
level of inherent
risk

Allowable risk of
incorrect
acceptance

b. Assessment of
control risk

Low assessed
level of control
risk

High assessed
level of control
risk

Allowable risk of
incorrect
acceptance

c. Assessment of
risk related to
other substantive
procedures
directed at the
same assertion
(including
substantive
analytical
procedures and
other relevant
substantive
procedures)

Low
assessment of
risk associated
with other
relevant
substantive
procedures

High assessment
of risk associated
with other
relevant
substantive
procedures

Allowable risk of
incorrect
acceptance

d. Measure of
tolerable
misstatement for
a specific account

Larger measure
of tolerable
misstatement

Smaller measure
of tolerable
misstatement

Tolerable
misstatement

e. Expected size and
frequency of
misstatements, or
the estimated
variance of the
population

Smaller
misstatements
or lower
frequency, or
smaller
population
variance

Larger
Assessment of
misstatements,
population
higher frequency, characteristics
or larger
population
variance

f. Number of items
in the population

Virtually no effect on sample size unless population is
very small21

4.64 Paragraph .A14 of AU-C section 530 clarifies that sample sizes of statistical and nonstatistical samples ordinarily would be comparable in similar
situations, by stating that

21 Some statistical substantive sampling techniques and formulas do consider population size in
the determination of sample size, but in most cases the number of logical units in the population will
not affect the resulting sample size much, unless the population is very small.
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an auditor who applies nonstatistical sampling exercises professional
judgment to relate the same factors used in statistical sampling in
determining the appropriate sample size. Ordinarily, this would result
in a sample size comparable with the sample size resulting from an
efficient and effectively designed statistical sample, considering the
same sampling parameters. This guidance does not suggest that the
auditor using nonstatistical sampling also compute a corresponding
sample size using an appropriate statistical technique.
4.65 In the preceding, the parameters or factors may include RMM, sampling risk, performance materiality and tolerable misstatement, and expected
misstatement.
4.66 Even though sample sizes between statistical and nonstatistical samples may be similar, other characteristics of the sampling plan such as sample
selection methods may not be. Further adjustments to the nonstatistical sample plan, for example, an increase in the sample size or changes in the selection
method, may be needed to provide comparable assurance from statistical and
nonstatistical plans.
4.67 An auditor might find familiarity with sample sizes based on statistical theory helpful when applying professional judgment and experience in
considering the effect of various planning considerations on sample size. The
nonstatistical sampling approaches illustrated in this chapter are consistent
with statistical sampling theory.

Examples of Sample Size Determination
4.68 Table 4-5, "Illustrative Sample Sizes," shows various sample sizes
that might be used for statistical or nonstatistical sampling based on a MUS
statistical approach.22 The auditor using this table as an aid in understanding the relative size of samples for substantive tests of details needs to apply
professional judgment in

r
r
r
r
r

determining tolerable misstatement.
estimating expected misstatement.
quantifying the acceptable level of risk of incorrect acceptance.23
estimating the population amount after the removal of items to be
examined 100 percent.
determining the appropriate sample size that would reflect differences between the nonstatistical approach and the MUS approach
underlying the table and considering the aforementioned factors.

22 Table 4-5, "Illustrative Sample Sizes," contains sample sizes for MUS given tolerable misstatement, expected misstatement, and the risk of incorrect acceptance. The table incorporates the conservative assumption that the total tainting consists of the maximum number of 100 percent tainted
items plus, if necessary, 1 partially tainted item. For example, if risk is 5 percent, tolerable misstatement is 3 percent of the population, and expected misstatement is 40 percent of tolerable (in other
words, 1.2 percent of the population), then the tabulated sample size is 270. This means that the expected sum of the taints is 3.24 (270 multiplied by 1.2 percent). Accordingly, the tabulated sample size
is computed on the assumption that the sample will contain (3) 100 percent tainted items and (1) 24
percent tainted item. For a further discussion of taintings, see chapter 6 and table C-2, "Confidence
Factors for Monetary Unit Sample Size Design," of appendix C.
23 Paragraphs 4.39–.42 provide a discussion of the audit risk model. This table can be extended
to risk levels greater than 50 percent by using the formulas in the earlier referenced "Technical Notes
on the AICPA Audit Guide Audit Sampling" or by using other tools such as IDEA or ACL software.
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Table 4-5
Illustrative Sample Sizes
Tolerable Misstatement as a Percentage of Population
Risk of

Ratio of

Incorrect

Expected to

Accep-

Tolerable

tance

Misstatement

50%

30%

10%

8%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

5%

—

6

10

30

38

50

60

75

100

150

300

600

—

5%

0.10

8

13

37

46

62

74

92

123

184

368

736

0.37

5%

0.20

10

16

47

58

78

93

116

155

232

463

925

0.93

5%

0.30

12

20

60

75

100

120

150

200

300

600

1,199

1.80

5%

0.40

17

27

81

102

135

162

203

270

405

809

1,618

3.24

5%

0.50

24

39

116

145

193

231

289

385

577

1,154

2,308

5.77

10%

—

5

8

24

29

39

47

58

77

116

231

461

—

10%

0.20

7

12

35

43

57

69

86

114

171

341

682

0.69

10%

0.30

9

15

44

55

73

87

109

145

217

433

866

1.30

10%

0.40

12

20

58

72

96

115

143

191

286

572

1,144

2.29

10%

0.50

16

27

80

100

134

160

200

267

400

799

1,597

4.00

15%

—

4

7

19

24

32

38

48

64

95

190

380

—

15%

0.20

6

10

28

35

46

55

69

91

137

273

545

0.55

15%

0.30

7

12

35

43

57

69

86

114

171

341

681

1.03

15%

0.40

9

15

45

56

74

89

111

148

221

442

883

1.77

15%

0.50

13

21

61

76

101

121

151

202

302

604

1,208

3.02

20%

—

4

6

17

21

27

33

41

54

81

161

322

—

20%

0.20

5

8

23

29

38

46

57

76

113

226

451

0.46

20%

0.30

6

10

28

35

47

56

70

93

139

277

554

0.84

20%

0.40

8

12

36

45

59

71

89

118

177

354

707

1.42

20%

0.50

10

16

48

60

80

95

119

159

238

475

949

2.38

25%

—

3

5

14

18

24

28

35

47

70

139

278

—

25%

0.20

4

7

19

24

32

38

48

64

95

190

380

0.38

25%

0.30

5

8

23

29

39

46

58

77

115

230

460

0.69

25%

0.40

6

10

29

37

49

58

73

97

145

289

578

1.16

25%

0.50

8

13

38

48

64

76

95

127

190

380

760

1.90

30%

—

3

5

13

16

21

25

31

41

61

121

241

—

30%

0.20

4

6

17

21

27

33

41

54

81

162

323

0.33

30%

0.40

5

8

24

30

40

48

60

80

120

239

477

0.96

30%

0.60

9

15

43

54

71

85

107

142

213

425

850

2.55

35%

—

3

4

11

14

18

21

27

35

53

105

210

—

35%

0.20

3

5

14

18

23

28

35

46

69

138

276

0.28

Expected
Sum of
1%

0.50%

Taints

(continued)
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Illustrative Sample Sizes—continued
Tolerable Misstatement as a Percentage of Population
Risk of

Ratio of

Incorrect

Expected to

Accep-

Tolerable

tance

Misstatement

50%

30%

10%

8%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

35%

0.40

4

7

20

25

34

40

50

67

100

199

397

0.80

35%

0.60

7

12

34

43

57

68

85

113

169

338

676

2.03

50%

—

2

3

7

9

12

14

18

24

35

70

139

—

50%

0.20

2

3

9

11

15

18

22

29

44

87

173

0.18

50%

0.40

3

4

12

15

19

23

29

38

57

114

228

0.46

50%

0.60

4

6

17

22

29

34

43

57

85

170

340

1.02

Expected
Sum of
1%

0.50%

Taints

4.69 Table 4-5 might also help the auditor understand the risk level implied by a given sample size. For example, the auditor might be designing a
nonstatistical sampling application to test a population of 2,000 accounts receivable balances with a total recorded amount of $1 million. The auditor may
have

r
r
r

considered selecting a sample of 60.
determined tolerable misstatement to be $50,000 (5 percent of the
population).
expected no misstatements in the sample.

Table 4-5 indicates that the sample of 60 implies a 5 percent risk of incorrect
acceptance if no misstatements are found.
4.70 The auditor might also compare other sample sizes in the table with
the sample size of 60 to gain a better understanding of how sample size affects
the risk levels in the circumstances. The auditor using table 4-5 for this purpose
also applies professional judgment in assessing the factors described in the
preceding paragraph.
4.71 The calculation of 60 sampling units is based on a stratified sampling
(or MUS, using a PPS selection technique) approach. The sample size would be
appropriate if the auditor uses such an approach in selecting the sample. If
selecting the sample on an item (not dollar) basis, stratification may be particularly important to increasing the efficiency of the sample. If the nonstatistical
sample design is planned without stratification (or PPS selection), the auditor
increases the sample size. For example, in the absence of stratification, the sample of 60 items might be increased to 90 items if consideration of the diversity
of values in the population leads the auditor to conclude a 50 percent increase
is appropriate.
4.72 A simple formula approach can also be used to determine a nonstatistical sample size. The simple formula is comprised of three elements—the
population's recorded amount, a confidence factor (assurance factor), and tolerable misstatement. Factors for other risk levels are noted in the zero expected
misstatement line in table C-2, "Confidence Factors for Monetary Unit Sample
Size Design," of appendix C.
Sample Size =

AAG-SAM 4.69

Population Recorded Amount × Confidence Factor
Tolerable Misstatement
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Table 4-6
Confidence (Reliability) Factors
Risk of Incorrect
Acceptance (%)

Confidence of
Sample (%)

Confidence
Factor

37

63%

1

14

86%

2

5

95%

3

For purposes of the following illustration, expected misstatement is expected
to be zero and the population is assumed to be large.
4.73 As an example, suppose the auditor using the formula approach has
a population of $100,000 and a tolerable misstatement of $3,000, expected misstatement is zero, and an acceptable risk of incorrect acceptance of 14 percent
for an assurance factor of 2. The sample size using the formula is 67 items
(67 = [$100,000 × 2] ÷ $3,000).
4.74 The formula produces samples sizes identical to table 4-5 when expected misstatement is zero. When the auditor expects some misstatement, various approaches may be used to adjust the sample size.24 Some auditors use
table 4-5 when they expect misstatements. Others use informed judgment or a
rule-of-thumb to adjust the sample size for some expected misstatement. Other
auditors calculate a more precise sample size by using the additional confidence
factors (in other words, assurance factors or reliability factors) provided in table C-1, "Monetary Unit Sample Size Determination Tables," and table C-2 of
appendix C or by using the formula approach illustrated in chapter 6 for MUS
samples or the formula approach described and illustrated in table C-4, "Alternative MUS Sample Size Determination Using Expansion Factors," of appendix
C. Any of these methods, properly applied, can result in adequate sample sizes.
For identical risks of incorrect acceptance, sample sizes determined by table
4-5 (table C-1 in appendix C) and table C-2 in appendix C will be the same.

Observations and Suggestions
The simple formula discussed in paragraphs 4.72–.73 has often been used as
an easy instructional tool to assist auditors in reviewing audit documentation
and determining minimum sample sizes when tables or computer programs
are not available. In addition to the "1-2-3" confidence factors noted, other
factors for different confidence levels can be used. In addition to estimating
substantive sample sizes, the same formula can be used to estimate attribute
(controls tests) sample sizes by using the tolerable deviation rate instead of
the tolerable misstatement percentage, adding to the formula's overall versatility. The simple formula has its limitations in that expected deviations or

24 As expected misstatement increases, this formula will result in sample sizes that will likely
return lower confidence levels than desired. If the auditor desires to maintain the planned level of
confidence, then the auditor may need to increase the sample size.
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misstatements are assumed to be zero and the population is assumed to be
large.
The following are common factors for various risk (1.0—confidence level) levels:
5%
10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 37% 50%
3.00

2.31

1.90

1.61

1.39

1.21

1.05

1.00

0.70

When sampling is not a significant procedure in the audit strategy, lower levels of confidence may combine with other evidence to still result in low aggregate audit risk. Approximate factors for higher risk (lower confidence) levels
are:
60% 74% 82% 90%
0.5

0.3

0.2

0.1

Performing the Sampling Plan
4.75 The auditor should perform auditing procedures that are appropriate
for the particular audit objectives to each sample item. In some circumstances,
the auditor might not be able to apply the planned procedures to selected sampling units (for example, because the client could not locate the supporting documentation). The auditor's treatment of those unexamined items depends on
their effect on the evaluation of the sample. If the auditor's evaluation of the
sample results would not be altered by considering those unexamined items to
be misstated, it is not necessary to examine the items; however, if considering
those unexamined items to be misstated would lead to a preliminary conclusion
that the balance or class of transactions is materially misstated, the auditor
should consider alternative procedures that would provide sufficient evidence
to form a revised conclusion. The auditor also should consider whether the reasons for the inability to examine the items affect the planned assessed risks of
material misstatement or the auditor's assessment of the risk of fraud.
4.76 Some of the selected sampling units might be unused or voided items.
The auditor should consider how the population has been defined when he or
she decides whether to include such an item in the sample. If the population
consists of all checks, whether issued or voided, the auditor may need to consider the possibility that the sample of checks will contain one or more voided
checks. If the auditor excludes these voided items from the sample evaluation,25
then the number of valid sample units selected will be less than what was desired. To provide for this possibility, the auditor might wish to select a slightly
larger number of sample items. The additional items would be examined only
if they were used as replacement items.

Evaluating the Sample Results
Projecting the Misstatement to the Population
4.77 Paragraph .13 of AU-C section 530 states that "the auditor should
project the results of audit sampling to the population." To that amount the
25 For example, when the voided items would not contain the characteristic of interest such as a
recorded amount: a sample of 20 checks with 2 voided items would be evaluated as a sample of 18.
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auditor should add any misstatements discovered in any items examined 100
percent.
4.78 Regardless of whether the sample results support the assertion that
the recorded amount is not misstated by an amount greater than tolerable misstatement, the auditor should request management to record the factual misstatements identified in the population unless clearly trivial;26 however, even
if the entity does correct all factual misstatements, that does not eliminate the
need to consider the remaining projected misstatement.
4.79 In determining the adequacy of evidence from the sample, the total
factual and projected misstatement,27 adjusted for misstatements corrected by
the entity, may be compared with the tolerable misstatement for the account
balance or class of transactions. If the total factual and projected misstatement
is less than the tolerable misstatement for the account balance or class of transactions, the auditor then should consider the risk that such a result might be
obtained even though the true monetary misstatement for the population exceeds the tolerable misstatement. Alternatively, the auditor may compare the
projected misstatement to the expected misstatement used in determining the
sample size. When the projected misstatement exceeds the expected misstatement, the sample may not be large enough to provide the planned risk of incorrect acceptance (that is, results in an inadequate allowance for sampling risk.)
In other words, pursuant to paragraph .A27 of AU-C section 530, the auditor
typically considers the risk (for instance, sampling risk) that there might be
other, undetected misstatements remaining in the population examined that
might indicate a material misstatement or an amount greater than tolerable
misstatement exists (also refer to the guidance in paragraph .A5 of AU-C section 450).
4.80 When nonstatistical methods are used, this consideration of sampling
risk is made using informed judgment. The auditor, in making this judgment,
would consider not only the results of procedures, but the nature, timing, and
extent of procedures performed that led to the test result.
4.81 The auditor should also aggregate the projected misstatement in the
balance or class (after adjustments, if any) with other factual and projected
misstatements in other balances and classes to evaluate whether the financial
statements as a whole may be materially misstated. Paragraph .11 of AU-C
section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During the Audit (AICPA,
Professional Standards), establishes requirements and provides guidance for
the auditor when evaluating the effect of uncorrected misstatements.
4.82 There are several methods the auditor can use to project the amount
of misstatement found in a statistical or nonstatistical sample to estimate the
amount of misstatement in the population. When choosing the method of projection, the auditor may consider the method of sample selection. For example, a
sample designed and selected using MUS sampling concepts (whether statistical or nonstatistical) would suggest that a MUS methodology be used to project
26 Pursuant to paragraph .12 of AU-C section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During the Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards), audit documentation should include the amount the
auditor has deemed to be trivial.
27 The sum of total factual misstatement and total projected misstatement is the difference between the estimated amount of the account balance or class of transactions being examined and the
entity's recorded amount. Factual misstatement is specifically identified misstatement, such as a difference identified in a sample item or an item examined 100 percent. Projected misstatement is generally developed by extrapolation from the factual misstatements in sample items.
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the sample results. Similarly, a stratified item-based sample would suggest the
use of a comparable sample projection methodology (for example, difference or
ratio projection). When statistical sampling is used, a statistically valid sample
evaluation approach appropriate to the sampling approach applied is followed.
When nonstatistical methods are used, similar approaches may be applied. This
section describes three potential projection methods.28
4.83 One method of projecting the amount of misstatement is to apply
the misstatement rate of dollar misstatements observed in the sample to the
population. For example, an auditor might have selected a sample that sums
to $10,000 and observed an overstatement misstatement of $100, or 1 percent
of the recorded amount of the accounts-receivable balance tested. If the total
recorded amount in the population is $100,000, then projected misstatement is
$1,000 ($100,000 × 1 percent). The projection method based on the misstatement rate observed in the sampling population does not require an estimate
of the number of sampling units in the population. If the auditor designed the
sample by separating the items subject to sampling into groups or strata, he or
she would project the misstatement results of each group separately and then
calculate an estimate of misstatement in the population by summing the individually projected amounts from each group. The auditor would also add to
the projected amount of misstatement any misstatement found in the high risk
items that were examined 100 percent. This approach may be appropriate for
most item-based29 samples, if it is applied by strata. Where the sample approximates an informal MUS methodology (without defined strata), the auditor may
apply the MUS method in paragraph 4.85.
4.84 Another method used to project misstatement to the population
projects the average difference between the audited and the recorded amounts
of each item in the sample to all items constituting the population. For example,
the auditor might have selected a sample of 100 items. If the auditor found $200
of misstatement in the sample, the average difference between the audited and
recorded amounts for items in the sample is $2 ($200 ÷ 100). The auditor then
estimates the amount of misstatement in the population by multiplying the total number of items in the population (in this case, 5,000 items) by the average
difference of $2 for each sample item. The auditor's estimate of the misstatement in this population is $10,000 (5,000 × $2). If the auditor designed the
sample by separating the items subject to sampling into groups or strata, he
or she should project the misstatement results of each group separately and
then calculate an estimate of misstatement in the population by summing the
individually projected amounts from each group. The auditor should also add to
the projected amount of misstatement any misstatement found in the individually significant items that were examined 100 percent. This method may be
appropriate for many item-based samples30 if it is applied by strata. Where the
sample approximates an informal MUS methodology (without defined strata),
the auditor may apply the MUS method in paragraph 4.85.

28 Other methods may be appropriately used, but are beyond the scope of this guide. For example, another method of projection is based on projecting the audited sample amounts to result in a
projected population total that is then compared to the recorded amount total. Another classical sampling projection method is based on the average per-sample-item ratio of audited to recorded sample
item values, then projected to the total recorded value of the population.
29 This approach approximates the ratio projection approach for classical variables samples.
30 This approach approximates the difference projection approach for classical variables samples.
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4.85 When the nonstatistical sample selection has approximated a PPS selection, the auditor may also consider developing a point estimate drawing on
the MUS method described in chapter 6. The point estimate could be obtained
by first estimating a sampling interval by dividing the population dollars by the
sample size. This interval would then be multiplied by each of the taintings obtained for any sample misstatements. The resulting products would be summed
to obtain the PPS point estimate for the nonstatistical sample. The tainting for
each misstatement is obtained by dividing each misstatement amount by its
book value. Using the example from paragraphs 4.83–.84, the implicit sampling
interval would be the book value of $100,000 divided by the sample size of 100
or an interval of $1,000. Two overstatements were found in balances of $100
(overstated by $100, a tainting of 1.0) and $200 (overstated by $100, a tainting
of 0.5). In this case, the projected misstatement would be $1,500 [($1,000 × 0.5)
+ ($1,000 × 1.0)].
4.86 The auditor may choose between the projection approaches described
in paragraphs 4.83–.84 on the basis of his or her understanding of the magnitude and distribution (pattern) of misstatements in the population. For example, if the auditor finds that the amount of misstatement relates closely to the
size of an item, he or she ordinarily would choose the first approach (ratio). On
the other hand, if the auditor finds the misstatements to be relatively constant
for all items in the population, he or she might choose the second approach
(difference). The various methods described will often give similar, but rarely
identical, results when applied to the same sample result. If the difference between the results of the various methods is significant,31 then the auditor may
consider the possible reasons for the difference, such as considering the nature
and size of the misstatements identified relative to the recorded amounts of the
items for which the misstatements are identified. If the reasons for the difference can be discerned from the sample analysis, then that analysis may suggest
the most appropriate technique for the projection. The assistance of sampling
specialists can be helpful when it is not clear how to project the sample, or
when both significant32 understatements and overstatements are found in an
MUS based sample.

Qualitative Factors
4.87 Paragraph .A23 of AU-C section 530 states the following:
In addition to the evaluation of the frequency and amounts of monetary misstatements, [AU-C] section 450 requires the auditor to consider the qualitative aspects of the misstatements These include (a)
the nature and cause of misstatements, such as whether they are differences in principle or in application, are errors or are caused by
fraud, or are due to misunderstanding of instructions or carelessness,
and (b) the possible relationship of the misstatements to other phases
of the audit. ...
4.88 A significant list of factors is cited in paragraph .A23 of AU-C section 450 that might cause the auditor to evaluate a misstatement as material.
Circumstances that may affect the evaluation include the extent to which the
misstatement
31

There is no requirement to compute the result under the various methods and compare them.
Significant in amount or relative size (for example, a greater than 100 percent misstatement)
to the item examined.
32
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affects compliance with regulatory requirements.
affects compliance with debt covenants or other contractual requirements.
relates to the incorrect selection or application of an accounting
policy that has an immaterial effect on the current period's financial statements but is likely to have a material effect on future
periods' financial statements.
masks a change in earnings or other trends, especially in the context of general economic and industry conditions.
affects ratios used to evaluate the entity's financial position, results of operations, or cash flows.
affects segment information presented in the financial statements
(for example, the significance of the matter to a segment or other
portion of the entity's business that has been identified as playing
a significant role in the entity's operations or profitability).
has the effect of increasing management compensation (for example, by ensuring that the requirements for the award of bonuses
or other incentives are satisfied).
is significant with regard to the auditor's understanding of known
previous communications to users (for example, regarding forecast
earnings).
relates to items involving particular parties (for example, whether
external parties to the transaction are related to members of the
entity's management).
is an omission of information not specifically required by the applicable financial reporting framework but that, in the professional
judgment of the auditor, is important to the users' understanding
of the financial position, financial performance, or cash flows of
the entity.
affects other information that will be communicated in documents
containing the audited financial statements (for example, information to be included in a "Management Discussion and Analysis" or an "Operating and Financial Review") that may reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of the users
of the financial statements. [AU-C] section 720, Other Information
in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements [(AICPA,
Professional Standards),] addresses the auditor's consideration of
other information, on which the auditor has no obligation to report, in documents containing audited financial statements.
is a misclassification between certain account balances affecting
items disclosed separately in the financial statements (for example, misclassification between operating and nonoperating income
or recurring and nonrecurring income items or a misclassification
between restricted and unrestricted resources in a not-for-profit
entity).
offsets effects of individually significant but different misstatements.
is currently immaterial and likely to have a material effect in
future periods because of a cumulative effect, for example, that
builds over several periods.
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is too costly to correct. It may not be cost beneficial for the client
to develop a system to calculate a basis to record the effect of an
immaterial misstatement. On the other hand, if management appears to have developed a system to calculate an amount that represents an immaterial misstatement, it may reflect a motivation
of management.
represents a risk that possible additional undetected misstatements would affect the auditor's evaluation.
changes a loss into income or vice versa.
heightens the sensitivity of the circumstances surrounding the
misstatement (for example, the implications of misstatements involving fraud and possible instances of noncompliance with laws
or regulations, violations of contractual provisions, and conflicts
of interest).
has a significant effect relative to reasonable user needs (for example,
— earnings to investors and the equity amounts to creditors,
— the magnifying effects of a misstatement on the calculation of purchase price in a transfer of interests [buy-sell
agreement], and

r
r

— the effect of misstatements of earnings when contrasted
with expectations).
relates to the definitive character of the misstatement (for example, the precision of an error that is objectively determinable
as contrasted with a misstatement that unavoidably involves a
degree of subjectivity through estimation, allocation, or uncertainty).
indicates the motivation of management (for example, [i] an indication of a possible pattern of bias by management when developing and accumulating accounting estimates, [ii] a misstatement precipitated by management's continued unwillingness to
correct weaknesses in the financial reporting process, or [iii] an
intentional decision not to follow the applicable financial reporting framework).

4.89 As stated in paragraph .A22 of AU-C section 450, "determining
whether a classification misstatement is material involves the evaluation of
qualitative considerations, such as the effect of the classification misstatement
on debt or other contractual covenants, the effect on individual line items or
subtotals, or the effect on key ratios." Thus, in some circumstances a misclassification (only affects the balance sheet and not the income statement) may be
larger than the materiality amount set for the audit and still have no material
effect on the overall fairness of the financial statements.

The Sufﬁciency of Sampling Evidence for Proposing Adjustments
4.90 When considering the sufficiency of evidence supporting a projection
or a proposed adjustment, the auditor may consider the extent of testing underlying the projected misstatement and the resultant ability of the sample
to provide precise results. Paragraph .A24 of AU-C section 530 states: "Due to
sampling risk, this projection may not be sufficient to determine an amount to
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be recorded." For example, any sample result can be projected to a population,
however small the sample. But small samples may lack precision in estimating the audited amount. The client or the auditor might consider additional
evidence to be necessary to support a projected material misstatement or proposed adjustment if the sample size supporting the projection was small (for
example, less than 20 items). An auditor using statistical methods obtains a
numerical precision or range that indicates how close the point estimate from
the sample might be to the true population parameter (for example, the true
amount of misstatements in the population). An auditor using nonstatistical
methods uses judgment to estimate the precision of the projection. It is important to recognize that projections based on smaller sample sizes are likely to be
imprecise.

Negative Conﬁrmations
4.91 Because unreturned negative confirmations do not provide evidence
that the intended third party received the request and verified that the information contained on it is correct, they rarely provide an adequate basis for
projecting misstatement to the population of accounts. Paragraphs .A33–.A34
of AU-C section 505, External Confirmations (AICPA, Professional Standards),
provide guidance for the auditor when evaluating the results from negative
confirmations.

Interim Sample Results
4.92 A practical question that arises is whether interim sampling results
can be projected or extrapolated from the interim population to that at year-end
when the balance may not be the same. A sample should only be projected to
the population from which it was selected. The auditor considers this question
when determining any necessary further procedures. Accounts such as inventories and receivables change quite rapidly over time. Some fixed asset accounts,
on the other hand, may not change much or at all between interim and year-end.
In considering the evidence obtained from an interim audit sampling procedure
and additional evidence that might be required, the auditor may also consider
other factors in AU-C section 330, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to
Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained (AICPA, Professional Standards).

Considering Sampling Risk at the Test Level
4.93 . . . Paragraph .14 of AU-C section 530 states that "the auditor should
evaluate the results of the sample, including sampling risk, and whether the
use of audit sampling has provided a reasonable basis for conclusions about a
population that has been tested." Paragraph .A27 of AU-C section 530 states
the following:
In the case of tests of details, the projected misstatement is the auditor's best estimate of misstatement in the population. As the projected
misstatement approaches or exceeds tolerable misstatement, the more
likely that actual misstatement in the population exceeds tolerable
misstatement. Also, if the projected misstatement is greater than
the auditor's expectations of misstatement used to determine the sample size, the auditor may conclude that there is an unacceptable sampling risk that the actual misstatement in the population exceeds the
tolerable misstatement.
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Thus the total factual and projected misstatement for a sample is compared
with the tolerable misstatement for the account balance or class of transactions, and appropriate consideration should be given to sampling risk. If the total projected misstatement is less than tolerable misstatement for the account
balance or class of transactions, the auditor still should consider the risk that
such a result might be obtained even though the true monetary misstatement
for the population exceeds tolerable misstatement. For example, if the tolerable misstatement in an account balance of $1 million is $50,000 and the total
projected misstatement based on an appropriately sized sample is $10,000, the
auditor may be reasonably assured that there is an acceptably low sampling
risk that the true monetary misstatement for the population exceeds tolerable
misstatement. On the other hand, if the total projected misstatement is close
to or exceeds the tolerable misstatement, the auditor may conclude that there
is an unacceptably high risk that the actual misstatements in the population
exceed the tolerable misstatement.
4.94 The auditor using nonstatistical sampling uses his or her experience
and professional judgment in making such an evaluation; however, when the
projected misstatement is close to tolerable misstatement, the auditor may typically conclude that there is an unacceptable risk that the true misstatement
exceeds tolerable misstatement. When the projected misstatement identified in
the audit test exceeds the auditor's expectation of the amount of misstatement
used when designing the audit procedures, the auditor may typically conclude
that there is a higher risk (than the level used in designing the test) that the
true misstatement exceeds the tolerable misstatement.
4.95 The auditor may encounter an unexpected amount of projected misstatement compared to what was expected to be in the population. The auditor
should investigate the nature and causes of the misstatements. In such cases,
it is important for the auditor to recognize that the sample is expected to be
representative only with respect to the incidence of misstatement in the population. Even if the misstatement appears to be from an unusual source, that
does not mean that other unusual items are not in the population and that the
original sample was not representative. The auditor might typically first evaluate the reasons for the misstatements and then assess whether, if the sample
were extended, the evaluation for the combined samples would likely be sufficiently precise to support a conclusion with the desired level confidence. When
sample results are extended, the original sample items and results typically
are not discarded, but the additional sampling unit results are added to the
original sample. Paragraphs 4.99–.102 provide additional discussion.
4.96 Extending the sample when the initial sample result was indicative
of the true misstatement in the population will likely result in further misstatements being identified. If there is evidence that the misstatement was intentional or could be an indicator of a fraud, then the auditor would often carefully
consider the appropriate next steps.
4.97 When seeking additional sampling evidence concerning the population, a rule of thumb used by some auditors is to at least double the original
sample size to have much of an effect on the projected results or the allowance
for sampling risk of the original sample. When the auditor uses statistical sampling, a more precise calculation of the needed sample expansion can be made.
4.98 If the sample results do not support the recorded amount of the population and the auditor believes the recorded amount might be misstated, the
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auditor would typically consider the misstatement along with other audit evidence in evaluating whether the financial statements may be materially misstated. The auditor may request that management examine the class of transactions, account balance, or disclosure to identify and correct the misstatements
in the population.33
4.99 Paragraph .11 of AU-C section 450 establishes requirements for the
auditor regarding the aggregation and assessment of misstatements.34 When
forming an audit opinion, paragraph .14 of AU-C section 700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards),
further states the following:
In order to form that opinion, the auditor should conclude whether
the auditor has obtained reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error. That conclusion should take into account the following:
a. ...
b. The auditor's conclusion, in accordance with [AU-C] section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During
the Audit, about whether uncorrected misstatements are
material, individually or in aggregate.
c. ...
4.100 If the sample results suggest that the auditor's sampling planning
assumptions were in error, appropriate action should be taken.35 For example,
if the amount or frequency of misstatements discovered in a substantive test
of details is greater than that expected based on the assessed level of control
risk, the auditor considers whether the assessed level of control risk and the
risks of material misstatement is still appropriate. For example, a large number
of misstatements discovered in the confirmation of receivables might indicate
the need to reconsider the assessed level of control risk related to receivables,
sales, cash receipts, or credit memos. Depending on the reason for the higher
than expected number of misstatements, the auditor may also decide to modify
the audit tests of other accounts that were designed with control risk assessed
at less than high. The auditor relates the evaluation of the sample to other
relevant audit evidence when forming a conclusion about the related account
balance or class of transactions.

Misstatements Not Projected 36
4.101 Paragraph .13 of AU-C section 530 states that "the auditor should
project the results of audit sampling to the population." Paragraph .A4 of AU-C
section 450 further states that "a misstatement may not be an isolated occurrence. Evidence that other misstatements may exist include, for example, when
the auditor identifies that a misstatement arose from a breakdown in internal
33

Paragraph .A9 of AU-C section 450.
Misstatements include factual, projected and judgmental misstatements, as defined by paragraph .A3 of AU-C section 450.
35 In accordance with paragraphs .24 and .A73 of AU-C section 330, the auditor should reevaluate the strategy at any point in the audit process when evidence indicates the planning assumptions may have been in error.
36 Various terms are found that relate to this concept such as isolated instance, carve-out, and
containment.
34
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control or from inappropriate assumptions or valuation methods that have been
widely applied by the entity."
4.102 When an auditor selects a sample believed to be representative, it
is appropriate to project all misstatements in the sample to the population. A
misstatement due to "a clerical error" would rarely qualify for special treatment
because it represents a general condition that was identified in a representative sample. Such errors may occur at other times in the year and under other
circumstances. Even when the specific misstatements found in the population
might be associated with a specific reason (for example, "the bookkeeper was
on vacation"), similar misstatements not found in the sample may still exist in
the population. A representative sample is generally expected to be representative of the population only with respect to the incidence of misstatements, and
not necessarily with respect to their nature. Thus, the projection of all sample
misstatements is supported.
4.103 In some limited instances it may be acceptable to not extrapolate
(project) a misstatement from a sample to the whole population. For example,
this may be because the population was improperly specified at the outset, and
the auditor did not recognize the separate character of some of the transactions.
For example, suppose a sample misstatement of a revenue item appears to be
solely due to a faulty procedure for accounting for foreign currency transactions.
However, only a few transactions of the entity ever involve foreign currency, and
these are in the aggregate insignificant. Had the auditor carefully considered
the population when setting up the test, foreign currency transactions might
have been examined separately for this issue. In such a case, it may be acceptable not to project the foreign currency issue misstatement to the entire
population of revenue but to relate the foreign currency error from the sample to the foreign currency transactions from the population. The auditor may
then consider the sufficiency of evidence concerning this issue, and whether
additional evidence might also be needed regarding other possible misstatements that might be in the sub-population of foreign currency transactions or
in the general population.37 Based on this assessment, the auditor may consider the sufficiency of evidence concerning these issues, and may decide to
perform additional procedures to determine more precisely the nature and extent of misstatement due to the foreign currency procedure or any other additional misstatement conditions. When there is sufficient representation of such
transactions in the original sample38 or in an expanded sample of these transactions, the identified currency misstatements in a sample may be projected to
the sub-population of foreign currency transactions. The original (whole) population would typically still be used for projecting any other types of misstatements not due to the foreign currency or related unique sub-population issues,
such as a failure to properly account for revenue recognition under generally
accepted accounting principles. In the aggregation of sample results, the for-

37

Paragraph .A22 of AU-C section 530 states the following:
In analyzing the deviations and misstatements identified, the auditor may observe that
many have a common feature (for example, type of transaction, location, product line, or
period of time). In such circumstances, the auditor may decide to identify all the items in
the population that possess a common feature and extend audit procedures to these items.
In addition, such deviations or misstatements may be intentional and may indicate the
possibility of fraud.

38 When a significant number of sample items relate to an insignificant portion of the population,
the auditor may reconsider whether the sample is "representative" of the population.
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eign currency factual and projected misstatement would be aggregated with
the projected misstatements from other types of misstatements.
4.104 Careful explanation should be made of the reasoning supporting
not projecting a misstatement to the population. Evidence should clearly support this different treatment. The auditor is cautioned that such circumstances
are likely to be limited. Care needs to be taken not to "explain away" identified misstatements. Note that a sample is usually expected to be representative only with respect to the occurrence rate or incidence of misstatements, not
their specific nature (see also paragraph 1.05 in chapter 1, "Characteristics of
Audit Sampling" and appendix G, "Glossary"). Just because a reason can be
stated for the misstatement, does not mean it is justified to assume that that
misstatement can be addressed and the population is thereby corrected. Other
misstatement types may be in the population and not in the sample. There are
risks to the client, users of financial statements, and to the auditor when misstatements are incorrectly handled.

Documenting the Sampling Procedure
4.105 AU-C section 230, Audit Documentation (AICPA, Professional Standards), provides general guidance on the documentation of audit procedures.
Although AU-C section 450 identifies three specific documentation requirements, AU-C section 530 does not identify specific documentation requirements
for samples. However, examples of items that the auditor may document for
substantive audit samples are found in paragraph .12 of AU-C section 450 and
listed in the following paragraph.
4.106 According to paragraph .12 of AU-C section 450, the auditor should
include in the audit documentation
a. the amount below which misstatements would be regarded as
clearly trivial;
b. all misstatements accumulated during the audit and whether they
have been corrected; and
c. the auditor's conclusion about whether uncorrected misstatements
are material, individually or in the aggregate, and the basis for that
conclusion.
4.107 The following are commonly documented for audit samples:

r
r

The objectives of the test and the accounts and assertions affected

r
r

The definition of a misstatement

r
r
r
r
r
r

The definition of the population and the sampling unit, including
how the auditor considered the completeness of the population
The risk of incorrect acceptance or level of desired assurance (confidence)
The risk of incorrect rejection, if used
Estimated and tolerable misstatement
The audit sampling technique used
The method used to determine sample size
The method of sample selection
Identification of the items selected
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A description of how the sampling procedure was performed and
a list of misstatements identified in the sample
The evaluation of the sample (for example, projection and consideration of sampling risk)
A summary of the overall sample conclusion (if not evident from
the results)
Any qualitative factors considered significant in making the sampling assessments and judgments

4.108 Paragraph .A14 of AU-C section 230 provides several examples regarding how an auditor can identify selected sample items in audit documentation.
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Chapter 5

Nonstatistical Sampling Case Study
5.01 This chapter provides a case study illustrating the design and use of
a nonstatistical sample.
5.02 Sarah Jones of Jones & Co., CPAs, designed a nonstatistical sample
to test the existence and gross valuation of the December 31, 20XX, accountsreceivable balance of Short Circuit Inc., a privately owned electrical supply
company that is a continuing client of Jones & Co. For the year ended December
31, 20XX, Short Circuit had sales of approximately $25 million. As of December
31, there were 905 accounts receivable, with debit balances aggregating $4.25
million. These balances ranged from $10 to $140,000. There were also 40 credit
balances aggregating $5,000.1
5.03 In planning her audit, Sarah Jones updated her understanding of the
client and its environment, including its internal control. She also understood
that the entity's revenue recognition policy was to recognize revenue upon shipment. She also understood that cash sales are prohibited, and the entry for all
sales transactions involves a debit to accounts receivable. In addition, all cash
receipts are through the bank's lock box, and there are no credits to income in
the cash receipts journal. The only general journal entries affecting receivables
and revenue involve minor write-offs of bad debts and setting up an allowance
for doubtful accounts at the end of each quarter. All of the preceding were true
in prior audits, and inquiry of client management indicates no changes from
prior periods.
5.04 Jones made the following judgments in planning her procedures for
revenue and receivables:

r
r

r

1

Because this is not a first audit and because of some past errors
in accounts receivables, her assessment of the risks of material
misstatement in receivables did not support an assessment much
below high for the assertions of existence and gross valuation of
accounts receivable.
Fraud risk related to revenue and receivables is low. There is little incentive to misstate revenue or receivables. The lock box system significantly reduces the risk of misappropriation of cash. The
company's revenue recognition policy was appropriate in the circumstances. There was minimal risk of channel stuffing or other
revenue recognition issues.
The confirmation process would test existence and gross valuation of receivables. It would not provide much evidence about completeness, net valuation of receivables, presentation, and disclosure. Other procedures will be performed on the account that will
address these assertions and provide some evidence on existence
and valuation.

The net population consisted of 945 balances with a total recorded value of $4,245,000.
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The confirmation process would provide some evidence of the occurrence and gross valuation of sales transactions. This was because if receivables did not exist, the sales transaction did not occur. It also would provide some evidence about receivables cutoff
because customers would report items included in receivables that
were not shipped by year-end. The confirmation process would not
provide evidence of completeness of revenue.

5.05 Sarah Jones made the following judgments in designing the confirmation sample:

r
r
r

r
r
r

Her limited tests of controls supported an assessed level of risk of
material misstatement (inherent and control risk) of high for the
assertions of existence and gross valuation of accounts receivable.
The preliminary assessment of overall materiality is $200,000.
Tolerable misstatement for this test was set at $150,000, which
is 75 percent of the materiality for the financial statements as a
whole and less than the performance materiality set for the overall
engagement. This judgment was based on the fact that most other
accounts could be estimated to a significant precision and that the
client would adjust for factual misstatements and follow up appropriately on projected misstatement issues, and this account had a
higher expected error rate than other account balances.2
She expects a possible $15,000 misstatement in accounts receivable, which is a realistic, or if anything, a somewhat conservative
estimate based on the results of prior years' testing.
The credit balances in accounts receivable would be tested separately.
The balance for each selected customer would be confirmed.

5.06 She planned to project the sample result using a ratio method. She
made this judgment because she believed that the amount of misstatement in
the population would be more likely to correlate to the total dollar amount of
items in the stratum or population than to the number of items in the stratum
or population.
5.07 The following is some additional information:

r
r
r

The population contained 5 balances of more than $50,000, which
totaled $500,000. Jones decided to examine these 5 balances 100
percent and exclude them from the population to be sampled. The
population also contained 900 other debit balances, which totaled
$3.75 million.
Through substantive analytical procedures and cut-off tests,
Jones obtained some assurance that all shipments were billed and
that receivables were complete.
The analytical procedures also provided some assurance for the
assertions of existence and gross valuation of accounts receivable
(for instance, the same assertions as the confirmation procedure).

2 Had all of these relevant factors been considered when setting performance materiality, then
performance materiality and tolerable misstatement may have been set to the same amount.
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Determining the Sample Size
5.08 Considering the following factors, Jones determined the sample size:
a. Variation in the population. Jones separated the population into
2 groups based on the recorded amounts of the items constituting
the population. The first group consisted of 250 balances equal to
or greater than $5,000 (total recorded amount of $2.5 million), and
the second group consisted of the remaining balances that were less
than $5,000 (total recorded amount of $1.25 million).3 A computer
program designed to interrogate populations electronically and select samples was used to efficiently perform this procedure.
b. Risk that a material misstatement does not exist, when it does. Referring to table 4-5, "Illustrative Sample Sizes," Jones decided to use
a 5 percent risk of incorrect acceptance (that is, desired confidence
level of 95 percent). She based her decision on an assessed level of
risk of material misstatement of high, limited assurance from substantive analytical procedures, and because she did not plan any
other significant detailed substantive or control tests to achieve the
same objectives.4
c. Tolerable and expected misstatement. As indicated previously, the
amount of tolerable misstatement for this sample was determined
to be $150,000 and the amount of expected misstatement is estimated to be $15,000.
5.09 Jones then determined the appropriate sample size of 92 by referring
to table 4-5 (5 percent risk that a sample will lead the auditor to conclude that
a misstatement does not exist, when it does [risk of incorrect acceptance], 4
percent tolerable misstatement as a percent of the population, and 10 percent
expected misstatement as a percent of tolerable misstatement).
5.10 Jones considered the efficiency of other strategy alternatives to reduce the sample size and concluded the confirmation procedures would be the
most efficient and effective approach. She considered

r
r
r
r

performing further tests of controls;
performing additional detailed, targeted analytical procedures;
performing a test of sales transactions (a related financial statement area) that would also provide assurance on assertions relevant to this test; or
increasing the number of items that are substantively tested 100
percent by lowering the threshold for selecting items for 100 percent testing below $50,000.

However, she concluded that it would be more efficient to confirm 92 items.

3 Had the population not been stratified, the sample size would have been increased (see chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for Substantive Tests of Details") due to the
variability of the items in the population.
4 Had control tests been performed and supported effective controls, an acceptable risk higher
than 5 percent (lower desired assurance) would likely have been appropriate. The extent of reduced
assurance for this substantive test would be responsive to the extent of controls testing and the control
test results. The design and performance of effective analytical procedures, for example by meaningful
subclasses of receivables, can also reduce the extent of substantive detailed testing.
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5.11 She also decided to allocate the sample between the 2 groups in a
way that was approximately proportional to the recorded amounts of the accounts in the groups. Accordingly, Jones selected on a haphazard basis 62 of the
92 customer balances from the first group or stratum (balances with recorded
amounts equal to or greater than $5,000) and the remaining 30 customer balances from the second group or stratum (balances with recorded amounts under
$5,000).

Evaluating the Sample Results
5.12 Jones mailed confirmation requests to each of the 92 customers whose
balances had been selected and to each of the 5 customers selected in the 100
percent examination group. Of the 97 confirmation requests, 82 were completed
and returned to her. She was able to obtain sufficient assurance through alternative procedures that the 15 customer balances that were not confirmed were
bona fide receivables and were not misstated. Of the 82 responses, 4 customers
indicated that their balances were overstated.5 Jones investigated these balances further and concluded that they were, indeed, partially misstated. She
determined that the misstatements resulted from ordinary mistakes (for example, shipping charge variations, a misapplication of discount agreements,
and credits) in the accounting process. The sample was summarized as shown
in table 5-1, "100 Percent Examination and Sample Testing Summary."

Table 5-1
100 Percent Examination and Sample Testing Summary

Group

Recorded
Amount

Recorded
Amount
of Items
Tested

100% examination

$ 500,000

$ 500,000

$ 499,000

$1,000

Over $5,000

2,500,000

739,000

738,700

300

Under $5,000

1,250,000

62,500

62,350

150

$4,250,000

$1,301,500

$1,300,050

$1,450

Audited
Amount
of Items
Tested

Amount of
Overstatement

5.13 Jones observed that the sample included 30 percent of the dollar
amount of the over $5,000 group and 24 percent of the items included in that
group. She also observed that the sample comprised 5 percent of the dollar
amount of the under $5,000 group, and about 5 percent of the items included
in that group. On the basis of the preceding computations, she considered
the methods of projecting sample results described in this guide.6 She considered the misstatements found and confirmed her previous judgment that the
amount of misstatement in the population was more likely to correlate to the
total dollar amount of items in the stratum or population than to the number

5

Three were in the sample group and one was in the 100 percent tested group.
Had Jones selected the sample attempting to approximate a probability proportional to size
selection, the monetary unit sampling point estimator described in chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling," might also be used.
6
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of items in the stratum or population. Thus, Jones decided to project misstatements based on the rate of misstatement in each group (stratum). Then
Jones separately projected the rate of misstatement found in each group's sample to the total dollars from that group. For the over $5,000 group, she projected the sample results for that group to the population by multiplying the
misstatement rate observed in the sample by the recorded amount for that
group. She calculated the projected misstatement to be approximately $1,015
($2,500,000 × ($300 ÷ $739,000)). Similarly, Jones calculated a projected misstatement for the group under $5,000 to be approximately $3,000 ($1,250,000
× ($150 ÷ $62,500)). Therefore, the total factual and projected misstatement
from the items tested 100 percent and items sampled was $5,015 ($1,000 +
$1,015 + $3,000). Management of Short Circuit Inc. agreed to correct the factual misstatements of $1,450, resulting in a remaining projected misstatement
of $3,565.
5.14 Jones compared the total factual and projected misstatement from
the items tested 100 percent and items sampled of $5,015 with her $15,000 expectation of misstatement of accounts receivable and concluded that the sample
results met the desired test objective. She also compared the remaining unadjusted misstatement ($3,565) with the $150,000 tolerable misstatement and
determined that there was a small risk that this account could be misstated
by more than the tolerable misstatement (of $150,000). In other words, there
was an ample "cushion" between the tolerable misstatement and the remaining projected misstatement amounts to be able to conclude there is a low risk of
material misstatement in the account. Jones investigated the nature and cause
of the misstatements and determined that, as they resulted from explainable
minor clerical error, they were not indicative of additional audit risk or a significant deficiency or material weakness in controls. AU-C section 265, Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA,
Professional Standards), provides further guidance on evaluating the severity
of control deficiencies identified in the audit.
5.15 Jones concluded that the sample results supported the recorded
amount of the accounts-receivable balance; however, she did aggregate the remaining projected misstatement from the sample results with other factual
and projected misstatements to evaluate whether the financial statements as
a whole might have been materially misstated. Her evaluation of the potential
material misstatement of the financial statements as a whole included considering qualitative factors, for example, trends and account relationships.
5.16 The items she examined 100 percent were not part of the sample.
Therefore, any misstatements from these items represented factual misstatements. Because Short Circuit Inc. agreed to correct the $1,000 misstatement,
there was no need to consider these items in evaluating whether the financial
statements as a whole may have been materially misstated.
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Chapter 6

Monetary Unit Sampling
6.01 Whereas chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling
for Substantive Tests of Details," provided the general setting for the use of
sampling for substantive tests, this chapter focuses specifically on a statistical
sampling approach called monetary unit sampling (MUS). MUS is a subset of a
broader class of procedures sometimes referred to as probability proportional to
size (PPS) sampling.1 PPS samples share the characteristic of selecting sample
items where the probability of an item's selection for the sample is proportional
to its recorded amount. In this guide, the term PPS is used to describe a method
of sample selection, whereas MUS is used to describe the sample size and evaluation methods discussed in this chapter.
6.02 As discussed in chapter 2, "The Audit Sampling Process," attributes
sampling is typically used to reach a conclusion about a population in terms of
a rate of occurrence. Variables sampling is typically used to reach conclusions
about a population in terms of a dollar amount. MUS is a method that uses
attributes sampling theory to express a conclusion in dollar amounts rather
than as a rate of occurrence. Variations of MUS sampling are known as dollarunit sampling, cumulative monetary amounts (CMA) sampling, and combined
attributes/variables sampling.
6.03 MUS methods have been used in auditing since the early 1960s because they overcome some of the limitations of classical variables sampling
techniques, such as the low misstatement rates of many accounting populations, and because of their simplicity compared to designing classical statistical techniques. They are often used for audit testing purposes in auditing.2
For many estimation purposes (for example, to estimate a precise projection
and confidence limits from sample information) or for engagements outside the
usual audit context, where the sample will be the basis for a settlement in a
dispute or will likely involve a discussion with parties that are nonauditors
(such as when computing a damages estimate), careful consideration needs to
be given on whether MUS or classical sampling techniques should be employed.
Depending on the specific methodology followed by the auditor, many MUS approaches have been demonstrated by simulation studies to provide conservative results (in other words, they understate the true confidence level of the
test or overstate the risk that a sample will lead the auditor to conclude that a
misstatement does not exist, when it does).

Selecting a Statistical Approach
6.04 Both statistical approaches to sampling for substantive testing—
classical variables sampling and MUS—can provide sufficient audit evidence
1 A classical variables probability proportional to size (PPS) sample may be evaluated based on
classical sampling theory. It uses an assumption that enough (for example, 20–25) misstatements be
found in the sample to support the normal distribution theory underlying this evaluation method.
Often auditors plan to and indeed find few or no misstatements in samples, and thus the classical
variables PPS method may not be appropriate in many audit situations; further discussion is beyond
the scope of this guide. For further information, see Donald Roberts, Statistical Auditing (New York:
AICPA, 1978): 116–119.
2 Because monetary unit sampling (MUS) was developed and adapted specifically for audit use,
its application may be less familiar to some statisticians outside the audit community.
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to achieve the auditor's objective; however, in some circumstances, MUS may
be more efficient than classical variables sampling.

Advantages
6.05 The advantages of MUS are as follows:

r

r

r
r
r
r

MUS is generally easier to apply than classical variables sampling. Because MUS is based on attributes sampling theory, the
auditor can easily calculate sample sizes and evaluate sample results manually or with the assistance of tables, as well as by using
audit software. Sample selection can be performed with the assistance of either a computer program or a calculator.
MUS does not require direct consideration of the population characteristics (for example, standard deviation of dollar amounts or
normality of the population characteristics) to determine the appropriate sample size because the sample is selected based on each
item having a chance of selection proportional to its size. The size
of a MUS sample is not based on any measure of the estimated
variation of audited amounts, because each monetary unit (for example, dollar) in the population is of the same size. The size of a
classical variables sample is responsive to the variation, or standard deviation, of the characteristic of interest shared by the items
in the total population (see the discussion in chapter 7, "Classical
Variables Sampling").
MUS automatically selects a sample in proportion to an item's
dollar amount; thus, stratification to reduce variability is unnecessary. The auditor using classical variables sampling usually needs
to stratify the population to compute an efficient sample size.
The MUS systematic sample selection described in this guide automatically identifies any item that is individually significant if
its amount exceeds the sampling interval.
If the auditor expects (and finds) no misstatements, MUS usually
results in a highly efficient sample size.
A MUS sample can be designed more easily and sample selection
can begin before the final and full population is completely available.

6.06 Some of the circumstances in which MUS may be especially useful
include the following:

r
r
r
r
r
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Accounts receivable confirmation (when unapplied credits are not
significant in amount, quantity, or risk)
Loans receivable confirmation (for example, real estate mortgage
loans, commercial loans, and installment loans)
Tests of investment security pricing compared to published prices
Inventory price tests in which the auditor anticipates relatively
few misstatements and the population is not expected to contain a
significant number of large (relative to book amount) understatements
Fixed-asset additions tests where existence is the primary risk
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Disadvantages
6.07 The disadvantages of MUS sampling are as follows:

r

r

r

r

r
r

MUS is not designed to test for the understatement of a population; and because the sample is selected "proportional to size,"
it is quite unlikely to select small recorded amounts and these
amounts may be significantly understated. Of course, neither
classical variables sampling nor MUS can select items that are
not included in the population. With MUS, the approach to testing for the understatement of a population is to test a related
(reciprocal)3 population for overstatement; for example, the auditor might test disbursements made after the year end in order to
test for the understatement of recorded accounts payable. When
the expected understatements might be significant in number or
large understatement taintings are expected, a classical variables
approach may be more appropriate.
The typical approach to MUS includes an assumption that the audited amount of a sampling unit is not less than zero or greater
than the recorded amount. If the auditor anticipates understatements (even in a receivables confirmation application) or situations in which the audited amount will be less than zero, a MUS
approach may require special design considerations or may be inappropriate.
If an auditor identifies understatements in a MUS sample, evaluation of the sample requires special considerations. Large understatements (for example, more than 100 percent of the recorded
amount) may lead to projections that are invalid or inconclusive.
In particular, it might not be appropriate to offset (net) understatements and overstatements.
Selection of zero or negative balances requires special design considerations. For example, if the population to be sampled is accounts receivable, the auditor may need to segregate credit balances into a separate population for testing. If examination of zero
balances is important to the auditor's objectives, he or she would
need to test them separately using an item-based sampling technique because zero balances are not subject to MUS (PPS) selection.
When misstatements are found, MUS evaluation may overstate
the allowance for sampling risk at a given risk level. As a result,
the auditor may be more likely to reject an acceptable recorded
amount for the population.
The auditor usually needs to cumulatively sum (add through) the
population for the MUS (PPS) selection procedure illustrated in
this guide; however, adding through the population usually will
not require significant additional effort because the related accounting records are typically stored electronically and audit software to select samples is used. The auditor often needs to total

3 For example, sales recorded after year-end are considered to be a reciprocal population to sales
recorded prior to year-end. Any recorded sales would be in either one or the other population.
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r
r

the population anyway to determine whether it is complete and
reconciles with the financial statements.
As the expected amount of misstatement increases, the appropriate MUS sample size increases. In such circumstances the auditor
may sometimes find classical variables techniques such as the difference or ratio technique more efficient.
Many MUS methodologies are conservative in stating the confidence achieved and usually only compute one-sided upper bounds.
Accordingly in considering the use of sampling techniques in circumstances outside the usual audit testing situation (for example, for estimating amounts), the auditor may find other sampling
techniques more effective and efficient.

6.08 Some of the circumstances in which MUS sampling might not be the
most effective or efficient approach include the following:

r
r
r
r
r

Accounts receivable confirmation in which a large number of unapplied credits exist
Inventory test counts and price tests for which the auditor anticipates a significant number of misstatements that can be both
understatements and overstatements
Conversion of inventory from first in, first out to last in, first
out
Populations where individual recorded amounts are not available
Any application in which the primary objective is to estimate independently the amount of an account balance or class of transactions (note that independence issues may arise when auditor
estimates are used in determining reported financial statement
amounts)

Deﬁning the Sampling Unit
6.09 MUS applies attributes sampling theory to reach dollar-amount conclusions by selecting sampling units proportional to their size. Essentially,
MUS sampling gives each individual dollar in the population an equal chance
of selection. This helps the auditor direct the audit effort toward larger balances or transactions. As a practical matter, however, the auditor does not examine an individual dollar within the population. For illustrative purposes,
some auditors think of each dollar as a hook that snags the entire balance
or transaction that contains it. The auditor following this methodology usually examines the entire balance or transaction that includes the selected dollar. The balance or transaction that the auditor examines is called a logical
unit.
6.10 A MUS approach can also be used for performing tests of controls
(for example, when performing a dual purpose test). MUS provides evidence
in terms of the proportion of dollars being processed by the controls rather
than the rates of deviation on an item basis. In a dual purpose test, the basis for the controls evaluation is the operation of the control and not just the
substantive correctness of the recorded item. It is possible, for example, that a
control failed to be applied to a transaction, but the control failure did not lead
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to a misstatement; thus, different controls and substantive conclusions can be
reached on the same sample item.

Selecting the Sample
6.11 This section discusses systematic (for example, fixed-interval) selection with one random start.4 This method is easy to apply when selecting a
sample either manually or using computer software. Systematic selection involves dividing the population into equal groups of dollars, selecting a dollar
from each group, and identifying the logical unit associated with the selected
dollar from each group. Each group of dollars is a sampling interval.
6.12 AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling (AICPA, Professional Standards),
suggests that the auditor examine separately those items of high risk or for
which accepting some sampling risk is not justified. According to paragraph
.A15 of AU-C section 530, "the auditor might first separately examine those
items deemed to be of relatively high risk and then use audit sampling … to
form an estimate of some characteristic of the remaining population." For example, individually material items or high risk items might be selected and
tested 100 percent before sampling the remainder. Sometimes this approach
will actually reduce the overall extent of testing, particularly when the items
removed are a relatively significant portion of the population, and the remaining items are used to plan the sample. If large items are not removed, and
systematic (that is, fixed interval) sampling (for example, every nth dollar) is
used to select the MUS sample, all items equal to or larger than the sampling
interval will be automatically selected for testing.
6.13 To use the systematic selection method, the auditor selects a random number between one and the sampling interval, inclusive. This number is
the random start. The auditor then begins adding the recorded amounts of the
logical units throughout the population. The first logical unit selected is the
one that contains the dollar amount corresponding to the random start. The
auditor then selects each logical unit containing every Jth dollar thereafter (J
represents the sampling interval). For example, if an auditor uses a sampling
interval of $5,000, he or she selects a random number between $1 and $5,000,
inclusive, such as the 2,000th dollar, as the random start. Then the 7,000th
dollar ($2,000 + $5,000), then the 12,000th dollar ($2,000 + $5,000 + $5,000),
and every succeeding Jth (in this case, 5,000th) dollar is selected until the entire population has been subject to sampling. The auditor therefore examines
the logical units that contain the 2,000th, 7,000th, and 12,000th dollars and
so on.
6.14 One drawback of fixed-interval selection is the risk that the interval
could coincide with a pattern in the population. For example if in a weekly payroll of $200,000 where the population is the total payroll for the year, and the
last five persons on the payroll register are supervisors, a sampling interval of
around 200,000 might pick the same person, or all employees or all supervisors.
Possible solutions to this risk include using multiple random starts, randomizing the population, or picking a random dollar from within each sampling
interval.
4 For a more complete discussion of other MUS and PPS selection and evaluation methods, see
Donald Roberts, Statistical Auditing (New York: AICPA, 1978): 21–23.
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6.15 Because every dollar has an equal chance of being selected, logical
units having more dollars (that is, a larger recorded amount) have a greater
chance of being selected. Conversely, smaller logical units have a smaller chance
of being selected. All logical units with dollar amounts equal to or greater than
the sampling interval are certain to be selected under the systematic selection
method.
6.16 If the recorded amount of a logical unit is several times larger than
the sampling interval, the logical unit might be selected more than once.5 If
that happens, the auditor will usually ignore the repeat selection and consider
the logical unit only once when evaluating the sample results. Because logical
units with recorded amounts greater than the sampling interval might be selected more than once, the actual number of logical units selected for the sample
might be less than the computed sample size. That consideration is discussed
further in this chapter. To address this issue and to refine the evaluation of errors found in the large items and the sampled items, auditors may also remove
items that are equal to or larger than6 the sampling interval for 100 percent
examination.
6.17 Items in the population with negative balances require special consideration, usually because they have different risk characteristics. One way
is to exclude them from the selection process and test them separately. Another approach is to change the sign of the negative items and add them to
the positive population before selection, thereby testing the entire population
in one sample. The latter approach is typically used only when there are few
negative items and few or no misstatements expected, as the evaluation of misstatements involving negative items that were included in the population may
necessitate the assistance of a statistical sampling specialist to interpret the
results. Some auditors therefore use only the former approach.
6.18 If the selection is to be done manually (or with an electronic spreadsheet), the auditor can use a calculator or electronic spreadsheet in the following manner:
a. Clear the calculator.
b. Subtract the random start.
c. Begin adding the recorded amounts of logical units in the population, obtaining a subtotal after the addition of each succeeding
logical unit. Items with negative balances are excluded. The first
logical unit that makes the subtotal zero or positive is selected as
part of the sample.
d. After each selection, subtract the sampling interval as many times
as necessary to make the subtotal negative again.
e. Continue adding the logical units as before, selecting all items that
cause the subtotal to equal zero or become positive.
5 There are various methods of PPS sample selection in use (such as the cell method and the
random dollar selection method). With these methods, a logical unit (sample item) may be selected
more than one time even if it is not larger than the sampling interval.
6 Some auditors also remove items that are less than, but close to, tolerable misstatement as this
sometimes reduces the total testing effort and protects against the risk that these larger accounts
may contain misstatements that might aggregate to a material amount and might not be selected for
examination.
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6.19 The auditor may typically reconcile the total recorded amount of logical units accumulated on the calculator to a control total of the recorded amount
of the population. The auditor then may add (a) the balance shown on the calculator, (b) the random start, and (c) the sampling interval multiplied by the
number of times it was subtracted on the calculator. The total should be the
control total for positive amounts. If it is not, either the population total is different from the control total or an error was made in selecting the sample. The
auditor then usually corrects any errors in the sample selection.

Determining the Sample Size
6.20 One way that MUS sample sizes can be determined is by reference
to table 4-5, "Illustrative Sample Sizes" (also, table C-1, "Monetary Unit Sample Size Determination Tables," in appendix C, "Monetary Unit Sampling Tables"). If the auditor chooses to use the table the auditor needs to determine
an appropriate risk of incorrect acceptance and may need to express tolerable
misstatement as a percentage of the population and expected misstatement (if
any) as a percentage of tolerable misstatement.7 For example, if a 90 percent
confidence is desired (in other words, a 10 percent risk that a sample will lead
the auditor to conclude that a misstatement does not exist, when it does (that
is, risk of incorrect acceptance) and expected error (for example, 1 percent) is
20 percent of tolerable error (5 percent), then the resulting sample size is 69
items. Once the sample size has been determined, the sampling interval can
be calculated by dividing the population size by the sample size. The sampling
interval is often rounded down to a convenient number.
6.21 Table 4-5 also gives the sum of taintings that the auditor may find
and still achieve the audit objectives. In this example, if the auditor uses a
sample size of 69 items, he or she may find total taintings of 0.69 and conclude
at the desired risk (the complement of the confidence level) that the population
was not misstated by more than tolerable misstatement.
6.22 Table 4-5 may be used when no misstatements are expected and when
some misstatements are expected. As discussed in the following section, there
are other methods for determining sample sizes.

Formula Method—No Misstatements Expected
6.23 The size of an appropriate sampling interval is related to the auditor's
consideration of the risk that the sample will lead the auditor to conclude that
material misstatement does not exist, when it does (that is, risk of incorrect acceptance) and the tolerable misstatement. If table 4-5 is not used to determine
a sample size, some auditors calculate a sampling interval by dividing tolerable
misstatement by a factor that corresponds to the risk of incorrect acceptance.
The factor is known as the confidence (reliability) factor. Some such factors are
presented in table 6-1, "Confidence (Reliability) Factors."

7 Some auditors use other methods to determine MUS sample sizes, such as other tables and
computer programs. This guide does not discuss all the potential methods for determining MUS sample sizes.
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Table 6-1
Confidence (Reliability) Factors
Risk of Incorrect
Acceptance (%)

Confidence of
Sample (%)

Confidence
Factor

37

63%

1

14

86%

2

5

95%

3

6.24 For example, if the auditor assesses the tolerable misstatement as
$15,000, expected misstatement at zero, and the risk of incorrect acceptance as
5 percent, the sampling interval is calculated to be $5,000 ($15,000 ÷ 3). If the
recorded amount of the population is $500,000, the sample size is 100 ($500,000
÷ $5,000).
6.25 Table C-2, "Confidence Factors for Monetary Unit Sample Size Design," in appendix C provides factors for some commonly used risks of incorrect
acceptance. The appropriate row to use with the guidance in this subsection,
"No Misstatements Expected," is the row with zero number of overstatement
misstatements.

Formula Method—Some Misstatements Expected
6.26 When planning a MUS sample, the auditor controls the risk that a
material misstatement exists when, in fact, it does not (that is, risk of incorrect
rejection) by making an allowance for expected misstatements in the sample.
The auditor ordinarily specifies a desired allowance for sampling risk so that
the estimate of projected misstatement plus the allowance for sampling risk
will be less than or equal to tolerable misstatement.
6.27 If the auditor expects misstatements, and the auditor is not using the
table approach (table 4-5), but using a formula approach with confidence factors
described earlier, he or she may consult table C-2 in appendix C to identify an
appropriate confidence factor that considers expected misstatement, and then
proceed to determine sample size using the same approach previously described
when zero misstatements were expected.8
6.28 As an example of the method using confidence factors, an auditor
using MUS might have assessed tolerable misstatement as $15,000 and the
desired risk of incorrect acceptance as 5 percent. In addition, the auditor may
expect approximately $3,000 of misstatement in the population to be sampled.
The auditor would compute the ratio of expected to tolerable misstatement as
20 percent (that is, $3,000 ÷ $15,000). By reference to table C-2 in appendix
C, the auditor locates the indicated confidence factor at the intersection of the
risk of incorrect acceptance (5 percent) and the expected-to-tolerable ratio (20
percent). The confidence factor is 4.63.9

8 In the prior versions of this guide, another formula method using expansion factors was illustrated. That alternative method, with caveats regarding its use, is discussed further in table C-4,
"Alternative MUS Sample Size Determination Using Expansion Factors," in appendix C, "Monetary
Unit Sampling Tables."
9 Interpolation can be used within the table for values that are not shown in the table.
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6.29 Using the formula approach, the confidence factor is divided by the
tolerable misstatement percentage of the population of 0.03 (that is, $15,000 ÷
$500,000). The resultant sample size is 154.3 items, and is rounded up to 155
items. The sampling interval is computed to be $3,225 ($500,000 ÷ 155).10
6.30 Because MUS is based on attributes theory, yet another method is to
refer directly to the statistical attribute sample size tables for tests of controls
(see table A-1, "Statistical Sample Sizes for Tests of Controls—5 Percent Risk
of Overreliance," in appendix A, "Attributes Statistical Sampling Tables"). This
approach assumes a "worst case" scenario where any misstatements identified
will be 100 percent misstatements, and thus may result in conservative sample sizes. Other MUS methodologies may allow for other assumptions about the
average or maximum misstatement that might be found in order to refine the
sample size. To use the tables in appendix A, the auditor converts the tolerable
misstatement and the expected misstatement into percentages of the population's recorded amount and uses a sample size for the equivalent rates shown
in the table. For example, if the auditor is designing a MUS sampling application for a population with a recorded amount of $500,000, he or she might have
assessed tolerable misstatement as $15,000 and expected $2,500 of misstatement in the population. The auditor would calculate tolerable misstatement to
be 3 percent ($15,000 ÷ $500,000) of the recorded amount and the expected misstatement to be 0.5 percent ($2,500 ÷ $500,000) of the recorded amount. The
sample size for a 5 percent risk of concluding that controls are more effective
than they actually are (see table A-1 in appendix A) is 157, where the tolerable
misstatement is 3 percent and the expected misstatement rate is 0.5 percent.
The auditor then determines the sampling interval to be $3,184 ($500,000 ÷
157). If the auditor calculated a percentage of expected misstatement that is
not shown on the table, he or she would usually interpolate in the table. In the
example, if the expected misstatement was $3,000 (0.6 percent of the recorded
amount), the appropriate sample size interpolated from table A-1 would be 178.
The sampling interval would be $2,808 ($500,000 ÷ 178). Similarly, if the auditor were to calculate a percent for tolerable misstatement that is not shown
on the table, he or she would interpolate the approximate sample size. The auditor then would calculate the sampling interval by dividing the recorded amount
by the sample size.
6.31 In a particular situation the various sample size determination approaches can result in slightly different sample sizes.

Evaluating the Sample Results
6.32 The auditor using MUS projects the misstatement results of the sample to the population from which the sample was selected and calculates an allowance for sampling risk. If the entire sample is audited and no misstatements
are found in the sample, the misstatement projection is zero dollars and the allowance for sampling risk is less than or equal to the tolerable misstatement
used in designing the sample. If no misstatements are found in the sample, the
auditor may conclude without making additional calculations that the recorded
amount of the population is not overstated by more than the tolerable misstatement at the specified risk of incorrect acceptance.

10

Note that the use of table 4-5, "Illustrative Sample Sizes," would result in the same sample

size.
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6.33 If misstatements are found in the sample, the auditor calculates a
projected misstatement and may calculate an allowance for sampling risk. This
guide illustrates one means of calculating projected misstatement and an allowance for sampling risk that is appropriate for MUS samples selected using
the method described in this chapter. The discussion of this method is limited
to overstatements because the MUS approach is designed primarily for overstatements. If understatements are a significant consideration (in terms of expected number or percentage of book amount), the auditor ordinarily considers
at the planning stage whether a separate MUS of a related population or an
item-based classical sampling technique designed to detect understatements is
appropriate.
6.34 MUS methodology for evaluating the effect of an overstated item
takes into account whether it is 100 percent overstated or partially overstated
when calculating the projected misstatement and an allowance for sampling
risk.

Sample Evaluation With 100 Percent Misstatements
Projected Misstatement
6.35 A procedure to evaluate 100 percent misstatements identified in sample items is described in the following paragraphs. Because each selected dollar
represents a group of dollars, the percentage of misstatement in the logical unit
represents the percentage of misstatement or tainting for the whole sampling
interval. For example, if the sampling interval is $5,000 and a selected account
receivable with a recorded amount of $100 has an audit amount of zero dollars ($100 misstatement is 100 percent of the recorded amount), the projected
misstatement is $5,000 (100 percent of $5,000). If the same account receivable
had an audited amount of $30 ($70 misstatement is 70 percent of the recorded
amount), the projected misstatement would be $3,500 (70 percent of $5,000). If
a logical unit equals or exceeds the sampling interval, the projected misstatement is the actual amount of misstatement for the logical unit. The auditor
adds the projected misstatements for all sampling intervals to calculate the
total factual and projected misstatement for the population.

Upper Limit on Misstatement—100 Percent Misstatements Only
6.36 When evaluating a MUS sample statistically,11 the auditor normally
calculates an upper limit on misstatement equal to the projected misstatement
found in the sample plus an allowance for sampling risk. The auditor may use
either a computer program or a table of confidence factors as an aid in calculating the upper limit on misstatement. The first two columns shown in table
6-2, "Five Percent Risk of Incorrect Acceptance," are from table C-3, "Monetary
Unit Sampling—Confidence Factors for Sample Evaluation," in appendix C.

11 Statistical calculations are not required for nonstatistical samples. Such calculations are normally required for a valid statistical application.
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Table 6-2
Five Percent Risk of Incorrect Acceptance

Number of
Overstatements

Incremental
Confidence Changes in
Factor
Factor

0

3.00

—

1

4.75

1.75

2

6.30

1.55

3

7.76

1.46

4

9.16

1.40

5

10.52

1.36

6.37 The third column is the difference between the confidence factor for
a specific number of overstatements and that of its predecessor.
6.38 If no misstatements are found in the sample, the upper limit on misstatements equals the confidence factor for no misstatements at a given risk of
incorrect acceptance multiplied by the sampling interval.
Upper limit on misstatement = Confidence factor × Sampling interval
6.39 This upper limit when no misstatements are found, also referred to as
basic precision, represents the minimum allowance for sampling risk inherent
in the sample. For example, if the auditor specified a 5 percent risk of incorrect
acceptance, used a $5,000 sampling interval, and found no misstatements, the
upper limit on misstatements equals $15,000 (3 × $5,000). Because no misstatements are found, the projected misstatement is zero, and the allowance
for sampling risk equals the upper limit on misstatement.
6.40 However, if two complete misstatements were found in the sample
(for example, recorded accounts-receivable balances of $10 and $20 were each
found to have an audited amount of zero), the auditor would calculate the upper limit on misstatement by multiplying the confidence factor for the actual
number of misstatements found, at the given risk of incorrect acceptance, by
the sampling interval. The upper limit is $31,500 (6.3 × $5,000). The $31,500
represents a projected misstatement of $10,000 (2 misstatements at 100 percent × $5,000) and, therefore, a precision (that is, allowance for sampling risk)
of $21,500 ($31,500 − $10,000).
6.41 If the logical units in which the 100 percent misstatements occurred
were equal to or larger than the sampling interval (for example, $15,000 and
$20,000 instead of the $10 and $20 misstatements in the previous example), the
upper limit on misstatement would equal (a) the factual misstatements in the
logical units equal to or greater than the sampling interval, plus (b) the basic
precision. Misstatements in items examined 100 percent or in items that equal
or exceed the sampling interval do not increase the allowance for sampling
risk. In this example, the upper limit would equal $35,000 ($15,000 + $20,000)
plus $15,000 (3 × $5,000), or a total of $50,000. The auditor is required to
accumulate this result with the misstatements discovered in any other items
examined 100 percent.
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Sample Evaluation With Less Than 100 Percent Misstatements
6.42 In many sampling applications, the auditor identifies misstatements
in which the logical unit is not completely incorrect. In these situations, the
tainting (misstatement percent) is less than 100 percent.

Projected Misstatement When Taintings Occur
6.43 To project misstatements when taintings occur, one approach is to
determine the percentage of misstatement in the logical unit and multiply this
percentage by the sampling interval. For example, if a receivable balance with
a recorded amount of $100 has an audit amount of $50, the auditor would calculate a 50 percent tainting ($50 ÷ $100). A tainting percentage is calculated for
all logical units with misstatements except those that have recorded amounts
equal to or greater than the sampling interval. The auditor may then multiply the tainting percentage by the sampling interval to calculate a projected
misstatement. By adding the sum of all projected misstatements to the actual
misstatement found in the logical units equal to or greater than the sampling
interval, the auditor calculates the total factual and projected misstatement.
For example, 6 misstatements might have been identified in the sample. Table 6-3, "Calculation of Total Projected Misstatement," shows how the auditor
calculated the total projected misstatement.

Table 6-3
Calculation of Total Projected Misstatement
A

B

C

D

E

F

Recorded
Amount

Audit
Amount

Factual
Misstatement

Tainting

Sampling
Interval

Projected
Misstatement

(A – B)

(C ÷ A)

(D × E)

$100

$25

$75

75%

$5,000

$3,750

1,000

950

50

5%

5,000

250

500

250

250

50%

5,000

2,500

50

0

50

100%

5,000

5,000

10

9

1

10%

5,000

500

10,000

9,000

1,000

N/A1

N/A2

1,000

Total Factual and Projected Misstatement

$13,000

1

The logical unit is greater than the sampling interval; therefore, the projected misstatement equals the actual misstatement. Some auditors remove
all items in excess of tolerable misstatement from the population before sampling, to reduce the complexity of the sample evaluation.

2

See table note 1.

Upper Limit on Misstatements When Taintings Occur
6.44 The allowance for sampling risk when taintings occur includes both
the basic precision and an incremental allowance resulting from the occurrence
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of misstatements. To calculate that incremental allowance, the auditor divides
the misstatements into two groups: (a) those occurring in logical units less
than the sampling interval and (b) those occurring in logical units equal to
or greater than the sampling interval. In the preceding example, the first five
misstatements are in the first group, and the last misstatement is in the second
group.
6.45 Misstatements occurring in logical units equal to or greater than the
sampling interval have no allowance for sampling risk associated with them
because all logical units of this size have been examined. Sampling risk exists
only when sampling takes place.
6.46 One conservative approach12 to calculating the allowance for sampling risk is to rank the projected misstatements by percentage of tainting in
descending order and then calculate the incremental allowance for sampling
risk for each misstatement. This is done by (a) multiplying the projected misstatement for each misstatement occurring in a logical unit that is less than the
sampling interval by the incremental change in the confidence factor and (b)
subtracting the related projected misstatement. In the preceding example, the
auditor could rank the estimates of misstatements as shown in table 6-4, "Calculating the Allowance for Sampling Risk." The $19,253 represents $12,000 in
projected misstatement and $7,253 in additional allowance for sampling risk.

Table 6-4
Calculating the Allowance for Sampling Risk

Projected
Misstatement

Incremental
Changes in
Confidence
Factor

Projected
Misstatement Plus
Incremental
Allowance for
Sampling Risk

$ 5,000

1.75

$ 8,750

3,750

1.55

5,813

2,500

1.46

3,650

500

1.40

700

250

1.36

$12,000

340
$19,253

6.47 To calculate the upper limit on misstatement, the auditor adds the
$19,253 to 2 components: (a) the basic precision and (b) the misstatements,
if any, occurring in logical units equal to or greater than the sampling interval. In the example, the basic precision was calculated to be $15,000 (3 ×
$5,000) and the misstatement occurring in logical units equal to or greater than
the sampling interval is $1,000. The upper limit on misstatement is $35,253
($19,253 + $15,000 + $1,000).

12 The upper limit that results from the approach illustrated here is known as the Stringer
Bound, after Kenneth J. Stringer. Other methods such as the cell method have been shown to be
effective in simulation studies.
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6.48 The sample results can be summarized as follows:
a. The sample contains factual misstatement of $1,426.
b. The total factual and projected misstatement is $13,000.
c. The total precision (allowance for sampling risk) is $22,253 (basic
precision of $15,000 plus $7,253 incremental allowance for sampling risk).13
d. Therefore, there is a 5 percent risk that the recorded amount is
overstated by more than $35,253.

Quantitative Considerations
6.49 Usually, if the upper limit on misstatements is less than the tolerable
misstatement, the sample results will support the conclusion that the population is not misstated by more than tolerable misstatement at the specified risk
of incorrect acceptance. If the upper limit on misstatement exceeds tolerable
misstatement, the sample results do not support the conclusion that the population is not misstated by more than tolerable misstatement. This result might
have been obtained because the rate and size of misstatements exceeded the auditor's expectation of misstatement, or because the sample size was too small
to support the desired assurance, given the misstatements found. In designing
a MUS application, the auditor makes an assumption about the amount of misstatement in the population. If the sample results do not support the auditor's
expectation of misstatement because more misstatement exists in the population than was expected, the allowance for sampling risk will not be adequately
limited. The auditor may
a. examine an additional representative sample from the chosen population if the auditor determines that extending the sample is appropriate. Because of the mechanics of MUS, many auditors use
an additional number of sampling units equal to or greater than
the original sample size.14 Before extending the sample, auditors
are reminded that selecting and auditing additional sample items
will often reveal similar or more misstatement than the original
sample.
b. perform additional substantive procedures directed toward the
same audit assertion. This reliance on other tests would allow the
auditor to accept a greater risk of incorrect acceptance for the sampling application. Recalculating the allowance for sampling risk
with the greater risk of incorrect acceptance will not change the
projected misstatement (point estimate) of the population, but it
will decrease the upper limit on the misstatement. Typically, this
approach may be effective only when differences between the desired and achieved results are small, because other tests such as

13 Alternatively, it is the upper limit on the misstatement of $35,253 minus the projected misstatement of $13,000.
14 To select a sample in this circumstance, the auditor may divide the original sampling interval
in half and, using the resulting sum, begin selecting the expanded sample by using the same random
start. If that random start exceeds the new sampling interval, the auditor subtracts the new sampling
interval from the original random start. This results in a sample consisting of the original sample
plus additional sampling units. The complexities of alternative methods of expanding the sample are
beyond the scope of this guide and may require the assistance of a statistical sampling specialist.
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analytical procedures may not provide the quality of evidence regarding the population that a sample might provide.
6.50 Occasionally, the sample results might not support acceptance of the
recorded amount, because although the auditor selects a sample that is expected to be unbiased (representative of the population), the sample selected
might not be representative of the population. This happens because sample
results can differ due to the different potential combination of sample items
that can be selected from a population. If all the related audit evidence contradicts the sample evidence, the auditor might suspect that the sample is not representative of the population. Additionally, if an analysis of the sample items,
and the specific misstatements identified supports that suspicion, the auditor
may choose to examine additional sampling units or perform alternative procedures to determine whether the recorded amount of the population is misstated.
A greater level of misstatement observed in the sample result than expected is
usually not sufficient support that the sample is not representative.
6.51 If the sample results do not support the recorded amount of the population and the auditor believes the recorded amount is misstated, the auditor
typically considers that information as well as other audit evidence when evaluating whether the financial statements as a whole may be materially misstated.
In this situation, the auditor would request that the entity correct the factual
misstatements and investigate the underlying circumstances contributing to
the projected misstatements and, if appropriate, adjust the recorded amount.
After adjustment, if the upper limit on misstatement is less than the tolerable
misstatement, the sample results would support the conclusion that the adjusted population is not misstated by more than tolerable misstatement at the
specified risk of incorrect acceptance.

Qualitative Considerations
6.52 In addition to evaluating the frequency and amounts of monetary
misstatements, the auditor should consider the qualitative aspects of misstatements, pursuant to paragraph .11 of AU-C section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During the Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards). These considerations are discussed in chapter 4.

MUS Sampling Case Study
6.53 Thaddeus Andrews of Andrews, Baxter & Co., is the auditor of the EZ
Credit Bank, a privately owned commercial bank. Andrews established overall
materiality at planning at $100,000 and a performance materiality of $75,000.
Andrews designed a sampling application to test the existence, gross valuation,
and accuracy assertions for EZ Credit's commercial loans-receivable balance as
of September 30, 20XX. The balance of commercial loans receivable was $5 million as of September 30, 20XX. Andrews expected little, if any, misstatement to
exist in the relevant assertions in the commercial loans-receivable balance because of the bank's strong control environment and effective controls over loan
transactions. If any misstatements did exist, Andrews believed that they would
be overstatements. As a result, Andrews decided that MUS would be an appropriate sampling approach to use. Because of the strong controls and because of
the importance of controls in the banking industry, Andrews decided to test controls as a basis for assessing control risk (and risks of material misstatement)
as low. He also decided to place moderate reliance on analytical procedures and
other substantive tests.
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6.54 Andrews decided to confirm all selected commercial loans receivable
with the bank's customers. In making decisions about performance materiality and tolerable misstatement, Andrews considered the factors in table 4-3,
"Factors to Consider in Setting Performance Materiality (PM) at the Engagement Level and Tolerable Misstatement (TM) at the Test Level." He believed
that a misstatement of $55,000 or more in the commercial loans-receivable balance, when combined with misstatements from other tests of this balance and
misstatements in other accounts that might be found, could result in amounts
exceeding materiality or an inadequate allowance for sampling risk, or both.
As a result, he set the tolerable misstatement for this sampling application at
$55,000. Because all the relevant factors in table 4-3 were considered in the
determination of performance materiality, Tolerable misstatement was set at
the performance materiality amount in this circumstance.15 He documented
the factors considered supporting the assessment of the performance materiality (and tolerable misstatement) amounts. Because Andrews assessed control
risk and the risk of material misstatement as low and performed a number of
moderately effective analytical procedures to test the commercial loans receivable, he determined that a 37 percent risk of incorrect acceptance (63 percent
confidence) was appropriate for the confirmation sample.
6.55 Andrews assumed some misstatement in the account balance when
calculating the appropriate sample size. He used an expected misstatement of
$11,000 when he designed his sampling application. Although this resulted in
a somewhat larger sample size, planning to find some misstatement when determining the sample size also reduced the possibility that he would have to
extend the sampling application or perform other procedures if the misstatements found exceeded his expectations.

Selecting the Sample
6.56 Andrews calculated the appropriate sample size and sampling interval as follows:
Tolerable Misstatement

$55,000

Expected Misstatement

$11,000

Ratio of Expected to Tolerable Misstatement
Tolerable Misstatement ÷ Population

0.20
0.011

Confidence Factor From Table C-2

1.3

Confidence Factor ÷ Tolerable Percentage = Sample
Size (Rounded Up)

119

6.57 Andrews then calculated the sampling interval of $42,01616 by dividing the recorded amount of the commercial loans receivable by the sample

15 If only some of the relevant factors had been considered when determining performance materiality, then performance materiality might have been set higher than $55,000 (set closer to materiality), and the tolerable misstatement for this test would then be lower than the performance
materiality.
16 In practice, the interval may be rounded down to a more convenient numerical value such as
$42,000.
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size ($5,000,000 ÷ 119). Andrews did not need to identify the commercial loans
that individually exceeded materiality, performance materiality, or tolerable
misstatement, as there were none, and decided to allow the population to include any items greater than the tolerable misstatement of $55,000 because
the systematic selection method he used would be certain to select all logical units with recorded amounts greater than or equal to the $42,016 sampling interval. Andrews used computer software to systematically select his
sample.
6.58 The selected sample included 116 customer balances rather than the
119 originally calculated because 3 accounts were larger than $42,016 and were
automatically included in the items to be examined 100 percent.

Evaluating the Sample Results
6.59 Andrews mailed confirmation requests to each of the 119 (116 + 3)
customers whose commercial loan balances had been selected. Of the confirmation requests, 90 were completed and returned to him. Andrews was able to
obtain reasonable assurance through alternative procedures that the remaining 29 balances were bona fide receivables and were not misstated. Of the 90
responses, only 2 indicated that the recorded balances were overstated.
6.60 Andrews calculated the projected misstatement as shown in table
6-5, "Andrews's Calculation of Projected Misstatement."

Table 6-5
Andrews's Calculation of Projected Misstatement
E
Projected
A
B
SamMisstatement Recorded Audit
C
D
pling
Number
Amount Amount Misstatement Tainted Interval
(A – B)
(C ÷ A)
1

$9,000

$8,100

$900

10%

$42,016

2

500

480

20

4%

$42,016

F
Projected
Misstatement
(D × E)
$4,202
1,681

Projected misstatement

$5,883

6.61 He then calculated an allowance for sampling risk (precision). The
allowance consisted of two parts: the basic precision and the incremental allowance.
Sampling interval
Multiplied by confidence factor for a 37
percent risk of incorrect acceptance
Basic precision
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6.62 The incremental allowance was calculated as follows:

Misstatement
Number

Projected
Misstatement

Incremental
Factor17

Projected
Misstatement ×
Incremental
Factor

1

$4,202

1.14

$4,790

2

1,681

1.11

1,866

$5,883

$6,656

Less projected misstatement

5,883

Incremental allowance

$733

6.63 Andrews compared the upper limit on the misstatement (that is,
projected misstatement18 plus an allowance for sampling risk) of $48,632
($5,883 + $42,016 + $733) with the tolerable misstatement of $55,000. Because the upper limit on misstatement was less than tolerable misstatement, he
concluded that the sample results supported the conclusion that the recorded
amount of the commercial loans receivable was not materially misstated with
respect to the assertions relevant to this test. Andrews also concluded that the
overstatements were due to ordinary misstatements in the accounting process
and that they did not require him to modify his planned substantive procedures or his assessment of the risks of material misstatement; however, the
"best estimate"19 of the sample indicated a projected $5,883 overstatement, and
he aggregated the projected misstatement from the sample results with other
factual and projected (likely) misstatements20 when he evaluated whether the
financial statements as a whole were materially misstated. He brought the factual and projected misstatements to the attention of management and those
charged with governance. They decided not to make any adjustment except for
the amounts of factual misstatement.

17

These factors are for the 63 percent level of confidence.
Had Andrews identified factual misstatement in the items examined 100 percent, that misstatement would have been added to the projected misstatement (including an allowance for sampling
risk) when calculating the upper limit on the misstatement.
19 Also termed the point estimate or direct projection of the misstatement.
20 In addition, any judgmental differences would also be accumulated. Judgmental differences
arise from judgments of management concerning accounting estimates that the auditor considers
unreasonable or the selection or application of accounting policies that the auditor considers inappropriate.
18
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Chapter 7

Classical Variables Sampling
7.01 This chapter describes several classical variables sampling techniques and some of the factors to be considered by an auditor applying these
techniques.
7.02 Classical variables sampling techniques use normal distribution theory to evaluate selected characteristics of a population on the basis of a sample
of the items constituting the population. The design of a classical variables sampling approach involves mathematical calculations that tend to be complex and
difficult to apply manually. Because auditors generally use computer programs
to assist them in determining sample sizes and evaluating sample results for
classical variables sampling applications, it is not essential for auditors to know
mathematical formulas to use these methods. Consequently, such formulas are
not provided in this guide. These formulas are readily available in numerous
books that deal with sampling theory.

Selecting a Statistical Approach
7.03 Both statistical approaches to sampling for substantive testing—
classical variables sampling and monetary unit sampling (MUS)—can provide
sufficient evidential material to achieve the auditor's objective; however, in a
given circumstance one might be more appropriate than the other.

Advantages
7.04 The advantages of classical variables sampling include the following:

r
r
r
r

r

If there are many differences between recorded and audited
amounts, classical variables sampling might meet the auditor's
objectives with a smaller sample size.
Because most classical variables samples are selected on an item,
and not a proportional to size basis, they are often the most appropriate techniques for sampling populations where understatements are the focus or a concern.
Classical variables samples may be easier to expand if that becomes necessary by selecting additional sample items for each of
the strata without reordering the population and creating a second probability proportional to size (PPS) selection.
Inclusion of zero value items in the population for possible selection in the sample generally does not require special sample design considerations.1 If examining zero value items is important to
the auditor's objectives, the auditor using MUS designs a separate
test of zero amount items, because the PPS method of sample selection described in this guide would not select zero valued items.
Inclusion of negative value items in the evaluation of a classical
variables sample generally does not require special sample design

1 However, such items may have different audit and risk implications that require special consideration, and thus may require these items to be segregated and examined separately.
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considerations.2 A MUS sample might need to be designed with
special considerations to include negative items in the sample
evaluation.

Disadvantages
7.05 The disadvantages of a classical variables sampling approach include
the following:

r
r

r

r

Classical variables sampling is more complex than MUS. Generally, an auditor needs the assistance of computer programs to design a classical variables sample, select the sample, and evaluate
sample results.
To determine a sample size for a classical variables sample, the
auditor generally needs an estimate of the standard deviation of
the characteristic of interest in the population. Because the auditor generally does not know this information when designing a
sample, he or she determines the appropriate sample size based
on an estimate of this standard deviation. This estimate might be
difficult to make. In some applications, if the population is maintained on a computer file and the auditor is able to analyze the
file using computer-assisted audit techniques, he or she may be
able to measure the standard deviation of the recorded amounts
as a reasonable estimate of the standard deviation of the audited
amounts or characteristic of interest (such as the difference between the recorded and audited amount). This estimate may also
be based on the standard deviation of a pilot sample or the auditor's prior knowledge of the population.
When there are (a) either very large items or very large differences
between recorded and audited amounts in the population and (b)
the sample size is small, the normal distribution theory3 may not
be appropriate. As a result, the auditor might accept an unacceptable recorded amount of the population more often than the desired risk of incorrect acceptance. In addition when misstatements
are rare, some classical variables sampling techniques such as the
difference and ratio techniques are not able to be applied.
Classical variables sampling techniques may be applied to an
account because it might contain understatements. When misstatements are not expected or are expected to be rare, classical
variables sampling techniques that are based on finding an adequate representation of differences (for example, difference or ratio methods) may not be practical. In such cases, some auditors apply MUS and perform other tests (such as analytical procedures,
selections from related populations, or control tests) to determine
whether there is a risk that understatements were not detected.

7.06 The auditor typically considers the advantages and disadvantages of
classical variables sampling versus MUS when deciding which approach to use.
2

See footnote 1.
Various correction factors such as use of the Student T distribution or use of a finite population
correction factor may extend the usefulness of classical techniques in smaller samples and populations. Auditors sometimes use minimum sample sizes to overcome issues related to small sample
sizes.
3
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Some applications in which a classical variables approach may be especially
useful include the following:

r
r
r
r

Inventory test counts and price tests in which the auditor anticipates a significant number of audit differences between audited
and recorded amounts or where both overstatements and understatements are likely to exist
Testing the underlying data associated with estimates of allowance or valuation amounts where overstatements or understatements are equally likely
Conversion of inventory from first in, first out to last in, first out
Applications for which the objective is to estimate independently
the total amount of the population

Types of Classical Variables Sampling Techniques
7.07 There are three classical variables sampling methods discussed in
this chapter: the mean-per-unit, difference, and ratio approaches. Another technique that is related to the ratio technique, but not described in this chapter,
is the regression estimator. Despite its more complex computations, it may perform better in some circumstances than the ratio estimation or difference estimation methods.

Mean-Per-Unit Approach
7.08 When using this approach, the auditor estimates a total population
amount by calculating an average audited amount for all items in the sample and multiplying that average amount by the number of items constituting the population. For example, an auditor has randomly selected 200 items
from a population of 1,000 inventory items. After determining the correct purchase price and recalculating price-quantity extensions, the auditor determines
the average audited amount for items in the sample by totaling the audited
amounts of the 200 sampling units and dividing by 200, which equals $980.
The estimated inventory balance is then calculated as $980,000 ($980 × 1,000).
Using normal distribution theory based on the variability (that is, standard deviation) of the audited amounts in the sample, the auditor also calculates an
allowance for sampling risk for a specified risk of incorrect acceptance.

Difference Approach
7.09 When using this approach, the auditor calculates the average difference between audited and recorded amounts of the sample items and projects
that average difference to the population. For example, an auditor has examined 200 items from a population of 1,000 inventory items. The total recorded
amount for the population is $1,040,000. The auditor compares the audited
amount with the recorded amount for each of the 200 sampling units and accumulates the difference between the recorded amounts ($208,000) and the audited amounts ($196,000)—in this case, $12,000. The difference of $12,000 is
divided by the number of sample items (200) to yield an average difference of
$60. The auditor then multiplies the average difference by the number of items
in the population to calculate a total difference of $60,000 ($60 × 1,000) between the recorded amount and audited amount. Because the total recorded
amount of the sampling units is greater than the total audited amount, the
difference is subtracted from the total recorded amount to obtain an estimated
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inventory balance of $980,000.4 The auditor also calculates an allowance for
sampling risk using normal distribution theory based on the variability (that
is, standard deviation) of the differences between the recorded amount and the
audited amount of the sampling units for a specified risk of incorrect acceptance.

Ratio Approach
7.10 When using this approach, the auditor calculates the ratio between
the sum of the audited amounts and the sum of the recorded amounts of the
sample items and projects this ratio to the population. The auditor estimates
the total population amount by multiplying the total recorded amount for the
population by the same ratio. If the auditor had used the ratio approach in
the previous example, the ratio of the sum of the sample's audited amounts to
the sum of the sample's recorded amounts would have been 0.94 ($196,000 ÷
$208,000). The auditor would multiply the total recorded amount for the population by this ratio (0.94) to obtain an estimate of the inventory balance of
$978,000 ($1,040,000 × 0.94). The auditor would also calculate an allowance
for sampling risk using normal distribution theory based on the extent and
magnitude of the differences for a specified risk of incorrect acceptance.

Choosing a Classical Variables Sampling Approach
7.11 Chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for Substantive Tests of Details," provided the general considerations in using audit
sampling for substantive tests. This section describes additional factors the auditor considers when using classical variables sampling for a substantive test.

The Ability to Design a Stratiﬁed Sample
7.12 As discussed in chapter 4, the auditor can often reduce sample size
by effectively stratifying a population. Stratification is usually necessary whenever classical variables sampling is applied. For example, an unstratified meanper-unit approach requires sample sizes that may be too large to be efficient for
ordinary audit applications. Nevertheless, there are circumstances, however,
when the auditor might efficiently use an unstratified mean-per-unit sampling
approach. For example, stratification might not be necessary in a population
of items of similar size and risk. Mean-per-unit may be the only technique
available when the recorded amounts of the individual items are not available,
cannot be matched with units such as after a loss of records, or are not at all
reliable. When samples include enough misstatements, difference and ratio estimators are often more efficient and effective estimators than the mean-perunit approach.

The Expected Number of Differences Between the
Audited and Recorded Amounts
7.13 Both the ratio and the difference approaches require that sufficient
differences between the audited and recorded amounts exist in the sample. If
no differences exist between the audited and recorded amounts of the sample
items, the mechanics of the formula underlying each of these methods leads to

4 It should be noted that in practice, the use of the mean and difference approaches would not
often result in the exact same projected amount.
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the erroneous conclusion that the allowance for sampling risk5 is zero—that
is, there is no sampling risk. Such a conclusion is erroneous because sampling
risk always exists unless the auditor examines all items constituting the population. There is no hard and fast rule about how many differences are necessary
to estimate accurately the allowance for sampling risk for a sample using either the ratio or difference approach. A minimum of 20 or more differences is
generally suggested. When stratified sampling is used, these techniques may
also require a minimum number of differences be found per stratum in order to
make the statistical computations. Failure to find the required number of differences per stratum may require the combination of strata in the evaluation
of the sample results, If the auditor decides to use a statistical approach and
expects to find only a few or no differences, he or she considers whether alternative approaches such as mean-per-unit or MUS would be more appropriate,
or considers engaging a sampling specialist to assist in the analysis.

Required Information
7.14 In addition to sample size, all the classical variables approaches require different information for the population or for each stratum, if stratified
sampling is used. To use the mean-per-unit approach, the auditor needs to know
the total number of items in each stratum and an audited amount for each
sampling unit. Both the ratio and the difference approaches require an audited
amount and recorded amount for each sampling unit. The recorded amount may
be developed from the entity's normal recordkeeping system (for example, the
inventory shown by the perpetual records), or it may be any amount developed
by the entity for each item in the population (for example, the entity's priced
inventory). In both approaches the auditor needs to know the recorded amount
for the total population and the total number of items in the population. Additionally, the auditor will generally consider whether the entity has properly
accumulated the recorded amounts of the items in the population (for example,
checked for duplicate sampling units, omissions of sampling units, and so on)
when the sample item recorded amount is used in the computation.
7.15 Depending on the circumstances, many auditors prefer to use either
the difference or the ratio approach. These methods are generally more efficient than the mean-per-unit approach because the difference and the ratio
procedures provide projections directly of the misstatements found in the sample and generally require smaller sample sizes to achieve the same confidence
(risk of incorrect acceptance) and precision (allowance for sampling risk). The
more information an auditor has about the population and the sampling units,
the greater his or her ability to design an efficient sample.

Determining the Sample Size
7.16 Sample size depends on the variability of the characteristic of audit interest, by stratum for stratified samples, tolerable misstatement, and
the acceptable risk of incorrect acceptance. Because auditors usually use computer programs to determine appropriate sample sizes for classical variables
sampling applications, they generally do not need to apply the mathematical
formulas to use these methods; however, knowledge of the assumptions and
5 Allowance for sampling risk (that is, precision) is a measure of uncertainty around the sample
projection. All samples by nature are subject to some sampling risk. To have zero sampling risk, all
items in the population would have to be examined.
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computational routines can assist auditors in understanding these methods
and using projection methods that are most appropriate for the sample results
obtained.

Considering Variation Within the Population
7.17 Chapter 4 discussed the effect variation in the population had on
sample size. The sample size required for a classical variables sampling application increases as the variation (measured by the standard deviation) becomes
greater. In general, any change in the variation in the population affects the
sample size by the square of the relative change. For example, the unstratified
sample size for a given risk of incorrect acceptance, population size, tolerable
misstatement, and amount of variation in the population has been determined
to be 100. If the amount of variation was twice the original amount, the sample size necessary to meet the auditor's objectives would be 4 multiplied by the
original sample size (in this case, a sample size of 400). To the extent that stratification reduces standard deviation, it can have a significant impact on sample
size and efficiency.
7.18 The optimal number of strata depends on the circumstances. After a
certain point, division of the population into additional strata has a diminishing effect on the variation within each stratum and adds complexity and cost.
The auditor may consider the additional costs of dividing the population into
more strata in relation to the resulting reduction of the overall sample size. A
general rule of thumb often followed is that between 3 and 10 strata are often effective and efficient. The need to have some minimum number of sample
items or differences in each stratum (not tested 100 percent) for proper analysis
often makes a larger number of strata impractical.
7.19 Stratification can be performed on computerized records with the
assistance of programs designed for such audit applications. Stratification is
more time-consuming and may be impractical when the auditor has to select
the sample manually. In some circumstances, auditors subjectively determine
strata boundaries based on their knowledge of the population's composition.
Some auditors believe it is usually not efficient to manually divide a population, after removing the items to be examined 100 percent, into more than 2 or
3 strata. In those cases, the auditor then estimates the variation for each stratum, uses the tolerable misstatement and risk of incorrect acceptance for the
population, to calculate the sample size, and allocates a portion of the sample
size to each stratum. Certain populations (for example, student loans, certain
awards and grants, or loans for a specific purpose) may be sufficiently similar
in size or in expected misstatement differences or ratios so that stratification
is not essential.

Calculating the Sample Size
7.20 Auditors consider tolerable misstatement, a measure of variance, and
the risk of concluding that a material misstatement does not exist, when it does
(risk of incorrect acceptance) when determining sample size.6 In addition, they
6 Expected misstatement, a common sampling parameter (see paragraph .A13 of AU-C section
530, Audit Sampling [AICPA, Professional Standards]), is not used directly in the sample size calculation for a classical variables sample, but an estimate of the frequency and size of expected misstatements may nevertheless assist the auditor in assessing the potential variability, setting a precision for
the sample, and selecting an appropriate classical variables sampling technique (for example, mean
per unit, difference, or ratio technique).
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may also find it practical to consider explicitly the risk of incorrect rejection.
Some computer programs for classical variables sampling applications allow
the auditor to specify these factors when calculating a sample size. In controlling for this risk, the auditor needs to specify a confidence level associated with
the risk of incorrect rejection as well as a confidence level for the risk of incorrect acceptance. Other computer programs do not have the functionality to
allow the auditor to directly specify the two risks (incorrect acceptance and incorrect rejection). When this is the case, the auditor can determine an adjusted
allowance for sampling risk (precision) by relating the tolerable misstatement
and the risk of incorrect acceptance to a given level of the risk of incorrect rejection. Table D-1, "Ratio of Desired Allowance for Sampling Risk of Incorrect Rejection to Tolerable Misstatement," in appendix D, "Ratio of Desired Allowance
for Sampling Risk of Incorrect Rejection to Tolerable Misstatement," illustrates
the relationship of these factors that can be used to determine an appropriate
desired allowance for sampling risk that will provide the specified protection
against incorrect acceptance. Not all software programs use the same terminology as this guide, and users are advised to understand how the requested
program inputs relate to the concepts in this guide.
7.21 In planning a one-sided classical variables sampling application, for
example, the auditor might wish to specify a tolerable misstatement of $10,000,
a 5 percent risk of incorrect acceptance, and a 10 percent one-sided risk of incorrect rejection. The auditor can plan a sample to achieve these dual objectives
by setting the desired allowance for (sampling) risk of incorrect rejection (also
known as the precision) at an appropriate fraction of tolerable misstatement
read from table D-1 in appendix D.7 This table shows that to achieve a 5 percent risk of incorrect acceptance and a 10 percent one-sided risk of incorrect rejection, the ratio of desired allowance for risk of incorrect rejection to tolerable
misstatement should be 0.437. Accordingly, the auditor would set the desired
allowance for risk of incorrect rejection at $4,370 ($10,000 × 0.437).
7.22 Although it depends on the specific software, it is common for classical
variables sampling computer programs that calculate sample sizes to require
the auditor to enter the risk of incorrect rejection (for example, 10 percent),8
and the desired allowance for risk of incorrect rejection (for example, $4,370). If
the auditor determines the desired allowance for risk of incorrect rejection from
table D-1, the sample size should be sufficient to also achieve the desired risk of
incorrect acceptance (for example, 5 percent) relative to tolerable misstatement
(for example, $10,000).
7.23 The size of the sample required to achieve the auditor's objective is
affected by changes in his or her allowance for sampling risk. The sample size
required to achieve this at a given risk of incorrect rejection for a given population increases as the auditor specifies a smaller desired allowance for sampling
risk. In general, any change in the desired allowance for sampling risk affects
the sample size by the square of the relative change. For example, the sample
size for a given desired allowance for sampling risk may be 100. If this allowance
7 If the auditor desires a sample that provides two-sided risk protection for risks of incorrect
acceptance or incorrect rejection, the auditor would make an appropriate adjustment when using table
D-1, "Ratio of Desired Allowance for Sampling Risk of Incorrect Rejection to Tolerable Misstatement."
For example, to obtain a ratio for a 10 percent two-sided risk of incorrect rejection, the auditor would
use the 5 percent risk of incorrect rejection column (in other words, the one-sided risk divided by 2).
8 Many programs require the complement of this risk (in this example, 90 percent) to be entered,
and may describe it as the confidence level (often a two-sided interval).
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for sampling risk is reduced by one-half, the sample size would be 4 multiplied
by the original sample size.
7.24 To protect against the possibility that the classical variables sampling methods might not yield appropriate sample sizes in some cases, some
auditors use rules of thumb concerning minimum sample sizes for classical
variables samples. For example, a homogeneous population (that is, the population comprises loans of a similar face amount) may result in an inappropriately
small sample size computation due to the lack of variability in the recorded
amounts. One rule of thumb is to set the minimum sample size (by stratum
and in total) equal to what would have been selected using the MUS approach
described in chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling," assuming no misstatements
are expected. Another rule of thumb is to establish minimum sample sizes for
the overall application and per stratum, for example, 50–75 sampling units per
application and a minimum of 20–30 sample items per stratum. The auditor
or the audit software would then add additional items to the computed sample
sizes for the strata to meet the minimums.

Evaluating the Sample Results
7.25 Each of the classical variables approaches to sampling provides the
auditor with an estimated amount of the account balance or class of transactions being examined. As indicated previously, the difference between this estimated amount and the entity's recorded amount is the projected misstatement.
Each approach also provides the auditor with an allowance for sampling risk
(also referred to as achieved precision).
7.26 When it is unclear which evaluation approach is most consistent with
the observed sample results and available computer programs, auditors may
choose the technique that provides the smallest allowance for sampling risk, as
that technique will often be the best one to evaluate the sample data.
7.27 Paragraph .14 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling (AICPA, Professional Standards), states "the auditor should evaluate the results of the sample,
including sampling risk, and whether the use of audit sampling has provided a
reasonable basis for conclusions about a population that has been tested."9 This
can often be achieved in MUS samples or nonstatistical samples by comparing
projected misstatement to tolerable misstatement or comparing projected misstatement to the expected misstatement used in determining the sample size.
In the case of classical sampling techniques where expected misstatement may
not be used in determining the sample size, other sampling parameters such
as measures of variability may provide evidence that the characteristics observed in the sample were properly considered when the sample was designed.
If the entity records adjustments to the population, the point estimate and the
upper limit are both reduced by the amount of the adjustment. The comparison of the remaining projected misstatement with tolerable misstatement and
the consideration of (post adjustment) sampling risk are generally considered
together when the auditor evaluates the results of a classical variables sample.
7.28 Because providing for a desired allowance for sampling risk related
to the risk of incorrect rejection is a planning concept, the sample evaluation

9 In this context, the "reasonable basis" may be viewed as whether the sample has achieved the
desired precision at the level of sampling risk used in planning the sample.
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decision process uses the risk of incorrect acceptance and the tolerable misstatement (rather than the desired allowance for sampling risk of incorrect
rejection determined from using table D-1).
7.29 For example, an auditor has calculated a sample size based on a 5
percent risk of incorrect acceptance and a 10 percent one-sided risk of incorrect
rejection. The auditor has assessed tolerable misstatement to be $10,000 for
a population with a recorded amount of $150,000 and has used a desired allowance for sampling risk of incorrect rejection of $4,370 for planning purposes
to determine a sample size that should achieve the desired risks of incorrect
acceptance and incorrect rejection (see appendix D). The auditor would use a 5
percent risk of incorrect acceptance and tolerable misstatement of $10,000 in
evaluating the results.
7.30 When evaluating the sample results, assume the direct projection of
the sample misstatement after applying audit procedures to the sample items
is $5,000. The estimated population is $145,000. Thus the estimation of the
lower limit of the population is $142,000, or $8,000 ($5,000 projected misstatement plus $3,000 allowance for sampling risk) less than the recorded amount.
Because this difference is less than tolerable misstatement ($10,000), the auditor may conclude that the sample supports that the population is not materially
misstated.
7.31 If the difference between the recorded amount ($150,000, in the example) and the far end of the range from the sample ($142,000, in the example)
were greater than tolerable misstatement ($10,000, in the example), the sample
would not support the absence of a material misstatement at the risk level used
in the evaluation.10 In that case, the sample results might have been obtained
due to one of the following reasons:

r
r
r

The recorded amount was misstated by an amount greater than
tolerable misstatement.
The sample results yielded an allowance for sampling risk larger
than desired by the auditor (for example, by underestimating the
variability in the population) resulting in a sample size that was
too small to give sufficiently precise results.
The sample was not representative of the population.

7.32 However, suppose, in this example, the audit estimate of the population (based on a classical variables sample) is $145,000, with an allowance
for sampling risk of $15,000 (that is, $145,000 minus $15,000 in possible overstatement). Because the difference between the recorded amount ($150,000)
and the far end of the range ($130,000) is greater than the tolerable misstatement of $10,000, the sample results would not usually support acceptance of
the recorded amount at the level of risk used in the design and evaluation of
the sample.
7.33 If the variation of the characteristic of interest exceeds the auditor's
estimate, the sample results might not adequately limit the allowance for sampling risk. Generally, the auditor using a computer program to perform a classical variables application can ascertain if this has occurred by comparing the
standard deviation used to determine sample size with the standard deviation
10 Note: This is not the case in this example. If the limit obtained from the sample was below
$140,000, then this would be the case.
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calculated as part of the evaluation of the sample results. When evaluating the
sample results, if the standard deviation calculated is greater than the standard deviation used to determine sample size, the allowance for sampling risk
might not have been adequately controlled.
7.34 If the allowance for sampling risk has not been adequately limited
(for example, the sample was too small), the auditor may
a. examine additional randomly selected sample items if the auditor
determines that extending the sample is appropriate. The auditor
may calculate the additional sample size using a revised estimate
of the variation in the population such that the total number of
sampling units in the additional sample combined with the original
sample can be expected to adequately limit the allowance for sampling risk. Adding only a few additional items to the original sample
is usually an ineffective procedure, and often the sample may need
to be at least doubled to have a significant effect on the computed
limit(s), but recomputing the required sample size to meet the test
objectives provides specific guidance for expanding a sample.
b. perform additional substantive tests such as analytical procedures
directed toward the same audit objective. The additional reliance
on other tests would allow the auditor to accept a greater risk of incorrect acceptance for the sampling application. Recalculating the
allowance for sampling risk with the greater risk of incorrect acceptance does not change the point estimate of the population, but it
does move the ends of the range closer to the point estimate. In general, this approach may only be effective when differences between
the desired and achieved results are small because other tests may
not provide the quality of direct evidence regarding the population
that a sample might provide.
7.35 Although the auditor selects a sample in such a way that it can be
expected to be representative of the population, occasionally the sample might
not be typical of the whole; thus, the sample results might not support acceptance of the population's recorded amounts. The auditor might have reason to
believe that the sample is not representative of the population if, for example,
other related audit evidence contradicts the sample evidence. In this situation,
the auditor might suspect, among other possibilities, that the sample consists of
items with small or large amounts or items with a rate of misstatement that are
not representative of the population. It is important for the auditor considering
such a judgment to recognize that the sample is expected to be representative
only with respect to the occurrence rate or incidence of misstatements, not their
nature. An unusual sample misstatement may be indicative of other unusual
misstatements in the population. When the auditor concludes the sample may
not be representative, he or she might examine additional sampling units or
perform alternative procedures to determine whether the recorded amount of
the population is misstated.11
7.36 In rare cases where significant related audit evidence outside the
sample contradicts the sample evidence, the auditor might have a basis to suspect that the sample is not representative of the population. The general guidance of auditors with significant sampling experience is to "believe the sample,"
11 Paragraphs 4.101–.104 in chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for Substantive Tests of Details," provide further discussion of unusual sample results.
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and only rarely is it appropriate to take out-of-the ordinary action when they
encounter such a misstatement.
7.37 There will be times when there is no evidence that the sample is
unrepresentative, but the auditor has not achieved the desired allowance for
sampling risk (precision). In these situations, it is often appropriate to extend
the sample or apply other audit procedures to achieve the desired allowance for
sampling risk.
7.38 If the sample results do not support the recorded amount of the population and the auditor believes that the recorded amount may be misstated,
he or she should consider the misstatement along with other audit evidence
when evaluating whether the financial statements are materially misstated.
As stated in paragraphs .A9–.A10 of AU-C section 450, Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During the Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards), the auditor
may request that management examine the population to determine the cause
and whether there are additional misstatements and, if appropriate, adjust the
recorded amount. If the difference between the adjusted recorded amount and
the far end of the range is less than the tolerable misstatement, the sample
results would support the conclusion that the population, as adjusted, is not
misstated by more than tolerable misstatement.
7.39 In addition to evaluating the frequency and amounts of monetary
misstatements, the auditor should consider the qualitative aspects of misstatements. These considerations are discussed in chapter 4.

Classical Variables Sampling Case Study
7.40 ABC Co., a distributor of household products, is audited by Smith,
Stein & Co., CPAs. Alexandra Stein of Smith, Stein & Co. decided to design a
classical variables statistical sample to test the pricing of ABC Co.'s inventory
as part of the audit of the company's June 30, 20XX financial statements. For
the year ended June 30, 20XX, ABC Co.'s inventory, which consisted of approximately 2,700 different items, had a recorded amount of $3,207,892.50.
7.41 Stein decided that the results of her consideration and tests of ABC
Co.'s internal control supported an assessed level of control risk at a moderate
level for the assertion of valuation of inventories. She also decided that materiality for the entire audit was $90,000, performance materiality was $55,000,
and that a misstatement of $45,000 or more from this sample of the inventory
balance, when combined with possible misstatements from other tests, could
result in the financial statements being materially misstated or fail to adequately allow for sampling risk, or both. In reaching these assessments, Stein
considered and documented her rationale concerning the factors illustrated in
table 4-3, "Factors to Consider in Setting Performance Materiality (PM) at the
Engagement Level and Tolerable Misstatement (TM) at the Test Level."12
7.42 Stein chose a classical variables sampling approach because, on the
basis of the prior year's audit, (a) she expected the account to contain both
overstatements and understatements and expected some misstatements, and

12 Had Stein considered all or most of the relevant factors when setting performance materiality,
then tolerable misstatement might be the same or slightly less than performance materiality in this
circumstance.
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(b) the accounting records had been maintained on a computer. She had computer software to analyze the accounting records and assist her in designing
and evaluating the sample.
7.43 Stein obtained assurance that inventory quantities were recorded
properly by observing ABC Co.'s physical inventory as of June 30, 20XX, and
applying cutoff procedures. She planned to perform some analytical procedures
on the inventory account to obtain further assurance that both the quantities
and pricing were reasonable. Although Stein expected to find some misstatements, she did not expect to find enough misstatements to use either a ratio or
a difference sampling approach. Therefore, she decided to design a mean-perunit statistical sample. If she found enough misstatements, she could evaluate
the sample result using a difference or ratio approach.
7.44 The approximately 2,700 items of ABC Co.'s inventory balance had
a wide range of recorded amounts, from approximately $20 to $7,500 per item.
Stein decided to stratify the items constituting the balance to reduce the effect
that variation in recorded amounts had on the determination of sample size.
She identified 9 items whose recorded amounts each exceeded $4,500. Those
items were examined 100 percent and were not to be included in the items
subject to sampling.
7.45 Using professional judgment, Stein decided that a 20 percent risk
of incorrect acceptance (in other words, 80 percent confidence) was appropriate
for this test because of the moderate assessed level of risk of material misstatement (including control risk), and the moderate reliance she intended to place
on other planned substantive tests related to the assertion of valuation of the
inventory account.13 In calculating the sample size, Stein also decided to specify a 15 percent risk of incorrect rejection to provide a sample size that would
be large enough to allow for some misstatement.
7.46 Because ABC Co.'s inventory records were maintained on a computer,
Stein was able to use a computer program to assist her in stratifying the June
30, 20XX, inventory and in selecting an appropriate sample. The computer program divided the items subject to sampling into 10 strata and calculated an
appropriate sample size for each stratum (see exhibit 7-2, "Inventory Sample
Evaluation Report"). The overall sample size calculated by the program, based
on the risk levels and tolerable misstatement specified by Stein, was 209 (see
exhibit 7-2). The total sample size of 209 consisted of 200 items selected from
the population subject to sampling and 9 items to be examined 100 percent due
to their size and risk. Stein tested the pricing of the 209 inventory items and
identified 6 misstatements: 5 in the sample of 200 and 1 overstatement in the
9 items examined 100 percent.14
7.47 Stein used another computer program to assist her in calculating the
projected misstatement and the allowance for sampling risk for the sample.
That program calculated a projected misstatement for each stratum and total

13 A consideration of the audit risk relationships, illustrated in paragraphs 4.39–.42 of this guide,
might also illustrate the appropriateness of the 80 percent assurance by noting that the risks of risk
of material misstatement (RMM) (after testing controls to, for example, limit RMM to 50 percent),
substantive details tests (at 20 percent risk), and analytical procedures (which were deemed 50 percent effective in detecting tolerable misstatement, for example) result in a low risk (for example, 0.50
RMM × 0.20 detail tests × 0.50 analytical = 0.05 risk).
14 Stein's firm does not require (and her software does not compute) a minimum sample size per
stratum. She believes the strata sizes of 17–24 are adequate for this test.
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factual and projected misstatement and allowance for sampling risk for the
entire sample at the 20 percent risk of incorrect acceptance she had specified
(see exhibit 7-2). The total factual and projected misstatement was $16,394.48
($3,207,892.50 − $3,191,498.02).
7.48 Because the total factual and projected misstatement of $16,394.48
in the inventory balance ($14,394.48 projected from the population subject to
sampling plus $2,000 of misstatement identified in the items examined 100
percent) plus a $21,222.11 allowance for sampling risk (see exhibit 7-2) was
less than the $45,000 tolerable misstatement for the inventory balance, Stein
concluded that the sample results supported ABC Co.'s recorded amount of inventory; however, she aggregated the projected misstatement from the sample
with other factual and projected (likely) misstatements15 when she evaluated
whether the financial statements as a whole were materially misstated. She
also brought the factual and projected (likely) misstatement to management's
attention. Management did not make any adjustments except for the identified,
factual misstatements. There were no zero or negative items in the population.

15

Any judgmental differences should also be aggregated but are not discussed in this guide.
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Exhibit 7-1
Inventory Sample Size Report
ABC Co.
June 30, 20XX

Stratum
Number

Stratum
Low
Range

Stratum High
Range

Total Items
in Stratum

Standard
Deviation

Sample
Size

1

0

236

420

62.38

21

2

237

450

409

65.06

21

3

451

663

390

62.23

19

4

664

911

356

68.65

19

5

912

1,260

308

101.21

24

6

1,261

1,698

187

123.70

18

7

1,699

2,441

127

212.92

21

8

2,442

3,116

144

181.52

21

9

3,117

3,555

205

113.52

19

10

3,556

4,500

148

145.71

17

100%

4,500

—

9

—

9

Recorded amount of
population
Total sampling units
in population

Total sample size
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$3,207,892.50
2,695

209

The sample was calculated
based on the following
specifications:
Tolerable
misstatement

45,000

Risk of
incorrect
acceptance

0.20

Risk of
incorrect
rejection

0.15

Lower 100
percent cutoff

0

Upper 100
percent cutoff

4,500
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Exhibit 7-2
Inventory Sample Evaluation Report
ABC Co.
June 30, 20XX
Misstatements Located
in Audit

Recorded
Amount

Audit
Amount

1

$ 1,250.00

$ 350.00

2

200.00

360.00

3

600.00

240.00

4

510.00

650.00

5

320.00

319.00

6
TOTAL
Estimated total amount
Allowance for sampling risk
Sampling units in population
Sample size
Tolerable misstatement

7,550.00

5,550.00

$10,430.00

$7,469.00
3,191,498.02
21,222.11
2,695
209
45,000.00

Risk of incorrect acceptance

0.20

Risk of incorrect rejection

0.15

Variables test evaluation:
Recorded amount of $3,207,892.50 can be accepted as not misstated
by more than a tolerable amount given the tolerable misstatement
originally specified if the risk of incorrect acceptance of 0.20 for this
test remains appropriate after considering the results of other
auditing procedures.
The use of software to plan and evaluate a classical variables sample is illustrated in the form of a case study in appendix F, "Case Study Using Software
to Plan and Evaluate a Classical Variables Sample," of this guide.
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Attributes Statistical Sampling Tables
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
A.1 Four tables appear at the end of this appendix to assist the auditor in
planning and evaluating a statistical sample of a fixed size for a test of controls.1
They are as follows:

r
r
r
r

Table A-1, "Statistical Sample Sizes for Tests of Controls—5 Percent Risk of Overreliance"2
Table A-2, "Statistical Sample Sizes for Tests of Controls—10 Percent Risk of Overreliance"
Table A-3, "Statistical Sampling Results Evaluation Table for
Tests of Controls—Upper Limits at 5 Percent Risk of Overreliance"
Table A-4, "Statistical Sampling Results Evaluation Table for
Tests of Controls—Upper Limits at 10 Percent Risk of Overreliance"

Using the Tables
A.2 Chapter 3, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling in Tests of
Controls," discusses the factors that the auditor needs to consider when planning an audit sampling application for a test of controls. For statistical sampling, the auditor needs to specify explicitly (a) an acceptable level of the risk
of overreliance, (b) the tolerable rate of deviation, and (c) the expected population deviation rate. This appendix includes tables for 5 percent and 10 percent
levels of risk of assessing controls as effective when they are not (overreliance).
Either a table in another reference on statistical sampling or a computer program is necessary if the auditor desires another level of risk of overreliance.3
A.3 The auditor selects the table for the acceptable level of risk and then
reads down the expected population deviation rate column to find the appropriate rate. Next, the auditor locates the column corresponding to the tolerable
rate of deviation. The appropriate sample size is shown where the two factors
meet.
A.4 In some circumstances, tables A-1 and A-2 may be used to evaluate
the sample results. The parenthetical number shown next to each sample size
is the expected number of deviations planned for in the sample. The expected
number of deviations is the expected population deviation rate multiplied by
1 Auditors using a sequential sampling plan should not use these tables for designing or evaluating the sample application. See the discussion of sequential sampling in appendix B, "Sequential
Sampling for Tests of Controls."
2 The risk that the tolerable rate of deviation is exceeded by the actual rate of deviation in the
population (also, the risk that the controls will be assessed as more effective than they actually are).
3 Other methods in this guide may also provide acceptable approximations of attribute sample
sizes; for example, the discussion in paragraph 4.72 and table 4-6, "Confidence (Reliability) Factors,"
of chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for Substantive Tests of Details," of this
guide.
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the sample size. If the auditor finds that number of deviations or fewer in the
sample, he or she can conclude (at a minimum) that at the desired risk, the
projected deviation rate for the population, plus an allowance for sampling risk,
is not more than the tolerable rate. In these circumstances, the auditor need not
use table A-3 or A-4 to evaluate the sample results.
A.5 If more than the expected number of deviations are found in the sample, the auditor cannot conclude at the desired risk of overreliance that the
population deviation rate is less than the tolerable rate. Accordingly, the test
would not support his or her planned assessment of control risk; however, the
sample might support some lesser assessment (for example, at a higher level
of risk or a greater level of tolerable deviation rate).
A.6 If the number of deviations found in the sample is not the expected
number of deviations shown in the parentheses in tables A-1 or A-2, and the
auditor wishes to calculate the maximum (for example, upper statistical limit)
deviation rate in the population, he or she can evaluate the sample results using
either table A-3, for a 5 percent acceptable risk of overreliance, or table A-4,
for a 10 percent acceptable risk of overreliance. Space limitations do not allow
tables A-3 and A-4 to include evaluations for all possible sample sizes or for
all possible numbers of deviations found. If the auditor is evaluating sample
results for a sample size or number of deviations not shown in these tables,
he or she may be able to use either a table in another reference on statistical
sampling or a computer program. Alternatively, the auditor might interpolate
between sample sizes shown in these tables. Any error due to interpolation is
generally not significant to the auditor's evaluation. If the auditor wishes to be
conservative, he or she can use the next smaller sample size shown in the table
to evaluate the number of deviations found in the sample.
A.7 The auditor uses the table applicable to the acceptable level of risk
of overreliance and then reads down the sample-size column to find the appropriate sample size. Next, the auditor locates the column corresponding to the
number of deviations found in the sample. The projection of the sample results
to the population plus an allowance for sampling risk (that is, the maximum
population deviation rate) is shown where the two factors meet. If this maximum population deviation rate is less than the tolerable rate, the test supports
the planned assessment of control risk.

Applying Nonstatistical Sampling for Tests of Controls
A.8 The auditor, using nonstatistical sampling for tests of controls, uses
his or her professional judgment to consider the factors described in chapter 3
in determining sample sizes. The relative effect of each factor on the appropriate nonstatistical sample size is illustrated in chapter 3 and is summarized in
exhibit A-1.
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Exhibit A-1
Determining Sample Sizes
Factor

General Effect on Sample Size

Tolerable rate increase (decrease)

Smaller (larger)

Risk of overreliance increase (decrease)

Smaller (larger)

Expected population deviation rate
increase (decrease)

Larger (smaller)

Population size

Virtually no effect1

1

Unless the population is very small.

A.9 Neither paragraph .A14 of AU-C section 530, Audit Sampling (AICPA,
Professional Standards), nor this guide requires the auditor to compute the
sample size for a nonstatistical sampling application with a corresponding sample size calculated using statistical theory; however, in applying informed professional judgment to determine an appropriate nonstatistical sample size for
a test of controls, an auditor might find it helpful to be familiar with the tables
in this appendix. The auditor using these tables as an aid in understanding relative sample sizes for tests of controls will need to apply professional judgment
in specifying the risk levels and expected population deviation rates in relation
to sample sizes. For example, an auditor designing a nonstatistical sampling
application to test compliance with a prescribed control procedure might have
assessed the tolerable rate as 8 percent. If the auditor were to consider selecting
a sample size of 60, these tables would imply that at approximately a 5 percent
risk level, the auditor expected no more than approximately 1.5 percent of the
items in the population to be deviations from the prescribed control procedure.
These tables also would imply that at approximately a 10 percent risk level,
the auditor expected no more than approximately 3 percent of the items in the
population to be deviations.
A.10 These tables were designed for attributes sampling (for example,
tests of controls) where a deviation is or is not present in each individual sample
item. They may be used for determining a monetary unit sampling sample size
when expected misstatement is zero or where the expected taint of any misstatement found is assumed to be a 100 percent taint (a conservative planning
assumption).

Basis for Tables A-1–A-4
A.11 The tables were computed using the binomial distribution and assume a large population. Sample sizes in tables A-1 and A-2 were rounded upward (for example, 51.01 becomes 52). Evaluations in tables A-3 and A-4 were
rounded upward (5.01 percent becomes 5.1 percent). The expected number of
deviations in tables A-1 and A-2 was rounded upward (0.2 deviations becomes
1 deviation) and the sample size computed is based on the rounded number of
deviations expected. Similar results are attainable using the hypergeometric
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distribution as described in the "Technical Notes on the AICPA Audit Guide
Audit Sampling."4 When extending the tables to other risk (confidence) levels,
the binomial distribution is more "computation friendly," and can be used when
hypergeometric-based software is not available.

4 This document is available for download from the AICPA website at www.aicpa.org/
Publications/AccountingAuditing/KeyTopics/DownloadableDocuments/Sampling_Guide_Technical_
Notes.pdf.
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85 (7)

68 (5)

50 (3)

40 (2)

40 (2)

40 (2)

40 (2)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

30 (1)

19 (0)

15%
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Note: Sample sizes over 2,000 items not shown. This table assumes a large population.

193 (29)
720 (126)

17.50%

88 (11)

50 (5)

44 (4)

37 (3)

37 (3)

30 (2)

30 (2)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

22 (1)

14 (0)

20%

15.00%

576 (72)

649 (52)

298 (21)

179 (11)

116 (6)

89 (4)

76 (3)

76 (3)

61 (2)

61 (2)

61 (2)

61 (2)

61 (2)

46 (1)

46 (1)

46 (1)

46 (1)

46 (1)

46 (1)

46 (1)

46 (1)

29 (0)

10%

150 (15)

585 (41)

266 (16)

158 (8)

100 (4)

100 (4)

84 (3)

84 (3)

84 (3)

68 (2)

68 (2)

68 (2)

68 (2)

51 (1)

51 (1)

51 (1)

51 (1)

51 (1)

51 (1)

51 (1)

32 (0)

9%

12.50%

532 (32)

240 (12)

146 (6)

129 (5)

112 (4)

112 (4)

95 (3)

95 (3)

77 (2)

77 (2)

77 (2)

77 (2)

58 (1)

58 (1)

58 (1)

58 (1)

58 (1)

58 (1)

36 (0)

8%

10.00%

1,832 (110)

478 (24)

221 (9)

185 (7)

167 (6)

148 (5)

129 (4)

109 (3)

109 (3)

88 (2)

88 (2)

88 (2)

66 (1)

66 (1)

66 (1)

66 (1)

66 (1)

66 (1)

42 (0)

7%

110 (10)

1,580 (79)

421 (17)

341 (13)

280 (10)

238 (8)

195 (6)

173 (5)

150 (4)

127 (3)

127 (3)

103 (2)

103 (2)

78 (1)

78 (1)

78 (1)

78 (1)

78 (1)

49 (0)

6%

9.00%

8.00%

7.00%

6.00%

5.00%

877 (33)
1,348 (54)

4.00%

458 (15)

3.75%

3.25%

286 (8)
361 (11)
624 (22)

1,936 (63)

3.00%

234 (6)

208 (5)

181 (4)

153 (3)

124 (2)

124 (2)

93 (1)

93 (1)

93 (1)

93 (1)

59 (0)

5%

3.50%

722 (20)

1,098 (33)

2.75%

513 (13)

390 (9)

294 (6)

227 (4)

192 (3)

156 (2)

156 (2)

117 (1)

117 (1)

117 (1)

74 (0)

4%

2.50%

1,466 (33)

2.25%

303 (4)

846 (17)

1,030 (13)

1.25%

257 (3)

562 (10)

590 (6)

1.00%

208 (2)

2.00%

386 (3)

0.75%

157 (1)

1.75%

313 (2)

0.50%

157 (1)

392 (6)

236 (1)

0.25%

99 (0)

3%

1.50%

149 (0)

2%

Tolerable Deviation Rate

Statistical Sample Sizes for Tests of Controls—5 Percent Risk of Overreliance
(with number of expected errors in parentheses)

0.00%

Expected
Deviation Rate

Table A-1
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1,463 (22)

1.50%

265 (4)

221 (3)

873 (35)

1,437 (115)

385 (27)

182 (11)

115 (6)

73 (3)

73 (3)

73 (3)

58 (2)

58 (2)

58 (2)

58 (2)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

42 (1)

25 (0)

9%

1,577 (142)

424 (34)

199 (14)

116 (7)

78 (4)

65 (3)

52 (2)

52 (2)

52 (2)

52 (2)

52 (2)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

38 (1)

22 (0)

10%

77 (7)

60 (5)

52 (4)

43 (3)

34 (2)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

25 (1)

15 (0)

15%
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Note: Sample sizes over 2,000 items not shown. This table assumes a large population.

17.50%

15.00%

368 (46)

1,300 (91)

349 (21)

160 (8)

98 (4)

98 (4)

82 (3)

82 (3)

65 (2)

65 (2)

65 (2)

65 (2)

48 (1)

48 (1)

48 (1)

48 (1)

48 (1)

48 (1)

48 (1)

48 (1)

28 (0)

8%

100 (10)

1,150 (69)

318 (16)

149 (6)

131 (5)

113 (4)

113 (4)

94 (3)

94 (3)

75 (2)

75 (2)

75 (2)

55 (1)

55 (1)

55 (1)

55 (1)

55 (1)

55 (1)

55 (1)

32 (0)

7%

12.50%

1,019 (51)

274 (11)

235 (9)

194 (7)

153 (5)

132 (4)

132 (4)

110 (3)

88 (2)

88 (2)

88 (2)

64 (1)

64 (1)

64 (1)

64 (1)

64 (1)

64 (1)

38 (0)

6%

10.00%

9.00%

8.00%

7.00%

6.00%

5.00%

583 (22)

306 (10)

4.00%

1,258 (41)

3.25%

258 (8)

209 (6)

3.75%

730 (22)

3.00%
400 (14)

471 (13)

2.75%

158 (4)

132 (3)

132 (3)

105 (2)

105 (2)

77 (1)

77 (1)

77 (1)

77 (1)

77 (1)

45 (0)

5%

3.50%

353 (9)

262 (6)

198 (4)

166 (3)

132 (2)

132 (2)

96 (1)

96 (1)

96 (1)

96 (1)

57 (0)

4%

2.50%

974 (22)

708 (9)

1.25%

176 (2)

590 (12)

398 (4)

1.00%

129 (1)

2.25%

265 (2)

0.75%

129 (1)

2.00%

194 (1)

0.50%

129 (1)

390 (7)

194 (1)

0.25%

76 (0)

3%

1.75%

114 (0)

2%

Tolerable Deviation Rate

Statistical Sample Sizes for Tests of Controls—10 Percent Risk of Overreliance
(with number of expected errors in parentheses)

0.00%

Expected
Deviation Rate

Table A-2

457 (80)

126 (19)

63 (8)

38 (4)

32 (3)

25 (2)

25 (2)

25 (2)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

18 (1)

11 (0)

20%
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Table A-3
Statistical Sampling Results Evaluation Table for Tests of
Controls—Upper Limits at 5 Percent Risk of Overreliance
Actual Number of Deviations Found
Sample
Size

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

14.0

21.7

28.3

34.4

40.2

45.6

50.8

55.9

60.7

65.4

69.9

25

11.3

17.7

23.2

28.2

33.0

37.6

42.0

46.3

50.4

54.4

58.4

30

9.6

14.9

19.6

23.9

28.0

31.9

35.8

39.4

43.0

46.6

50.0

35

8.3

12.9

17.0

20.7

24.3

27.8

31.1

34.4

37.5

40.6

43.7

40

7.3

11.4

15.0

18.3

21.5

24.6

27.5

30.4

33.3

36.0

38.8

45

6.5

10.2

13.4

16.4

19.2

22.0

24.7

27.3

29.8

32.4

34.8

50

5.9

9.2

12.1

14.8

17.4

19.9

22.4

24.7

27.1

29.4

31.6

55

5.4

8.4

11.1

13.5

15.9

18.2

20.5

22.6

24.8

26.9

28.9

60

4.9

7.7

10.2

12.5

14.7

16.8

18.8

20.8

22.8

24.8

26.7

65

4.6

7.1

9.4

11.5

13.6

15.5

17.5

19.3

21.2

23.0

24.7

70

4.2

6.6

8.8

10.8

12.7

14.5

16.3

18.0

19.7

21.4

23.1

75

4.0

6.2

8.2

10.1

11.8

13.6

15.2

16.9

18.5

20.1

21.6

80

3.7

5.8

7.7

9.5

11.1

12.7

14.3

15.9

17.4

18.9

20.3

90

3.3

5.2

6.9

8.4

9.9

11.4

12.8

14.2

15.5

16.9

18.2

100

3.0

4.7

6.2

7.6

9.0

10.3

11.5

12.8

14.0

15.2

16.4

125

2.4

3.8

5.0

6.1

7.2

8.3

9.3

10.3

11.3

12.3

13.2

150

2.0

3.2

4.2

5.1

6.0

6.9

7.8

8.6

9.5

10.3

11.1

200

1.5

2.4

3.2

3.9

4.6

5.2

5.9

6.5

7.2

7.8

8.4

300

1.0

1.6

2.1

2.6

3.1

3.5

4.0

4.4

4.8

5.2

5.6

400

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

2.3

2.7

3.0

3.3

3.6

3.9

4.3

500

0.6

1.0

1.3

1.6

1.9

2.1

2.4

2.7

2.9

3.2

3.4

Note: This table presents upper limits (body of table) as percentages. This table assumes a
large population
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Table A-4
Statistical Sampling Results Evaluation Table for Tests of
Controls—Upper Limits at 10 Percent Risk of Overreliance
Actual Number of Deviations Found
Sample
Size

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

10.9

18.1

24.5

30.5

36.1

41.5

46.8

51.9

56.8

61.6

66.2

25

8.8

14.7

20.0

24.9

29.5

34.0

38.4

42.6

46.8

50.8

54.8

30

7.4

12.4

16.8

21.0

24.9

28.8

32.5

36.2

39.7

43.2

46.7

35

6.4

10.7

14.5

18.2

21.6

24.9

28.2

31.4

34.5

37.6

40.6

40

5.6

9.4

12.8

16.0

19.0

22.0

24.9

27.7

30.5

33.2

35.9

45

5.0

8.4

11.4

14.3

17.0

19.7

22.3

24.8

27.3

29.8

32.2

50

4.6

7.6

10.3

12.9

15.4

17.8

20.2

22.5

24.7

27.0

29.2

55

4.2

6.9

9.4

11.8

14.1

16.3

18.4

20.5

22.6

24.6

26.7

60

3.8

6.4

8.7

10.8

12.9

15.0

16.9

18.9

20.8

22.7

24.6

65

3.5

5.9

8.0

10.0

12.0

13.9

15.7

17.5

19.3

21.0

22.8

70

3.3

5.5

7.5

9.3

11.1

12.9

14.6

16.3

18.0

19.6

21.2

75

3.1

5.1

7.0

8.7

10.4

12.1

13.7

15.2

16.8

18.3

19.8

80

2.9

4.8

6.6

8.2

9.8

11.3

12.8

14.3

15.8

17.2

18.7

90

2.6

4.3

5.9

7.3

8.7

10.1

11.5

12.8

14.1

15.4

16.7

100

2.3

3.9

5.3

6.6

7.9

9.1

10.3

11.5

12.7

13.9

15.0

125

1.9

3.1

4.3

5.3

6.3

7.3

8.3

9.3

10.2

11.2

12.1

150

1.6

2.6

3.6

4.4

5.3

6.1

7.0

7.8

8.6

9.4

10.1

200

1.2

2.0

2.7

3.4

4.0

4.6

5.3

5.9

6.5

7.1

7.6

300

0.8

1.3

1.8

2.3

2.7

3.1

3.5

3.9

4.3

4.7

5.1

400

0.6

1.0

1.4

1.7

2.0

2.4

2.7

3.0

3.3

3.6

3.9

500

0.5

0.8

1.1

1.4

1.6

1.9

2.1

2.4

2.6

2.9

3.1

Note: This table presents upper limits (body of table) as percentages. This table assumes a
large population
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Appendix B

Sequential Sampling for Tests of Controls
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
B.1 The auditor designs samples for tests of controls using either a fixed
sampling plan or a sequential sampling plan.1 Under a fixed sampling plan, the
auditor examines a single sample of a specified size; under a sequential sampling plan, the sample is selected in several steps, with each step conditional
on the results of the previous steps. The decision to use a fixed or a sequential
sampling plan depends on which plan the auditor believes is more efficient in
the circumstances.
B.2 In planning a fixed sampling application, the auditor considers that
if the deviation rate in the sample exceeds the specified expected population
deviation rate, the sample results would suggest that the estimated population deviation rate plus an allowance for sampling risk exceeds the tolerable
rate of deviation. In that case, the sample results would not support the auditor's planned assessed level of control risk. These results might be obtained
even though the actual population deviation rate would support the auditor's
planned assessment because the sample size is too small to limit adequately
the allowance for sampling risk. Additionally, the deviation rate observed in
the sample may be higher than expected because the sample is not representative of the true deviation rate in the population.
B.3 Consequently, in a fixed sampling application, the sample either
passes or fails and in a statistical application is not extended to mitigate the effect of unexpected deviations that may appear in a sample. The auditor can use
a sequential sampling plan to help overcome this limitation of a fixed sampling
plan.
B.4 A sequential sample generally consists of two to four groups of sampling units. The auditor determines the sizes of the individual groups of sampling units based on the specified risk of overreliance, the tolerable rate of deviation, and the expected population deviation rate. The auditor generally uses
a computer program or specially designed tables for sequential sampling plans
to assist in determining the appropriate size for each group of sampling units.
Although a number of texts and publications provide a number of plans, a sampling specialist is often consulted when developing a custom plan, as valid sequential plans are not developed directly from conventional single stage tables
and software. In a valid sequential plan, the plan includes a consideration that
the decision to move to a second or subsequent stage brings a risk that the next
stage of the sample will reveal fewer deviations than would be representative
from the population, thereby increasing the overall risk of incorrect acceptance.
B.5 In a sequential sample, the auditor examines the first group of sampling units and, on the basis of the results, decides whether to (a) accept the assessed level of control risk as planned, without examining additional sampling
units, (b) stop sampling because the planned confidence and tolerable rate of

1 More discussion of designing a sequential sample can be found in Donald Roberts, Statistical
Auditing (New York: AICPA, 1978): 57–60.
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deviation cannot be achieved as too many deviations were found, thus increasing the assessed level of control risk, or (c) examine additional sampling units
because sufficient information to determine whether the planned assessed level
of control risk is supported has not yet been obtained.

Example of a Sequential Sampling Plan
B.6 Table B-1, "Four Step Sequential Sampling Plan," illustrates the number of sampling units for each group in a four step sequential sampling plan,
assuming a 5 percent tolerable rate of deviation, a 10 percent risk of assessing
control risk too low, a 5 percent risk of overreliance, and a 0.5 percent population deviation rate related to assessing control risk too high. This plan requires
the increments between each step to be the same number (after the first step
of 50, each additional step is 51).

Table B-1
Four Step Sequential Sampling Plan
Accumulated Deviation

Group

Number of
Sampling
Units

Accumulated
Sampling
Units

Accept
Planned
Assessed
Level

Sample
More

Increase
Planned
Assessed
Level

1

50

50

0

1–3

4

2

51

101

1

2–3

4

3

51

152

2

3

4

4

51

203

3

N/A

4

B.7 If the auditor finds 4 deviations at any time in this example, the examination of sampling units stops and the assessed level of control risk is increased beyond that which was planned. If no deviations are found in the first
group of 50 sampling units, the auditor concludes that the sample supports the
planned assessed level without examining more sampling units. If 1, 2, or 3
deviations exist in the first group of sampling units, the auditor examines additional sampling units in the next group(s). The auditor continues to examine
sampling units in succeeding groups until the sample results either support or
do not support the planned assessed level. For example, if 3 deviations exist
in the first group, the next 3 groups of sampling units are examined without
finding additional deviations to support the planned assessed level of control
risk.
B.8 To achieve statistically valid conclusions, the auditor follows the rules
of the plan. Thus, consideration is given at the outset of the number of stages
that are to be used in the plan. The four step plan previously illustrated may
cause the auditor to test more than 200 instances of a single control, depending
on the outcome of each stage. In the end, the auditor may still have to reject the
control as ineffective when additional deviations are found. Thus, auditors consider the cost-benefit (for example, considering the effect on substantive testing and the effectiveness of controls versus substantive assurance) of extensive
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control testing and seek to limit the extent of control testing by limiting the
sequential plan to two or three stages (see table B-2).

Comparison of Sequential Sample Sizes With Fixed
Sample Sizes
B.9 Sample sizes under fixed sampling plans are larger, on the average,
than those under sequential sampling plans if the auditor overstates the expected population deviation rate. For example, if the actual population deviation rate is 0.5 percent, the four step sequential sampling plan illustrated in
table B-1 would generally require the auditor to examine fewer sampling units
to support the planned assessed level than a fixed sampling plan would require;
however, if the auditor finds one deviation in the first group of sample items,
the auditor will test more items under a sequential plan, and may even have to
move on to additional stages depending on the stage when the deviations are
found.
B.10 Under a fixed sampling plan, a sample size of 77 is sufficient to support the planned assessed level when the population deviation rate is 0.5 percent (see table A-2 in appendix A, "Attributes Statistical Sampling Tables").
Under the sequential sampling plan, the auditor examines 50, 101, 152, or 203
items; however, in addition to the cost-benefit of applying sequential sampling
in a specific instance, the auditor considers the long-run average sample size
indicated to meet his or her objectives. For example, if the true population deviation rate is 0.5 percent, the auditor may need to examine an average of 65
sampling units under the four step sequential sampling plan as compared with
77 sampling units under the fixed sampling plan.
B.11 A sequential sampling plan provides an opportunity to minimize
sampling in populations with a low deviation rate; however, an auditor might
find that the audit effort of examining the total number of sampling units for all
four steps of a sequential sampling plan would exceed the reduction of substantive testing that could be achieved by performing tests of controls. The auditor
may stop testing at any time and assume the control is not effective at the level
of sample assurance desired, and plan other (for example, substantive) tests
accordingly.
B.12 If the auditor believes it would not be practical to examine the total
number of sampling units for all steps of a four step sequential sampling plan,
a sequential sampling plan with fewer than four steps could be designed. For
example, some auditors find it practical to design two step sequential sampling
plans.
B.13 The following two stage plan2 is designed at a 10 percent risk of
overreliance. For the following plan, the decision rule allows the auditor to stop
at the end of the first sample if no deviations are found. If only one deviation
is encountered during the first stage sample, the auditor extends the sample
to the second stage. If a second deviation is found either in the first or second
stage, the auditor will not be able to achieve the desired sample result even if
no additional deviations are found.

2 See Vincent M. O'Reilly et al., Montgomery's Auditing, 12th Edition (Wiley, 1999): 16:47. The
table was computed with a focus on minimizing the first stage sample size.
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Table B-2
Tolerable Rate
of Deviation

1st Sample

2nd Sample

10%

23

29

8%

30

30

5%

51

39

3%

89

56

2%

133

87

B.14 Sequential sampling plans are generally designed for statistical
sampling applications; however, they might also be used in a nonstatistical
sampling application.
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Appendix C

Monetary Unit Sampling Tables
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
C.1 Note: For identical risks of incorrect acceptance,1 sample sizes determined by table 4-5, "Illustrative Sample Sizes" (table C-1, "Monetary Unit Sample Size Determination Tables") and table C-2, "Confidence Factors for Monetary Unit Sample Size Design," will be the same.

Table C-1
Monetary Unit Sample Size Determination Tables
Tolerable Misstatement as a Percentage of Population
Risk of

Ratio of

Incorrect

Expected to

Accep-

Tolerable

tance

Misstatement

50%

30%

10%

8%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

0.50%

5%

—

6

10

30

38

50

60

75

100

150

300

600

—

5%

0.10

8

13

37

46

62

74

92

123

184

368

736

0.37

5%

0.20

10

16

47

58

78

93

116

155

232

463

925

0.93

5%

0.30

12

20

60

75

100

120

150

200

300

600

1,199

1.80

5%

0.40

17

27

81

102

135

162

203

270

405

809

1,618

3.24

5%

0.50

24

39

116

145

193

231

289

385

577

1,154

2,308

5.77

10%

—

5

8

24

29

39

47

58

77

116

231

461

—

10%

0.20

7

12

35

43

57

69

86

114

171

341

682

0.69

10%

0.30

9

15

44

55

73

87

109

145

217

433

866

1.30

10%

0.40

12

20

58

72

96

115

143

191

286

572

1,144

2.29

10%

0.50

16

27

80

100

134

160

200

267

400

799

1,597

4.00

15%

—

4

7

19

24

32

38

48

64

95

190

380

—

15%

0.20

6

10

28

35

46

55

69

91

137

273

545

0.55

15%

0.30

7

12

35

43

57

69

86

114

171

341

681

1.03

15%

0.40

9

15

45

56

74

89

111

148

221

442

883

1.77

15%

0.50

13

21

61

76

101

121

151

202

302

604

1,208

3.02

20%

—

4

6

17

21

27

33

41

54

81

161

322

—

20%

0.20

5

8

23

29

38

46

57

76

113

226

451

0.46

20%

0.30

6

10

28

35

47

56

70

93

139

277

554

0.84

20%

0.40

8

12

36

45

59

71

89

118

177

354

707

1.42

20%

0.50

10

16

48

60

80

95

119

159

238

475

949

2.38

Expected
Sum
of Taints

(continued)

1 The risk that the auditor will conclude that a misstatement greater than tolerable misstatement does not exist when it does.
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Monetary Unit Sample Size Determination Tables—continued
Tolerable Misstatement as a Percentage of Population
Risk of

Ratio of

Incorrect

Expected to

Accep-

Tolerable

tance

Misstatement

50%

30%

10%

8%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

1%

0.50%

25%

—

3

5

14

18

24

28

35

47

70

139

278

—

25%

0.20

4

7

19

24

32

38

48

64

95

190

380

0.38

25%

0.30

5

8

23

29

39

46

58

77

115

230

460

0.69

25%

0.40

6

10

29

37

49

58

73

97

145

289

578

1.16

25%

0.50

8

13

38

48

64

76

95

127

190

380

760

1.90

30%

—

3

5

13

16

21

25

31

41

61

121

241

—

30%

0.20

4

6

17

21

27

33

41

54

81

162

323

0.33

30%

0.40

5

8

24

30

40

48

60

80

120

239

477

0.96

30%

0.60

9

15

43

54

71

85

107

142

213

425

850

2.55

35%

—

3

4

11

14

18

21

27

35

53

105

210

—

35%

0.20

3

5

14

18

23

28

35

46

69

138

276

0.28

35%

0.40

4

7

20

25

34

40

50

67

100

199

397

0.80

35%

0.60

7

12

34

43

57

68

85

113

169

338

676

2.03

50%

—

2

3

7

9

12

14

18

24

35

70

139

—

50%

0.20

2

3

9

11

15

18

22

29

44

87

173

0.18

50%

0.40

3

4

12

15

19

23

29

38

57

114

228

0.46

50%

0.60

4

6

17

22

29

34

43

57

85

170

340

1.02

Expected
Sum
of Taints

C.2 As discussed in chapter 4, "Nonstatistical and Statistical Audit Sampling for Substantive Tests of Details," and chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling," to determine sample size using table C-1 (also known as table 4-5), the
auditor determines risk of incorrect acceptance, tolerable misstatement (as a
percent of the population dollars), and expected misstatement (as a percentage
of tolerable misstatement). Using these factors, the auditor finds the sample
size in table 4-5. For example, if risk of incorrect acceptance is 10 percent, tolerable misstatement is 5 percent of the population dollars, and expected misstatement is 20 percent of tolerable misstatement (1 percent of the population
dollars), the auditor identifies a sample size of 69.
C.3 For this sample size, the far right column of table 4-5 indicates that
the sum of expected taints is 0.69.2 The concept of taints comes from monetary
unit sampling (MUS) and is discussed further in chapter 6. In performing the
sample, the auditor may find complete and partial misstatements. A complete
misstatement means the item has an audited amount of zero (for example, an
account receivable of $1,000 that should be zero). An example of a partial misstatement is a $1,000 balance that should be $900 (this is a 10 percent partial
misstatement or a 10 percent tainting). If the auditor found both previous two
2 The sum of the expected tainting percentage was calculated by multiplying the sample size
by the expected misstatements as a percentage of the population dollars. In the preceding case, the
sample size was 69 and the expected misstatement was 1 percent of the population dollars thus the
expected tainting was 0.69.
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examples (one complete misstatement and one 10 percent tainting) the sum of
the taints would be 1.10.
C.4 In the preceding example, if the auditor finds misstatements whose
tainting percentages total to less than 0.69, he or she will be able to conclude
at the stated risk of incorrect acceptance that it is unlikely that the population
is misstated by more than 5 percent. If the auditor finds misstatements whose
tainting percentages exceed 0.69, the auditor will not be able to conclude that
the population is not misstated by more than 5 percent.
C.5 This table was based on the Poisson distribution, with sample sizes
rounded to the next largest whole number.

Table C-2
Confidence Factors for Monetary Unit Sample Size Design
Risk of Incorrect Acceptance
Ratio of Expected
to Tolerable
Misstatement

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

37%

50%

0.00

3.00

2.31

1.90

1.61

1.39

1.21

1.05

1.00

0.70

0.05

3.31

2.52

2.06

1.74

1.49

1.29

1.12

1.06

0.73

0.10

3.68

2.77

2.25

1.89

1.61

1.39

1.20

1.13

0.77

0.15

4.11

3.07

2.47

2.06

1.74

1.49

1.28

1.21

0.82

0.20

4.63

3.41

2.73

2.26

1.90

1.62

1.38

1.30

0.87

0.25

5.24

3.83

3.04

2.49

2.09

1.76

1.50

1.41

0.92

0.30

6.00

4.33

3.41

2.77

2.30

1.93

1.63

1.53

0.99

0.35

6.92

4.95

3.86

3.12

2.57

2.14

1.79

1.67

1.06

0.40

8.09

5.72

4.42

3.54

2.89

2.39

1.99

1.85

1.14

0.45

9.59

6.71

5.13

4.07

3.29

2.70

2.22

2.06

1.25

0.50

11.54

7.99

6.04

4.75

3.80

3.08

2.51

2.32

1.37

0.55

14.18

9.70

7.26

5.64

4.47

3.58

2.89

2.65

1.52

0.60

17.85

12.07

8.93

6.86

5.37

4.25

3.38

3.09

1.70

Note: The basis for this table is the Poisson distribution. The 37 percent risk of incorrect
acceptance column is provided for the convenience of those auditors that used previous MUS
sampling formula guidance in developing policies and procedures.
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Table C-3
Monetary Unit Sampling—Confidence Factors for Sample Evaluation
Risk of Incorrect Acceptance
Number of
Overstatement
Misstatements

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

37%

50%

0

3.00

2.31

1.90

1.61

1.39

1.21

1.05

1.00

0.70

1

4.75

3.89

3.38

3.00

2.70

2.44

2.22

2.14

1.68

2

6.30

5.33

4.73

4.28

3.93

3.62

3.35

3.25

2.68

3

7.76

6.69

6.02

5.52

5.11

4.77

4.46

4.35

3.68

4

9.16

8.00

7.27

6.73

6.28

5.90

5.55

5.43

4.68

5

10.52

9.28

8.50

7.91

7.43

7.01

6.64

6.50

5.68

6

11.85

10.54

9.71

9.08

8.56

8.12

7.72

7.57

6.67

7

13.15

11.78

10.90

10.24

9.69

9.21

8.79

8.63

7.67

8

14.44

13.00

12.08

11.38

10.81

10.31

9.85

9.68

8.67

9

15.71

14.21

13.25

12.52

11.92

11.39

10.92

10.74

9.67

10

16.97

15.41

14.42

13.66

13.02

12.47

11.98

11.79

10.67

11

18.21

16.60

15.57

14.78

14.13

13.55

13.04

12.84

11.67

12

19.45

17.79

16.72

15.90

15.22

14.63

14.09

13.89

12.67

13

20.67

18.96

17.86

17.02

16.32

15.70

15.14

14.93

13.67

14

21.89

20.13

19.00

18.13

17.40

16.77

16.20

15.98

14.67

15

23.10

21.30

20.13

19.24

18.49

17.84

17.25

17.02

15.67

16

24.31

22.46

21.26

20.34

19.58

18.90

18.29

18.06

16.67

17

25.50

23.61

22.39

21.44

20.66

19.97

19.34

19.10

17.67

18

26.70

24.76

23.51

22.54

21.74

21.03

20.38

20.14

18.67

19

27.88

25.91

24.63

23.64

22.81

22.09

21.43

21.18

19.67

20

29.07

27.05

25.74

24.73

23.89

23.15

22.47

22.22

20.67

Note: The basis for this table is the Poisson distribution. The 37 percent risk of incorrect
acceptance column is provided for the convenience of those auditors that used previous MUS
sampling formula guidance in developing policies and procedures.

Table C-4
Alternative MUS Sample Size Determination Using
Expansion Factors

AAG-SAM APP C

Risk of Incorrect Acceptance (%)

Factor

1

1.90

5

1.60

10

1.50

15

1.40

20

1.30

25

1.25

30

1.20

37

1.15

50

1.10
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C.6 Previous versions of this guide used the preceding table to illustrate a
formula approach for determining an MUS sample size for statistical sampling
using expansion factors. This method is explained here using the example in
chapter 6.
C.7 If the auditor expects misstatements, and the auditor is not using the
table approach (table 4-5 or table C-1) or a formula approach using table C2, but using a formula approach along with the expansion factors (table C-4,
"Alternative MUS Sample Size Determination Using Expansion Factors"), he
or she would reduce the tolerable misstatement by the expected misstatement,
adjusted for the expansion factor appropriate for the desired assurance, and
then proceed to determine sample size using the same approach described when
zero misstatements are expected.
Sample Size =

Population Recorded Amount × Confidence Factor
Tolerable Misstatement − (Expected Misstatement ×
Expansion Factor)

C.8 As an example of the method using expansion factors, an auditor using MUS might have assessed tolerable misstatement as $15,000 and the desired risk of incorrect acceptance as 5 percent. In addition, the auditor may
expect approximately $3,000 of misstatement in the population to be sampled.
The expected effect of the misstatements is subtracted from the $15,000 tolerable misstatement. That effect is calculated by multiplying the expected misstatement, in this case $3,000, by an appropriate expansion factor. Table C-4
provides approximate expansion factors for some commonly used risks of incorrect acceptance. It gives an approximate expansion factor of 1.6 for a 5 percent
risk of incorrect acceptance; therefore, the effect is $4,800 ($3,000 × 1.6). The
auditor subtracts the $4,800 effect from the $15,000 tolerable misstatement
and divides the resulting $10,200 ($15,000 − $4,800) by the appropriate confidence factor for applications in which no misstatements are expected, in this
case a confidence factor of 3. The sampling interval in this example is $3,400
($10,200 ÷ 3). Therefore, for the population's recorded amount of $500,000, the
sample size is computed to be 147 ($500,000 ÷ $3,400).
C.9 This sample size formula described is an approximation of the more
accurate method used to compute the sample sizes in table 4-5 (table C-1).
When zero misstatement is expected, this formula and the table give identical
sample sizes. For low to moderate expected misstatement, the expansion factor
formula gives sample sizes that are a bit smaller than the table. When expected
misstatement is high—say, 40 percent or more of tolerable misstatement—the
formula tends to result in sample sizes that exceed those in the table. In some
cases, the excess is significant. The accuracy of the expansion factor formula
approximation also varies with the risk of incorrect acceptance.
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Appendix D

Ratio of Desired Allowance for Sampling
Risk of Incorrect Rejection to Tolerable
Misstatement
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
D.1 Table D-1, "Ratio of Desired Allowance for Sampling Risk of Incorrect
Rejection to Tolerable Misstatement," is derived from Statistical Auditing by
Donald Roberts (New York: AICPA, 1978) and is used in connection with the
classical variables sampling guidance discussed in chapter 7, "Classical Variables Sampling." For further information on the theory underlying this measure of the risk of incorrect rejection, see pages 41–43 in Statistical Auditing.1

Table D-1
Ratio of Desired Allowance for Sampling Risk of
Incorrect Rejection to Tolerable Misstatement
Risk of Incorrect Rejection (One Sided)
Risk of Incorrect
Acceptance
(One Sided)

0.10

0.05

0.025

0.005

0.010

0.355

0.414

0.457

0.525

0.025

0.395

0.456

0.500

0.567

0.050

0.437

0.500

0.543

0.610

0.075

0.470

0.533

0.576

0.641

0.100

0.500

0.562

0.604

0.667

0.150

0.552

0.613

0.654

0.713

0.200

0.603

0.661

0.699

0.753

0.250

0.655

0.709

0.743

0.792

0.300

0.709

0.758

0.788

0.830

0.350

0.768

0.810

0.835

0.869

0.400

0.834

0.866

0.885

0.910

0.450

0.910

0.929

0.939

0.953

0.500

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Note: The basis for this table is the normal distribution.

1 As described in Statistical Auditing by Donald Roberts (New York: AICPA, 1978), this table is
based on the approach illustrated throughout this guide where the auditor accepts the population as
not materially misstated unless there is evidence to the contrary (the positive approach). An equivalent, and sometimes a preferable approach (the negative approach), is where the auditor rejects the
population as being materially misstated unless there is evidence to the contrary. The auditor using
this latter approach would need to use a different table to relate the risks of incorrect acceptance and
incorrect rejection than the one illustrated here.
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Appendix E

Multilocation Sampling Considerations
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
E.1 This appendix deals with situations where the auditor has decided to
select a sample of locations from a population of items at more than 1 location
(for example, receivables at an entity's 200 locations). Further, the auditor intends to sample or perform other procedures at the locations selected for the
sample. This appendix does not address the broader issues of planning, scoping,
and executing multilocation audits.1
E.2 Auditors of multilocation entities may face additional sampling considerations beyond those encountered when applying audit sampling to a single population. The auditor may face such considerations when applying tests
of controls or substantive tests of details. Common audit situations where such
considerations may apply include inventories, fixed assets, or receivables that
are in different locations.
E.3 In some cases it is feasible for the auditor to obtain sufficient evidence
about all the locations by selecting one overall sample (for example, selecting
from centralized records or visiting all locations). For example, the locations,
although separate, might be in close proximity to each other, or audit resources
may be readily available for all locations from which sample items might be
selected. Generally, the audit strategy may be to first select any items or locations of greater risk for examination. Auditors also generally consider the nonsampling risks that may be introduced in some situations where the quality
of evidence may differ when not visiting a location, such as examining original
documentation and speaking directly to personnel.
E.4 In some cases, the auditor may be able to aggregate the populations
of various locations and select an audit sample from the combined population,
without further consideration of the location of the items selected for the sample. In this case, the sampling considerations are the same as applying sampling
concepts to all locations. This approach generally produces the smallest overall
sample size to meet the auditor's test objectives, but may require the auditor
to perform procedures at many locations.
E.5 When it is not feasible to obtain the evidence centrally or visit all the
locations, the auditor will generally select some locations from which to obtain
audit evidence. In such cases, the auditor will generally first select those items
or locations of greater risk or size for individual examination. If the auditor
cannot select enough locations or items with this procedure to satisfy his or her
audit objectives regarding the aggregate population, a sample of the remaining
locations and a subsample of items from those locations may be selected to
obtain the necessary assurance.
E.6 When a sample of locations is selected and a sample of items is selected
from each location, the sampling risk from such a design consists of two risks:
1 Paragraph .43 of AU-C section 600, Special Considerations—Audits of Group Financial Statements (Including the Work of Component Auditors) (AICPA, Professional Standards), requires the
auditor to assess the sufficiency and appropriateness of evidence obtained. A technique such as the
one illustrated here may be helpful in making this assessment.
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(a) risks associated with the examination of less than 100 percent of the locations (sometimes called selection risk), and (b) risks associated with examining
less than 100 percent of the items of interest at the locations visited (sometimes
called the condition detection risk).
E.7 The total risk of the overall sampling plan is a combination of these
two risks. For example, if the selection risk of the plan is 10 percent (for example, a 90 percent confidence level of identifying misstatements or deviations
at a significantly misstated location), and there is also a 10 percent risk of not
detecting a significant misstatement at a location selected, although the probabilities are not additive, there is approximately an overall 19 percent risk2 that
the plan will not be effective in detecting the pattern of misstatement exceeding
tolerable misstatement.
E.8 In the determination of the overall extent of testing, fewer locations
could be visited, increasing selection risk associated with locations. However, for
a given overall confidence, this would ordinarily require more testing (accepting
less risk of not detecting the error condition) to be performed at the locations
visited. The auditor needs to visit enough locations and do enough work at each
location to achieve the desired objective. Some auditors set minimum sample
sizes for the number of locations to visit and number of items to test at each
location.
E.9 When the auditor selects a sample of locations and then performs
testing for each location, the auditor first evaluates the results of the sample
for each location selected. If deviations or misstatements are found, the auditor considers whether those misstatements or deviations are likely in locations
not visited. When evaluating sample results, the auditor considers whether the
sample results might indicate a condition or pattern that might not support the
assumptions used in developing the plan, indicating need for further evidence
regarding the misstatements in the population. The auditor then aggregates
the results of tests across all locations and assesses whether the desired assurance has been obtained from the procedures.
E.10 When statistical sampling is used, the auditor may need to consult
with a sampling specialist to establish an appropriate sampling plan for the
engagement circumstances. Statistical formulas can be used to project sample
results from the sample results at the locations.3

2

Formula: (90 percent Assurance × 90 percent Assurance = 81 percent Overall Confidence)
Extensions and illustrations of the concepts in this appendix are included in L. Graham, J.
C. Bedard, and S. Dutta, Working Paper "Managing Group Audit Risk in a Multi-Component Audit
Setting" (Bentley University, 2017).
3
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Appendix F

Case Study Using Software to Plan and
Evaluate a Classical Variables Sample
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
Chapter 7, "Classical Variables Sampling," describes the application of classical statistical sampling methods to auditing issues. This appendix extends that
discussion with a walk-through of a classical variable sampling application using IDEA sampling software1 (herein after referred to as a software tool or tool).
F.1 Internal auditor Donna Tyler is sampling a population of company
sales for two purposes. Because of prior comments by independent auditors
regarding revenue recognition, Donna is sampling sales to ensure the correct
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) treatment of sales items. Although she has some assurance from changes in the accounting process and
controls since last year, and recent tests of controls that indicate effective controls over revenue recognition, she seeks a high level of assurance that the previously noted GAAP issue has been substantially corrected. The second purpose
of the sampling is to ensure the proper sales tax rate for the applicable jurisdiction is applied to sales in advance of the next state tax audit.
F.2 For purposes of this demonstration we will use an example population
of sales (provided by the software vendor). We would follow the same procedures
if the auditor wished to select a sample of receivables for confirmation, with the
exception that the population source would be the outstanding receivables at
the date of the test. The actual engagement data would initially be imported
into the software tool from the client records. We can see in the following image
that there are numerous fields in this data, not all of which are relevant to
Donna's sampling focus.

1 IDEA has granted the AICPA permission to use IDEA, Version 9 for this demonstration. The
use of this software in the guide does not imply any endorsement of this software by the AICPA. IDEA
is a product of Audimation Services Inc., Houston, Texas. United States of America.
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F.3 To obtain a basic understanding of the population, Donna selects the
data field she wishes to sample (in this case, "SALES_PLUS_TAX"). A best practice for all sampling applications (statistical or non-statistical) is to have a general understanding of the population and its characteristics before selecting the
method of sampling and the sample itself. Some questions that may be relevant
based on the characteristics of the sample are as follows:

r
r
r
r

Can monetary unit sampling (MUS) be used?
Can enough large items be examined so that sampling is not even
necessary?
Are there any items that seem unusual?
Does the population total tie into the company financial accounting records?

Donna could also array the population in size-order using the specific field of
interest and identify potentially trivial items to be excluded from the population, or other anomalies before sampling. In addition to ensuring anomalies
are examined, removal of very large positive and negative values for individual
testing often result in less overall testing effort because it reduces variability
in the population.
F.4 As noted in chapter 6, "Monetary Unit Sampling," the presence of negative and zero valued items can create problems when using MUS sampling
procedures. Classical variables sample (CVS) techniques make random selections from the various strata that are created from the data, and thus from
a sampling standpoint, these issues do not pose a problem. However, auditors
may wonder why zero value and negative sales are in the population, and may
separate out and query these items separately.2 In this case, Donna is familiar with the reasons for these transactions and decides to leave them in the
population for sampling.
F.5 Donna is then prompted by the software tool to confirm the data field
to be sampled and input the desired number of strata for the sample. In addition, Donna will select items above $400,000. In most cases, three to five strata
provide good results for audit populations. Using too many strata may appear
to lower the sample size but can later create major issues in evaluation if few
or no misstatements are identified in some of the strata. In this example, she
specified three strata and wants to select for 100 percent examination any sales
greater than $400,000 (sample precision—specified later—will be $500,000).
These decisions are judgments and can be refined when using a software tool
by re-specifying the parameters and reviewing the impact on the sample plan.
F.6 The software tool may provide users control over certain criteria in
setting sample size. When modifying any default values in this dialog screen,
the tool may include warnings to alert the auditor to planning specifications
that are not likely to result in a satisfactory sample (such as planning the sample such that too few misstatements are expected to appear in the sample to
validly compute a statistical result).
F.7 Procedurally, the software divides the population into cells to help
make its computations of the best stratum boundaries and then estimate the
sample size. In very large and very diverse populations, 300 or more cells may
2

Some fraud schemes involve setting up zero value sales amounts to trigger improper shipments.
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be specified. In very small populations, a small number of cells may need to be
specified. The setting of 75 cells often produces acceptable results, and Donna
accepts that default value. Next, Donna can specify a minimum overall sample size and a minimum stratum sample size, which she does. Additionally,
the tool seeks to compute a sample size that will return a sufficient number
of misstatements for a valid evaluation using an estimator like the difference
or ratio estimators. Donna can specify a desired minimum number of misstatements (errors) overall or per stratum and a desired probability that at least
this many misstatements will be in the sample. Later, Donna will be asked for
the misstatement rate in the population which is used to satisfy this specification. Some firms may set certain default values for their auditors and suggest
specialist consultation before changing them. Here the auditor can also choose
between a 1-sided and 2-sided confidence interval for the sample result. Donna
chooses a 1-sided interval for this test because she primarily wants to ensure
there is not a material overstatement of the population,3 even though past results indicated both overstatements and understatements might be found. Because of past findings of both non-trivial overstatements and understatements,
Donna is aware of the warnings regarding the use of MUS in such situations,
thus her selection of CVS for this test.
F.8 Once the settings criteria are confirmed, the tool displays a graph of
the values and number of items in each stratum of the population. The stratum boundaries are determined using an optimal4 statistical method that sets
the boundaries to reduce variability in the population. Note that the software
has automatically selected the two items larger than the high value specified.
These two items totaled over $4 million of the $12 million initial population
value. The information here helps Donna identify whether the stratification
seems acceptable (for example, too many or too few items in a stratum). Specialist assistance can be helpful here when anomalies are noted. The histogram
illustrates the distribution of larger and smaller items in the population. Accounting populations often have a greater number of smaller items than larger
ones, but not always.

3 Different software packages operate differently. Underlying help screens often provide essential guidance on how to set up the sample to achieve the auditor's objective.
4 The method used in this tool is the Neyman method, the purpose of which is to maximize
precision given a fixed sample size. Other options may be used to determine stratum boundaries.
Auditors may also manually specify stratum boundaries. These alternatives may have an impact on
sample size but would not affect the validity of the sampling conclusions.
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F.9 Because the results seem acceptable, Donna specifies a confidence
level (for example, 90 percent) and precision ($500,000) for the sample based
on the engagement needs. Precision is defined as the difference between the
tolerable misstatement for the test and any expected misstatement in the sample. Donna inputs the specified proportion of errors in the population. This is
an estimate based on past results, but Donna hopes a lower proportion of misstatements will be found this year. This estimate is used by the tool to calculate
stratum sample sizes that are likely to result in the number of errors that will
support a valid evaluation. Because CVS uses misstatements in order to evaluate a result using some estimation techniques (for example, difference and ratio
techniques), the higher the proportion of misstatement, the more likely that a
smaller sample size will be able to be evaluated using these techniques. In low
misstatement rate populations, the statistical application will often have to expand the sample size to better ensure that sufficient misstatements will appear
in the sample for a valid evaluation. Indeed, a characteristic supporting the use
of CVS versus MUS is the likelihood of a higher proportion of the population
with some misstatement (as noted in chapter 7 of this guide).5

5 If no misstatements are identified in a properly designed classical variables sample, evaluation
methods for the precision attained may be limited to the mean estimation technique.
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F.10 Once the estimated sample size is computed, warnings may appear
to indicate that certain characteristics of the population or specifications may
later constrain the use of specific evaluation techniques. For example, the existence of a significant number of negative valued items may indicate a problem
when using the ratio based evaluation methods. If these warnings are an issue
to the application, the sample may be redesigned to overcome any limitations
that are important (for example, there may be a contractual agreement specifying the ratio evaluation technique is to be used in a special application). For
the parameters specified, the software computed a minimum sample size of 53
items plus the 2 high-value items. In this scenario, there were no warnings or
constraints that concerned Donna because there likely would be a number of
valid evaluation methods she could apply.

F.11 After the sample size is confirmed, Donna has the software extracted
(by stratum) and arrays a random sample. In the following screenshot, an
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additional field is set up to the far right of the data labeled "AUDIT_AMT."
The blue color of this field in the tool indicates this is a tentative value field.
The audited values (if different from the recorded value) will be substituted in
this field in advance of performing the statistical evaluation.
The performance of auditing procedures to determine GAAP compliance and to
test the application of sales tax are not impacted by the decision to use statistical or non-statistical methods. Each item selected will have the same procedures applied and an audit result will be obtained.

F.12 The sample items selected, as well as the two large items, have been
seeded with some audited value misstatements, but they are relatively small
in amount. The misstatements here were all overstatements.

F.13 After the audited values are entered, Donna calls the CVS statistical evaluation routine from the software tool. Before evaluation, the auditor
is asked to confirm the confidence level to be used for the evaluation and the
program returns some summary information on the misstatements identified.
Note that we found a few misstatements in each stratum and a relatively small
misstatement in one of the large items (labeled stratum number 4).
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F.14 Next, the evaluation of the sample is made using a number of statistical methods. Initially, a graphical presentation of the results is created using
all the available methods. However, some evaluation methods may be less effective under certain conditions (for example, when there are a number of negative
items in the population). Warnings given at the time of the sample size calculation can help auditors select the more appropriate evaluation methods. Help
screens within the software, specialist assistance, or other statistical sampling
technical references can also assist in the selection of a valid evaluation technique.
F.15 A rule of thumb used by some auditors is that the most appropriate
evaluation method to use is the valid technique with the smallest computed precision. That is often because the technique with the smallest precision best fits
the data and minimizes the observed variability in the results. Many times the
results of the various difference-based estimators (that is, the difference, ratio,
and regression estimators) are similar. The following screenshot is a detailed
difference evaluation report. It reports the sample result in the first column,
the large item results in the second column, and the aggregate results in the
third column.

F.16 The projected misstatement from the sample alone is an overstatement of $37,924.80. The precision is noted as $19,623.51. Donna is interested
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in the upper limit on the overstatements in the population, and she adds the
projected misstatement and precision together ($57,548.31). Thus, the upper
limit on the overstatement (projected plus precision) is far below Donna's tolerable misstatement and the planned precision, and the sample seems to have
met more than the planned 90 percent level of confidence.
The known (factual) misstatements are the misstatements noted in the highvalue items (that is, $854.50) and the factual misstatements identified in the
sample items. This total can be identified from the differences between the total
recorded values and the audited values columns on the sample data screens
from which the evaluations were made.
Although satisfied that the misstatements are not material, Donna further contemplates what the sample result implies for her special purposes for performing this test by considering the nature of the misstatements.

r
r
r
r

Do the results of the test indicate an improvement in processes
and controls?
Are GAAP issues still present and are they the same or different
from the issues previously identified?
Do the misstatements indicate that controls are not yet as reliable
as desired?
Are there any tax misstatements that suggest further improvements in the application of taxes to sales?

These questions can be answered after a detailed review of the sampling
findings.
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Glossary
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
G.1 This glossary summarizes definitions of the terms related to audit
sampling used in this guide. It does not contain definitions of common audit
terms. Related terms are shown in parentheses.
allowance for sampling risk (precision). A measure of the difference between a sample estimate (projection) and the tolerable rate of deviation or
tolerable misstatement at a specified sampling risk.
alpha risk. See risk of incorrect rejection.
attribute. Any characteristic that is either present or absent in a sampling
unit. In tests of controls, the presence or absence of evidence of the application of a specified control is sometimes referred to as an attribute.
attributes sampling. Statistical sampling that reaches a conclusion about a
population in terms of a rate of occurrence.
audit risk. The risk that the auditor expresses an inappropriate audit opinion
when the financial statements are materially misstated. Audit risk is a
function of the risks of material misstatement and detection risk.
audit sampling (sampling). The selection and evaluation of less than 100
percent of the population of audit relevance such that the auditor expects
the items selected (the sample) to be representative of the population and,
thus, likely to provide a reasonable basis for conclusions about the population. In this context, representative means that evaluation of the sample
will result in conclusions that, subject to the limitations of sampling risk,
are similar to those that would be drawn if the same procedures were applied to the entire population.
basic precision. In monetary unit sampling, the minimum allowance for sampling risk. It equals the allowance for sampling risk when no misstatements are found in the sample.
beta risk. See risk of incorrect acceptance.
biased selection. A selection that is not selected in such a way to be expected
to be representative of the population from which it was selected (for example, selecting only smaller value invoices for examination). See representative.
binomial distribution. In probability theory and statistics, the binomial distribution is the discrete probability distribution of the number of successes
in a sequence of n independent draws, each of which yields success with
probability p. Because the probability p is unchanged by each draw, it is an
accurate description of sampling with replacement before the next draw.
In large populations, the binomial distribution can yield an approximation
of the hypergeometric distribution when the sample size is less than 10
percent of the population size.
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block sample. This is a sample consisting of contiguous sampling units. Many
blocks are generally needed to form a sample that can be expected to be
representative.
cell sampling. A form of monetary unit sampling or probability proportional
to size sample selection where the population is divided into sampling intervals and a sample selection is made from each sampling interval (cell).
Some monetary unit sampling evaluation techniques also are based on cell
theory.
classical variables sampling. A statistical sampling approach that measures
sampling risk using the variation of the underlying characteristic of interest. This approach includes methods such as mean-per-unit, ratio estimation, difference estimation, and a classical form of probability proportional
to size estimation.
cluster sample. See block sample.
confidence level (reliability). The complement of the risk of incorrect acceptance. The measure of probability associated with a sample interval.
control risk. The risk that a misstatement that could occur in an assertion
about a class of transaction, account balance, or disclosure and that could
be material, either individually or when aggregated with other misstatements, will not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on a timely basis
by the entity's internal control.
cumulative monetary amount (CMA) sampling. See monetary unit sampling.
decision model. A rule used to make a conclusion about a population based
on a sample taken from it.
detection risk. The risk that the procedures performed by the auditor to reduce audit risk to an acceptably low level will not detect a misstatement
that exists and that could be material, either individually or when aggregated with other misstatements.
difference estimation. A classical variables sampling technique that uses
the average difference between individual audited amounts and individual recorded amounts to estimate the total audited amount (or the total
misstatement) of a population and an allowance for sampling risk.
dollar-unit sampling (DUS). See monetary unit sampling.
expansion factor. A factor used in the calculation of sample size in a monetary
unit sampling application if misstatements are expected.
expected population deviation rate. An anticipation of the deviation rate
in the entire population. It is used in determining an appropriate sample
size for an attributes sample.
factual misstatements. Misstatements about which there is no doubt. These
were called known misstatements in prior auditing literature.
field. See population.
haphazard sample. A sample consisting of sampling units selected without
any conscious bias (that is, without any special reason for including or omitting items from the sample). It does not consist of sampling units selected
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in a careless manner and is selected in a manner that can be expected to
be representative of the population.
hypergeometric distribution. In probability theory and statistics, the hypergeometric distribution is a discrete probability distribution that describes
the probability associated with a number of occurrences of a particular
outcome in a sequence of n draws from a finite population (for example,
without replacement of the selected item before the next item is drawn).
hypothesis testing. A decision model to test the reasonableness of an amount
by assessing whether sample data is consistent or otherwise with statements made about the population.
inherent risk. The susceptibility of an assertion about a class of transaction,
account balance, or disclosure to a misstatement that could be material,
either individually or when aggregated with other misstatements, before
consideration of any related controls.
judgmental misstatements. Differences arising from the judgments of management concerning accounting estimates that the auditor considers unreasonable or the selection or application of accounting policies that the
auditor considers inappropriate.
known misstatements. See factual misstatements.
likely misstatement (most likely misstatement). In audit sampling, likely
misstatement is the direct projection, or best estimate of the sample result
when extrapolated to the population from which the sample was drawn.
See also projected misstatement.
logical unit. The balance or transaction that includes the selected dollar in a
monetary unit sample.
mean-per-unit approach. A classical variables sampling technique that
projects the sample average to the total population by multiplying the sample average by the total number of items in the population.
misstatement. A difference between the amount, classification, presentation,
or disclosure of a reported financial statement item and the amount, classification, presentation, or disclosure that is required for the item to be presented fairly in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error. (Also see definitions of
factual misstatement, judgmental misstatement and projected misstatement.)
monetary unit sampling (MUS). A form of variables sampling based on attributes sampling theory that uses probability proportional to size sample
selection. Sometimes called dollar unit sampling.
nonsampling risk. The risk that the auditor reaches an erroneous conclusion
for any reason not related to sampling risk.
nonstatistical sampling. A sampling technique for which the auditor considers sampling risk in evaluating an audit sample without using statistical
theory to measure that risk.
normal distribution. The normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution, applicable in many fields. It may be defined by two parameters: the mean (average, 𝜇) and variance (variability, 𝜎 2 ), respectively. The
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standard normal distribution is the normal distribution with a mean of
zero and a variance of one. Carl Friedrich Gauss became associated with
this set of distributions when he analyzed astronomical data using them,
and defined the equation of its probability density function. It is often called
the bell curve because the graph of its probability density resembles a
bell. It is often used in the application of classical variables sampling techniques. The normal distribution can yield an approximation of the binomial
distribution when the occurrence probability is close to 50 percent.
performance materiality. The amount or amounts set by the auditor at less
than materiality for the financial statements as a whole to reduce to an appropriately low level the probability that the aggregate of uncorrected and
undetected misstatements exceeds materiality for the financial statements
as a whole. If applicable, performance materiality also refers to the amount
or amounts set by the auditor at less than the materiality level or levels
for particular classes of transactions, account balances, or disclosures. Performance materiality is to be distinguished from tolerable misstatement.
point estimate. Most likely amount of the population characteristic based on
the extrapolation of the sample results. Also known as the likely misstatement or best estimate amount.
Poisson distribution. In probability theory and statistics, the Poisson distribution is a discrete probability distribution that expresses the probability
of a number of events occurring in a fixed period of time if these events
occur with a known average rate, and are independent of the time since
the last event. As applied in auditing, it yields a reasonable approximation
of the hypergeometric distribution when the population occurrence rate
and the sampling fraction (sample size ÷ population) are both less than 10
percent, conditions common in many auditing populations.
population. The entire set of data from which a sample is selected and about
which the auditor wishes to draw conclusions.
population for sampling purposes. The population for sampling purposes
excludes individually significant items that the auditor has decided to examine 100 percent or other items that will be tested separately.
precision. See allowance for sampling risk.
probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling. A sample selection procedure that selects items for the sample in proportion to their relative size,
usually their monetary amounts. Monetary unit sampling uses this method
to select the sample. There is also a probability proportional to size sampling estimation procedure that is based on classical variables sampling
techniques. This latter technique requires enough misstatements in the
sample in order to form appropriate statistical confidence limits. Both monetary unit sampling and probability proportional to size estimation samples are selected on a proportional to size basis.
projected misstatements. The auditor's best estimate of misstatements in
populations, involving the projection of misstatements identified in audit
samples to the entire population from which the samples were drawn. Also
see likely misstatement.
random sample. A sample selected so that every combination of the same
number of items in the population has an equal probability of selection.
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ratio estimation. A classical variables sampling technique that uses the ratio
of audited amounts to recorded amounts in the sample to estimate the total
dollar amount of the population and an allowance for sampling risk.
reciprocal population. See related population.
related population. A population containing items that may be missing from
or understated in the population of interest. For example, in testing for
completeness of accounts payable (the population of interest), the auditor
may identify a related population of subsequent payments and select from
that population; if that related population is overstated, the population of
interest is understated.
reliability level. See confidence level.
representative. Evaluation of the sample will result in conclusions that, subject to the limitations of sampling risk, are similar to those that would be
drawn if the same procedures were applied to the entire population.
In many contexts in sampling, representative conveys the sense that the
sample results are believed to correspond, at the stated risk level, to what
would have been obtained had the auditor examined all items in the population in the same way as examined in the sample. Correspond does not
mean that the projected misstatement from the sample will exactly equal
the misstatement in the population (which the auditor does not know).
Rather a sample is considered representative if it is free from selection
bias. Statistical samples are designed to be representative, with the stated
confidence that the true population misstatement is measured by the confidence interval. Nonstatistical samples are generally selected in a way
that the auditor expects them to be representative. Representative relates
to the total sample, not to individual items in the sample. Also, representative does not relate to the sample size, but to how the sample was selected. The sample is generally expected to be representative only with
respect to the occurrence rate or incidence of misstatements, not their
specific nature. A sample misstatement due to an unusual circumstance
may nevertheless be indicative of other unusual misstatements in the
population.
risk of incorrect acceptance (beta risk or type II misstatement). The
risk that the sample supports the conclusion that the recorded account
balance is not materially misstated when the account balance is materially
misstated.
risk of incorrect rejection (alpha risk or type I misstatement). The risk
that the sample supports the conclusion that the recorded account balance
is materially misstated when the account balance is not materially misstated.
risk of material misstatement (RMM). The risk that the financial statements are materially misstated prior to the audit. This consists of two components, described as follows at the assertion level:
inherent risk. The susceptibility of an assertion about a class of transaction, account balance, or disclosure to a misstatement that could
be material, either individually or when aggregated with other misstatements, before consideration of any related controls.
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control risk. The risk that a misstatement that could occur in an assertion about a class of transaction, account balance, or disclosure
and that could be material, either individually or when aggregated
with other misstatements, will not be prevented, or detected and
corrected, on a timely basis by the entity's internal control.
risk of overreliance. The risk that the auditor will conclude the controls are
more effective than they are. Also referred to as beta risk, type II, risk of
incorrect acceptance, risk of assessing control risk too low. See sampling
risk.
risk of underreliance. The risk that the auditor will conclude the controls
are less effective than they actually are. Also referred to as alpha risk,
type I, risk of incorrect rejection, risk of assessing control risk too high.
See sampling risk.
sample. Items selected from a population to reach a conclusion about the population as a whole.
sampling distribution. The set of all possible outcomes of a sample from a
population. Some sampling distributions are exact, such as the hypergeometric distribution, which compute the probability of a specific (attribute
based) outcome from a population of any known size, given a random sample and known population characteristics. The binomial distribution is often an effective approximation to the hypergeometric distribution and may
be used when the population is large. The Poisson distribution is another
attribute based approximation method that may be used when the estimated misstatement or deviation rate and the proportion of the population
being sampled is small. Classical variables sampling often relies on theoretical distributions such as the normal distribution or Student T distribution to compute the statistical confidence limits and can consider standard
deviation. These latter distributions are based on large-sample theory.
sampling error. See allowance for sampling risk.
sampling risk. The risk that the auditor's conclusion based on a sample may
be different from the conclusion if the entire population were subjected to
the same audit procedure. Sampling risk can lead to two types of erroneous
conclusions:
a. In the case of a test of controls, that controls are more effective than
they actually are, or in the case of a test of details, that a material
misstatement does not exist when, in fact, it does. The auditor is
primarily concerned with this type of erroneous conclusion because
it affects audit effectiveness and is more likely to lead to an inappropriate audit opinion.
b. In the case of a test of controls, that controls are less effective than
they actually are, or in the case of a test of details, that a material
misstatement exists when, in fact, it does not. This type of erroneous conclusion affects audit efficiency because it would usually
lead to additional work to establish that initial conclusions were
incorrect.
sampling unit. The individual items constituting a population.
sequential sampling. A sampling plan for which the sample is selected in several steps, with each step conditional on the results of the previous steps.
The development of a valid plan that considers the risks of allowing for
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multiple stages of sampling generally requires specialized tables or specialist assistance, and cannot be directly inferred from single stage sampling plans or tables.
standard deviation. A measure of the dispersion among the respective
amounts of a particular characteristic as measured for all items in the population for which a sample estimate is developed.
standard error. The standard deviation of the sampling distribution of a
statistic.
statistic. A numerical characteristic of a sample. For example, the sample
mean and variance.
statistical sampling. An approach to sampling that has the following characteristics:
a. Random selection of the sample items
b. The use of an appropriate statistical technique to evaluate sample
results, including measurement of sampling risk
A sampling approach that does not have characteristics a and b is considered nonstatistical sampling.
stop-or-go sampling. See sequential sampling.
stratification. The process of dividing a population into subpopulations, each
of which is a group of sampling units that have similar characteristics.
Stratification may be used to focus procedures on risk areas or to reduce
variability in sampling populations
substantive procedure. An audit procedure designed to detect material misstatements at the assertion level. Substantive procedures comprise
a. tests of details (classes of transactions, account balances, and disclosures) and
b. substantive analytical procedures.
systematic random sampling. A method of selecting a sample in which every nth item is selected using one or more random starts. When the first
item is selected using judgment from the interval, the method is termed
systematic sampling
tainting. In a monetary-unit sample, the percentage of misstatement present
in a logical unit. It is usually expressed as the ratio of the amount of misstatement in the item to the item's recorded amount.
test of controls. An audit procedure designed to evaluate the operating effectiveness of controls in preventing, or detecting and correcting, material
misstatements at the assertion level.
tolerable misstatement. A monetary amount set by the auditor in respect of
which the auditor seeks to obtain an appropriate level of assurance that
the monetary amount set by the auditor is not exceeded by the actual misstatement in the population.
tolerable rate of deviation. A rate of deviation set by the auditor in respect
of which the auditor seeks to obtain an appropriate level of assurance that
the rate of deviation set by the auditor is not exceeded by the actual rate
of deviation in the population.
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type I error. See risk of incorrect rejection
type II error. See risk of incorrect acceptance
uncorrected misstatements. Misstatements that the auditor has accumulated during the audit and that have not been corrected.
universe. See population.
variables sampling. A sampling method that reaches a conclusion on the
monetary amounts of a population. It includes monetary unit sampling
and classical variables sampling techniques.
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Appendix H

Overview of Statements on Quality
Control Standards
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
This appendix is a partial reproduction of chapter 1 of the AICPA practice aid Establishing and Maintaining a System of Quality Control for a
CPA Firm's Accounting and Auditing Practice, available at www.aicpa.org/
interestareas/frc/pages/enhancingauditqualitypracticeaid.aspx.
This appendix highlights certain aspects of the quality control standards issued by the AICPA. If appropriate, readers should also refer to the quality control standards issued by the PCAOB, available at www.pcaobus.org/
Standards/QC/Pages/default.aspx.
1.01 The objectives of a system of quality control are to provide a CPA
firm with reasonable assurance1 that the firm and its personnel comply with
professional standards and applicable regulatory and legal requirements, and
that the firm or engagement partners issue reports that are appropriate in the
circumstances. QC section 10, A Firm's System of Quality Control (AICPA, Professional Standards), addresses a CPA firm's responsibilities for its system of
quality control for its accounting and auditing practice. That section is to be
read in conjunction with the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct and other
relevant ethical requirements.
1.02 A system of quality control consists of policies designed to achieve
the objectives of the system and the procedures necessary to implement and
monitor compliance with those policies. The nature, extent, and formality of
a firm's quality control policies and procedures will depend on various factors
such as the firm's size; the number and operating characteristics of its offices;
the degree of authority allowed to, and the knowledge and experience possessed
by, firm personnel; and the nature and complexity of the firm's practice.

Communication of Quality Control Policies
and Procedures
1.03 The firm should communicate its quality control policies and procedures to its personnel. Most firms will find it appropriate to communicate their
policies and procedures in writing and distribute them, or make them available
electronically, to all professional personnel. Effective communication includes
the following:

r

A description of quality control policies and procedures and the
objectives they are designed to achieve

1 The term reasonable assurance, which is defined as a high, but not absolute, level of assurance,
is used because absolute assurance cannot be attained. Paragraph .53 of QC section 10, A Firm's
System of Quality Control (AICPA, Professional Standards), states, "Any system of quality control
has inherent limitations that can reduce its effectiveness."
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The message that each individual has a personal responsibility
for quality
A requirement for each individual to be familiar with and to comply with these policies and procedures

Effective communication also includes procedures for personnel to communicate their views or concerns on quality control matters to the firm's management.

Elements of a System of Quality Control
1.04 A firm must establish and maintain a system of quality control. The
firm's system of quality control should include policies and procedures that address each of the following elements of quality control identified in paragraph
.17 of QC section 10:

r
r
r
r
r
r

Leadership responsibilities for quality within the firm (the "tone
at the top")
Relevant ethical requirements
Acceptance and continuance of client relationships and specific engagements
Human resources
Engagement performance
Monitoring

1.05 The elements of quality control are interrelated. For example, a firm
continually assesses client relationships to comply with relevant ethical requirements, including independence, integrity, and objectivity, and policies and
procedures related to the acceptance and continuance of client relationships
and specific engagements. Similarly, the human resources element of quality
control encompasses criteria related to professional development, hiring, advancement, and assignment of firm personnel to engagements, all of which affect policies and procedures related to engagement performance. In addition,
policies and procedures related to the monitoring element of quality control enable a firm to evaluate whether its policies and procedures for each of the other
five elements of quality control are suitably designed and effectively applied.
1.06 Policies and procedures established by the firm related to each element are designed to achieve reasonable assurance with respect to the purpose
of that element. Deficiencies in policies and procedures for an element may result in not achieving reasonable assurance with respect to the purpose of that
element; however, the system of quality control, as a whole, may still be effective in providing the firm with reasonable assurance that the firm and its personnel comply with professional standards and applicable regulatory and legal
requirements and that the firm or engagement partners issue reports that are
appropriate in the circumstances.
1.07 If a firm merges, acquires, sells, or otherwise changes a portion of its
practice, the surviving firm evaluates and, as necessary, revises, implements,
and maintains firm-wide quality control policies and procedures that are appropriate for the changed circumstances.
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Leadership Responsibilities for Quality Within the Firm
(the "Tone at the Top")
1.08 The purpose of the leadership responsibilities element of a system of
quality control is to promote an internal culture based on the recognition that
quality is essential in performing engagements. The firm should establish and
maintain the following policies and procedures to achieve this purpose:

r
r

Require the firm's leadership (managing partner, board of managing partners, CEO, or equivalent) to assume ultimate responsibility for the firm's system of quality control.
Provide the firm with reasonable assurance that personnel assigned operational responsibility for the firm's quality control system have sufficient and appropriate experience and ability to identify and understand quality control issues and develop appropriate policies and procedures, as well as the necessary authority to
implement those policies and procedures.

1.09 Establishing and maintaining the following policies and procedures
assists firms in recognizing that the firm's business strategy is subject to the
overarching requirement for the firm to achieve the objectives of the system of
quality control in all the engagements that the firm performs:

r
r
r

Assign management responsibilities so that commercial considerations do not override the quality of the work performed.
Design policies and procedures addressing performance evaluation, compensation, and advancement (including incentive systems) with regard to personnel to demonstrate the firm's overarching commitment to the objectives of the system of quality control.
Devote sufficient and appropriate resources for the development,
communication, and support of its quality control policies and procedures.

Relevant Ethical Requirements
1.10 The purpose of the relevant ethical requirements element of a system
of quality control is to provide the firm with reasonable assurance that the firm
and its personnel comply with relevant ethical requirements when discharging
professional responsibilities. Relevant ethical requirements include independence, integrity, and objectivity. Establishing and maintaining policies such as
the following assist the firm in obtaining this assurance:

r
r
r

Require that personnel adhere to relevant ethical requirements
such as those in regulations, interpretations, and rules of the
AICPA, state CPA societies, state boards of accountancy, state
statutes, the U.S. Government Accountability Office, and any
other applicable regulators.
Establish procedures to communicate independence requirements
to firm personnel and, where applicable, others subject to them.
Establish procedures to identify and evaluate possible threats to
independence and objectivity, including the familiarity threat that
may be created by using the same senior personnel on an audit
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r
r
r
r

or attest engagement over a long period of time, and to take appropriate action to eliminate those threats or reduce them to an
acceptable level by applying safeguards.
Require that the firm withdraw from the engagement if effective
safeguards to reduce threats to independence to an acceptable
level cannot be applied.
Require written confirmation, at least annually, of compliance
with the firm's policies and procedures on independence from all
firm personnel required to be independent by relevant requirements.
Establish procedures for confirming the independence of another
firm or firm personnel in associated member firms who perform
part of the engagement. This would apply to national firm personnel, foreign firm personnel, and foreign-associated firms.2
Require the rotation of personnel for audit or attest engagements
where regulatory or other authorities require such rotation after
a specified period.

Acceptance and Continuance of Client Relationships
and Speciﬁc Engagements
1.11 The purpose of the quality control element that addresses acceptance
and continuance of client relationships and specific engagements is to establish criteria for deciding whether to accept or continue a client relationship
and whether to perform a specific engagement for a client. A firm's client acceptance and continuance policies represent a key element in mitigating litigation and business risk. Accordingly, it is important that a firm be aware that
the integrity and reputation of a client's management could reflect the reliability of the client's accounting records and financial representations and, therefore, affect the firm's reputation or involvement in litigation. A firm's policies
and procedures related to the acceptance and continuance of client relationships and specific engagements should provide the firm with reasonable assurance that it will undertake or continue relationships and engagements only
where it

r
r
r
r

is competent to perform the engagement and has the capabilities,
including the time and resources, to do so;
can comply with legal and relevant ethical requirements;
has considered the client's integrity and does not have information
that would lead it to conclude that the client lacks integrity; and
has reached an understanding with the client regarding the services to be performed.

1.12 This assurance should be obtained before accepting an engagement
with a new client, when deciding whether to continue an existing engagement,
and when considering acceptance of a new engagement with an existing client.
Establishing and maintaining policies such as the following assist the firm in
obtaining this assurance:
2 A foreign-associated firm is a firm domiciled outside of the United States and its territories that
is a member of, correspondent with, or similarly associated with an international firm or international
association of firms.
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Evaluate factors that have a bearing on management's integrity
and consider the risk associated with providing professional services in particular circumstances.3
Evaluate whether the engagement can be completed with professional competence; undertake only those engagements for which
the firm has the capabilities, resources, and professional competence to complete; and evaluate, at the end of specific periods
or upon occurrence of certain events, whether the relationship
should be continued.
Obtain an understanding, preferably in writing, with the client
regarding the services to be performed.
Establish procedures on continuing an engagement and the client
relationship, including procedures for dealing with information
that would have caused the firm to decline an engagement if the
information had been available earlier.
Require documentation of how issues relating to acceptance or
continuance of client relationships and specific engagements were
resolved.

Human Resources
1.13 The purpose of the human resources element of a system of quality
control is to provide the firm with reasonable assurance that it has sufficient
personnel with the capabilities, competence, and commitment to ethical principles necessary (a) to perform its engagements in accordance with professional
standards and regulatory and legal requirements, and (b) to enable the firm
to issue reports that are appropriate in the circumstances. Establishing and
maintaining policies such as the following assist the firm in obtaining this assurance:

r
r
r
r

Recruit and hire personnel of integrity who possess the characteristics that enable them to perform competently.
Determine capabilities and competencies required for an engagement, especially for the engagement partner, based on the characteristics of the particular client, industry, and kind of service
being performed. Specific competencies necessary for an engagement partner are discussed in paragraph .A27 of QC section 10.
Determine the capabilities and competencies possessed by personnel.
Assign the responsibility for each engagement to an engagement
partner.

3 Such considerations would include the risk of providing professional services to significant
clients or to other clients for which the practitioner's objectivity or the appearance of independence
may be impaired. In broad terms, the significance of a client to a member or a firm refers to relationships that could diminish a practitioner's objectivity and independence in performing attest services.
Examples of factors to consider in determining the significance of a client to an engagement partner,
office, or practice unit include (a) the amount of time the partner, office, or practice unit devotes to the
engagement, (b) the effect on the partner's stature within the firm as a result of his or her service to
the client, (c) the manner in which the partner, office, or practice unit is compensated, or (d) the effect
that losing the client would have on the partner, office, or practice unit.
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Assign personnel based on the knowledge, skills, and abilities required in the circumstances and the nature and extent of supervision needed.
Have personnel participate in general and industry-specific continuing professional education and professional development activities that enable them to accomplish assigned responsibilities
and satisfy applicable continuing professional education requirements of the AICPA, state boards of accountancy, and other regulators.
Select for advancement only those individuals who have the qualifications necessary to fulfill the responsibilities they will be called
on to assume.

Engagement Performance
1.14 The purpose of the engagement performance element of quality control is to provide the firm with reasonable assurance (a) that engagements are
consistently performed in accordance with applicable professional standards
and regulatory and legal requirements, and (b) that the firm or the engagement
partner issues reports that are appropriate in the circumstances. Policies and
procedures for engagement performance should address all phases of the design
and execution of the engagement, including engagement performance, supervision responsibilities, and review responsibilities. Policies and procedures also
should require that consultation takes place when appropriate. In addition, a
policy should establish criteria against which all engagements are to be evaluated to determine whether an engagement quality control review should be
performed.
1.15 Establishing and maintaining policies such as the following assist
the firm in obtaining the assurance required relating to the engagement performance element of quality control:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Plan all engagements to meet professional, regulatory, and the
firm's requirements.
Perform work and issue reports and other communications that
meet professional, regulatory, and the firm's requirements.
Require that work performed by other team members be reviewed
by qualified engagement team members, which may include the
engagement partner, on a timely basis.
Require the engagement team to complete the assembly of final
engagement files on a timely basis.
Establish procedures to maintain the confidentiality, safe custody,
integrity, accessibility, and retrievability of engagement documentation.
Require the retention of engagement documentation for a period
of time sufficient to meet the needs of the firm, professional standards, laws, and regulations.
Require that
—
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— sufficient and appropriate resources be available to enable appropriate consultation to take place;
— all the relevant facts known to the engagement team be
provided to those consulted;
— the nature, scope, and conclusions of such consultations
be documented; and

r

— the conclusions resulting from such consultations be implemented.
Require that
— differences of opinion be dealt with and resolved;
— conclusions reached are documented and implemented;
and

r

— the report not be released until the matter is resolved.
Require that
— all engagements be evaluated against the criteria for determining whether an engagement quality control review
should be performed;
— an engagement quality control review be performed for
all engagements that meet the criteria; and

r
r

— the review be completed before the report is released.
Establish procedures addressing the nature, timing, extent, and
documentation of the engagement quality control review.
Establish criteria for the eligibility of engagement quality control
reviewers.

Monitoring
1.16 The purpose of the monitoring element of a system of quality control
is to provide the firm and its engagement partners with reasonable assurance
that the policies and procedures related to the system of quality control are relevant, adequate, operating effectively, and complied with in practice. Monitoring
involves an ongoing consideration and evaluation of the appropriateness of the
design, the effectiveness of the operation of a firm's quality control system, and
a firm's compliance with its quality control policies and procedures. The purpose of monitoring compliance with quality control policies and procedures is
to provide an evaluation of the following:

r
r
r

Adherence to professional standards and regulatory and legal requirements
Whether the quality control system has been appropriately designed and effectively implemented
Whether the firm's quality control policies and procedures have
been operating effectively so that reports issued by the firm are
appropriate in the circumstances

1.17 Establishing and maintaining policies such as the following assist the
firm in obtaining the assurance required relating to the monitoring element of
quality control:
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Assign responsibility for the monitoring process to a partner or
partners or other persons with sufficient and appropriate experience and authority in the firm to assume that responsibility.
Assign performance of the monitoring process to competent individuals.
Require the performance of monitoring procedures that are sufficiently comprehensive to enable the firm to assess compliance
with all applicable professional standards and the firm's quality
control policies and procedures. Monitoring procedures consist of
the following:
—

Review of selected administrative and personnel records
pertaining to the quality control elements.

—

Review of engagement documentation, reports, and
clients' financial statements.

—

Summarization of the findings from the monitoring procedures, at least annually, and consideration of the systemic causes of findings that indicate that improvements
are needed.

—

Determination of any corrective actions to be taken or
improvements to be made with respect to the specific engagements reviewed or the firm's quality control policies
and procedures.

—

Communication of the identified findings to appropriate
firm management personnel.

—

Consideration of findings by appropriate firm management personnel who should also determine that any actions necessary, including necessary modifications to the
quality control system, are taken on a timely basis.

—

Assessment of

r
r
r
r
r
r

r

the appropriateness of the firm's guidance materials and any practice aids;
new developments in professional standards and
regulatory and legal requirements and how they
are reflected in the firm's policies and procedures
where appropriate;
compliance with policies and procedures on independence;
the effectiveness of continuing professional development, including training;
decisions related to acceptance and continuance
of client relationships and specific engagements;
and
firm personnel's understanding of the firm's quality control policies and procedures and implementation thereof.

Communicate at least annually, to relevant engagement partners
and other appropriate personnel, deficiencies noted as a result of
the monitoring process and recommendations for appropriate remedial action.
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Communicate the results of the monitoring of its quality control
system process to relevant firm personnel at least annually.
Establish procedures designed to provide the firm with reasonable
assurance that it deals appropriately with the following:
— Complaints and allegations that the work performed by
the firm fails to comply with professional standards and
regulatory and legal requirements.
— Allegations of noncompliance with the firm's system of
quality control.
— Deficiencies in the design or operation of the firm's quality control policies and procedures, or noncompliance
with the firm's system of quality control by an individual or individuals, as identified during the investigations
into complaints and allegations.

r

This includes establishing clearly defined channels for firm
personnel to raise any concerns in a manner that enables
them to come forward without fear of reprisal and documenting complaints and allegations and the responses to them.
Require appropriate documentation to provide evidence of the operation of each element of its system of quality control. The form
and content of documentation evidencing the operation of each of
the elements of the system of quality control is a matter of judgment and depends on a number of factors, including the following,
for example:
— The size of the firm and the number of offices.

r

— The nature and complexity of the firm's practice and organization.
Require retention of documentation providing evidence of the operation of the system of quality control for a period of time sufficient to permit those performing monitoring procedures and peer
review to evaluate the firm's compliance with its system of quality
control, or for a longer period if required by law or regulation.

1.18 Some of the monitoring procedures discussed in the previous list may
be accomplished through the performance of the following:

r
r
r

Engagement quality control review
Review of engagement documentation, reports, and clients' financial statements for selected engagements after the report release
date
Inspection4 procedures

4 Inspection is a retrospective evaluation of the adequacy of the firm's quality control policies and
procedures, its personnel's understanding of those policies and procedures, and the extent of the firm's
compliance with them. Although monitoring procedures are meant to be ongoing, they may include
inspection procedures performed at a fixed point in time. Monitoring is a broad concept; inspection is
one specific type of monitoring procedure.
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Documentation of Quality Control Policies
and Procedures
1.19 The firm should document each element of its system of quality control. The extent of the documentation will depend on the size, structure, and
nature of the firm's practice. Documentation may be as simple as a checklist of
the firm's policies and procedures or as extensive as practice manuals.
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Appendix I

Schedule of Changes Made to the Text
From the Previous Edition
This appendix is nonauthoritative and is included for informational purposes
only.
As of May 1, 2017
This schedule of changes identifies areas in the text and footnotes of this guide
that have been changed from the previous edition. Entries in the table of this
appendix reflect current numbering, lettering (including those in appendix
names), and character designations that resulted from the renumbering or reordering that occurred in the updating of this guide.

Reference

Change

Preface

Updated.

Paragraphs 2.07 and 2.13

Updated for clarification.

Paragraphs 3.10, 3.13, 3.42, 3.46,
3.85, and 3.88

Added language related to AU-C
section 940, An Audit of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting
That Is Integrated With an Audit of
Financial Statements (AICPA,
Professional Standards).

Paragraphs 3.53, 3.62, and 3.96

Updated for clarification on sample
size.

Chapter 4

Footnotes updated for clarification.

Paragraph 4.74

Added language on sample size
formulas.

Appendix A

Paragraph A.11 updated for
clarification.

Appendix E

Updated footnote 3.

Appendix H

Added.

Index of Pronouncements and
Other Technical Guidance

Updated

Subject Index

Updated.
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Index of Pronouncements and Other Technical
Guidance
A
Title

Paragraphs

AU-C Section
200, Overall Objectives of the Independent
Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in
Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing
Standards
230, Audit Documentation
265, Communicating Internal Control Related
Matters Identified in an Audit
300, Planning an Audit
315, Understanding the Entity and Its
Environment and Assessing the Risks of
Material Misstatement

1.27, 2.15, 4.36,
4.38–.39

3.96, 4.105, 4.108
3.17, 3.85–.87, 3.98,
5.14
2.52
1.03, 2.17, 3.03

320, Materiality in Planning and Performance of
an Audit

4.50–.52, 4.55

330, Performing Audit Procedures in Response to
Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit
Evidence Obtained

3.03, 3.11, 4.92

450, Evaluation of Misstatements Identified
During the Audit

3.80, 4.79, 4.81,
4.87–.89, 4.99, 4.101,
4.105–.06, 6.52, 7.38

505, External Confirmations

4.91

520, Analytical Procedures

1.08

530, Audit Sampling

1.04, 1.25–.29, 2.02,
2.07, 2.20, 2.28, 3.31,
3.48, 3.72, 3.80, 3.82,
3.96, 4.03, 4.12, 4.17,
4.48, 4.64, 4.77, 4.79,
4.87, 4.90, 4.93,
4.105, 6.12, 7.27

700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on
Financial Statements

4.99

720, Other Information in Documents
Containing Audited Financial Statements

4.88
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Title

Paragraphs

940, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial
Reporting That Is Integrated With an Audit Of
Financial Statements

3.10, 3.13, 3.85, 3.88

Audit Guide Assessing and Responding to Audit Risk
in a Financial Statement Audit

3.03, 4.53–.54
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Subject Index
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TESTS OF DETAILS . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.33–.38
ACCOUNT BALANCES
. Accounts-receivable balances . . . . . . . 5.02–.16
. Audit sampling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.11
. Gross margins, sample planning and . . . . . 4.58
. Monetary unit sampling . . . . . . . . . . . 6.08, 6.55
. Planning of audit sampling
procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30–.32
. Substantive tests of details . . . 4.06–.07, 4.58
ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE BALANCES
. Monetary unit sampling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.08
. Nonstatistical sampling case
study . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.02–.16
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VARIABLES SAMPLING . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7.25
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precision
. Classical variables sampling . . . 7.23, 7.28–.34
. Incorrect rejection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix D
. Tolerable rate of deviation . . . . . . . . . . 3.53–.54
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. Defined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.08
. Exclusion from audit sampling . . . . . . . . . . . 1.08
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